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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project was initiated in October 1990, with the objective of developing and
validating a new computer model of a recovery boiler furnace using a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code specifically tailored to the requirements for solving recovery boiler
flows, and using improved submodels for black liquor combustion based on continued
laboratory fund_ental studies. Many of these objectives had been accomplished at the
end of the first five years and a comprehensive report on that work has been issued [1].

A critical review of recovery boiler modeling, carried out in 1995, concluded that fi_her
enhancements of the model were needed to make reliable predictions of key output
variables. In addition, there w_ a need for sufficient understanding of fouling and
plugging processes to allow model outputs to be interpreted in terms of the effect on
plugging and fouling. As a result, the project was restructured. The restructured project
was initiated at the end of October 1995 and completed in June 1997. The entire project is
now complete. This report summarizes all of the work done on the project since it was
restructured.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the restructuring was to bring closure to the project in an
effective manner that maximized the usefulness of the total effort to the kraft pulp
industry. The key tasks to be accomplished were as follows.

1. Complete the development of enhanced fttrnace models that have the capability to
accurately predict carryover, emissions behavior, dust concentrations, gas
temperatures, and wall heat fluxes.

2. Validate the enhanced fimaace models, so that users can have confidence in the
predicted results.

3. Obtain fundamental information on aerosol formation, deposition, and hardening so
as to develop the knowledge base needed to relate furnace model outputs to plugging
and fouling in the convective sections of the boiler.

4. Facilitate the transfer of codes, black liquor submodels, and fundamental knowledge
to the US kraf_ pulp industry.



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

CFD Model Development

A CFD-based recovery boiler model has been developed by the team at the University of
British Columbia (UBC) and is referred to in this report as the UBC model. This model is
based on a new CFD code specifically tailored for solving flows typical of recovery
boilers and incorporates black liquor combustion and radiant heat transfer as terms in the
energy equation. The model is capable of dealing with swirling flows and includes a
partial treatment of processes occurring in the convective heat transfer sections of the
boiler. The UBC model provides better convergence characteristics and incorporates
more realistic physical submodels than earlier CFD models.

The UBC model is capable of dealing with swirling flows. Swirling flows are
characterized by extra rates of strain that are caused by rapid dilation, out of plane
straining, or significant streamline curvature. These effects give rise to unequal normal
Reynolds stresses that the basic eddy diffusion models of turbulence fail to capture. UBC
has found that although the two-equation eddy viscosity type models apparently predicts
too rapid a swirl decay rate, the standard k-c turbulence model yields qualitatively
accurate results for swirling flows and yields the same performance as other state-of-the-
art two-equation models.

Heat transfer and pressure drop in the convective section (screens and superheater) of the
boiler were modeled. For practical reasons, the grid used in the CFD modeling of the
fimaace cavity is too coarse to represent the individual tubular elements of the convective
section in the upper furnace. Consequently an efficient method is needed by which the
pressure loss and heat transfer due to these tube banks is realistically accounted for. The
distributed resistance method was used. A model was developed that simulates the flow
and heat transfer in the upper furnace section and which couples closely with the existing
three-dimensional CFD model of the furnace cavity.

The hot flow model developed at UBC incorporates the energy equation and combustion
modeling as well as a model of the radiation heat transfer. The hot flow CFD model
solves conservation equations for momentum along the three coordinate directions, the
conservation equation for mass, the conservation equations for the turbulence kinetic
energy and its rate of dissipation, and one conservation equation for each chemical
species included (currently 02, CHh, CO2, CO, H20, H 2, and N2).

The gas phase computation is coupled to a black liquor combustion model. The liquor
model is based on a Lagrangian tracking of each individual drop and typically 10,000 to
20,000 drops are used in a computation. An accounting is kept for the position and speed
of each individual drop during the entire duration of its flight. The liquor spray initial
conditions are determined by a model of the spray system. Each computational drop is
assumed to represent a number of actual liquor drops in the real spray. In the UBC model.
a random method is used to specify the initial drop velocity at the point of injection.



Turbulent diffusion is taken into account in the computation of the drop trajectories,
because the flow field is highly turbulent and unsteady.

The black liquor combustion model used is that developed by Frederick et al. [2]. This is
a sequential treatment of drying, devolatilization, and char burning. Drying and
devolatilization are taken to be heat transfer controlled processes. The char burning
reaction rates are modeled as a combination of mass transfer and chemical kinetics. A

more advanced black liquor combustion model has been developed and is described in
detail in a separate report. Due to insufficient time, this new black liquor combustion
model has not been incorporated into the UBC model.

The black liquor combustion and transport model is fully coupled to the gas phase
computation through source-sink terms in the conservation equations. Combustion of the
volatile gases is modeled in the gas phase program on a mixed is burned basis. The
mixing model used is based on the work of Magnussen and Hjertageer [3] that takes
account of the turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation in computing the rate of
mixing.

The radiation heat transfer model uses the discrete ordinate method [4]. This model is
implemented in a separate program which hms in parallel with the main flow
computation. The radiation heat transfer in the gas phase and between the hot gas and the
surrounding system is computed. The energy transfer between the radiation heat transfer
model and the gas phase computation model is accounted for by source/sink terms in the
energy equation.

Black Liquor Combustion Modeling

Drop Burning Model:

Black liquor burning models, more sophisticated than previous models, were required in
order to deal with air emissions and issues connected with boiler fouling and plugging.
These enhanced models deal with transfer of individual chemical elements between the

liquor and gas phases and their subsequent reactions. Eight chemical elements (carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur, sodium, potassium, chlorine, and fuel nitrogen) can now be
handled. This also requires a broader species mix.

Additional fundamental data on the release of sodium, potassium, sulfur and chloride
were acquired and used to develop rate equations for the release. Data were also obtained
and interpreted to provide the capability to model TRS release and oxidation to SO2,
subsequent SO2 recapture, and NOx formation and destruction. Rate equations for aerosol
formation in the recovery furnace have also been developed.

A completely new black liquor drop burning model for incorporation into CFD-based
recovery boiler models has been developed. This new model provides the basis for
predicting air emissions and aerosol formation in the recovery furnace. It also eliminates



many of the empirical parameters used to describe the burning process that had led to
considerable arbitrariness in older models. This new model is described in detail in a

separate DOE report that is aimed directly at people developing CFD-based recovery
boiler models [5].

The new model provides rate equations for the release of the eight elements mentioned
above. The release of carbon and sulfin' during pyrolysis is described by temperature
dependent rate equations, so that the amounts converted to gases is dependent on local
process conditions. Oxygen and hydrogen release is tied to carbon and sulfur release
through stoichiometric algorithms. Sodium and potassium release occur both through
vaporization as chlorides and by formation and subsequent vaporization of metallic
sodium and potassium. Models for NOn formation are also available.

In the new model, the processes of drying, pyrolysis, and char burning all occur in
parallel. Temperature dependent rate equations determine the relative rates of these
processes. This parallel treatment eliminates arbitrary designation of process transitions
and also provides a basis for using the same process models to describe black liquor
burning in drops and on the char bed. Swelling of black liquor drops is no longer
specified in arbitrary terms, but is a natural consequence of differences in density
between the char phase and the unpyrolyzed liquor solids.

A critical aspect of the new black liquor burning model is a rigorous thermodynamic
treatment of the energy interactions between the liquor drops and the gas phase and of all
chemical reactions occurring in either phase. This is done by defining a full set of
enthalpies for the black liquor solids (based on the elemental analysis and the heating
value of the liquor solids) and using only well-defined chemical species for pyrolysis
gases and char components. This is necessary to insure overall energy conservation in the
CFD-based recovery boiler model.

Char Bed Model:

Reactions in the char bed are significant in recovery boilers. The amount of combustion
and other chemical reactions that occurs in the bed, and the production of gaseous fuels
from the bed, must be accounted for in recovery boiler models. The bed is essentially
impervious to gas flow and is treated as a boundary for the CFD gas flow calculations,
albeit a boundary that is able to exchange mass (chemical species) and energy with the
gas phase. The char bed is able to act as a fuel reservoir and for any given set of furnace
operating conditions, fuel may be accumulating or depleting in the bed. The shape of the
bed can also influence gas flow patterns in the lower fin-nace.

Heat and mass balances on the bed are inherently unsteady, in that local bed burning rates
do not necessarily match the rate at which material is being supplied to that portion of the
bed. One way around this problem in the model is to force the bed to operate at steady
state so that all material that reaches the bed reacts and leaves. While this approach
allows closure of material and energy balances, it cannot determine whether or not the



given operating state is actually obtainable. This can allow "nice-looking" simulations
that are not consistent with the liquor spray and air supply conditions being used.

A new bed model has been developed in which the chemical description of the char bed
processes is fully consistent with that used for the drop burning model. The model
includes rate equations for handling the chemical species interchange between the bed
and the gas phase. An energy balance over the bed is used to determine the bed surface
temperature and the heat exchange between the gas phase and the bed. No attempt is
made to force equivalence between the local burning rates and the rate of supply of
material to the bed. While local inventory imbalances can be calculated, no attempt is
made to use these imbalances to "reshape" the bed and ultimately obtain closure. This
was considered beyond the scope of this project.

Particulate Formation:

Experimental data were obtained on the rates of formation of particulate matter during
char bed burning under controlled conditions, using a laboratory char bed reactor. The
experiments clearly showed that two different types of particulates were being produced.
In addition to sub-micron fume particles that form by a process of vaporization and
condensation, significant quantities of larger sized particles (generally in the 1-100 _tm
range) were also released from the bed. These latter particles were apparently formed by
mechanical fragmentation and removal processes as the char burned.

FUme production during bed burning generally behaved in accordance with expectations
based on existing concepts of fume forming processes. The amount of sodium released as
fume varied from about 0.5% to 12% of the sodium present and was a very strong
function of bed surface temperature. The sodium in the fume appears to be a composite of
sodium vaporized as sodium chloride and as sodium vapor. Similar processes occur for
potassium, and it appears as if potassium chloride vaporization is primarily responsible
for enrichment of both potassium and chloride in the fume.

The larger particles (called ejecta) were light brown in color and 1-100 [tm in diameter
and were clearly produced by mechanical processes. The composition was similar to the
composition of the surface layer of the char. In most experiments, the amount of sodium
released as ejecta was between 3-7% of the char sodium content, which would make this
a significant source of aerosol in the recovery furnace. These are the first quantitative data
on ejecta formation during bed burning that have been obtained. Further work is needed
to ensure that these particles are not an artifact of the experimental system used and to
determine the functional dependence on process variables.

The data obtained on particulate formation during char bed burning were obtained fight at
the end of the project, and there hasn't yet been time to use the data to test the char bed
burning model that was developed in the project.



Radiative Heat Transfer:
..

Measurements of radiative heat transfer properties for black liquor combustion were
carried out under subcontract with Babcock & Wilcox Co. In addition, measurements of
the optical constants of ash samples from kraft recovery boilers were carried out at
Oregon State University [12]. These new data are expected to have a large impact on the
ability to predict radiative heat transfer in recovery boilers. The most significant result is
the extremely low value of the absorption index over the infrared specmuu. This confirms
that suspended particle s do not significantly absorb or emit radiation, that radiative
scattering from fume is very significant, and porous saltcake deposits have low
emissivity. Inorganic deposits are semi-transparent to radiation, and radiation is a
significant component of heat transfer through deposits.

Boiler Fouling and Plugging

Recovery boilers are subject to extensive fouling and plugging. One of the most
important potential uses of CFD-based recovery boiler models is to examine how designs
or operation can be modified to minimize fouling and plugging (or to see how firing rates
can be increased without increasing fouling rates). Thus it is necessary to link the model
outputs (those variables which the model predicts) to fouling and plugging behavior. It is
beyond the scope of the model to actually predict fouling and plugging rates directly.
However, it is possible to interpret fin'nace model predictions in terms of the likely effect
on fouling, particularly on a comparative or relative basis.

This project took advantage of ongoing work dealing with recovery boiler fouling and
plugging at the University of Toronto and at Oregon State University and Sandia National
Laboratory to obtain the necessary knowledge base. This is a very complicated subject
and there is a good deal of work going on throughout the world on it. It was determined
that the most effective way to pull all of this material together and make it available to the
industry was to prepare a technical monograph on recovery boiler fouling and plugging.
This has been done and the monograph is available as a separate report on this project [6].

Model outputs which have a direct bearing on the tendency for fouling and plugging
include the gas velocity and temperature distribution leaving the furnace cavity and
passing through the convective sections, the amount and composition of the carryover
liquor particles from the fiauace, and the fume composition. The mount of fume
produced and the gas composition, particularly SO2 concentrations, are also likely to be
of significant importance.



Model Validation

Validation of recovery boiler models, by comparing model predictions against measured
data, is considered essential in order to convince ultimate users that model predictions can
be relied on and that models are a useful tool for improving recovery boiler design and
performance. However, it is extremely difficult to do this on the full recovery boiler
model. The best approach is to build up confidence in the codes systematically through

assessment of the ability to predict results of simpler cases that are relevant to the actual
situation. The complete, final validation is then confirmed by testing against a very
limited number of "real cases". In the case of the recovery boiler model, the validation of
the CFD model is first based on the ability to describe isothermal flow problems related
to the types of flows expected in recovery boilers. The black liquor combustion models
that are interfaced with the CFD model must first be validated against experimental data
on black liquor combustion processes. Only when these have been accomplished is it
meaningful to attempt to validate the predictions of the combined hot flow model with
black liquor combustion.

UBC has done considerable work comparing model predictions with measured flows, and
this is described in greater detail in reference 8. Most of the work focussed on isothermal
flow situations including physical water models of recovery boilers and cold air flow tests
in actual recovery boilers. In all cases, good qualitative agreement was found between
computed and measured results. The up and down flow regions were correctly predicted
and the equal upward velocity contours had similar shapes. In general, the flow prediction
capabilities of the UBC model can be considered validated.

As part of this project, two field tests were carried out on actual recovery boilers to obtain
data to set up and test the model. Neither of these validation exercises was that
successful. The biggest problem was that the mount of quantitative data on fin-nace
outputs was extremely limited, despite extensive efforts to acquire such data. Another
problem was that certain critical model input (setup) data (such as spray initialization
parameters) could not be measured directly and had to be specified in an arbitrary
manner. The third problem was the inherent unsteadiness of recovery boiler flows, which
resulted in uncertainty in the applicability of furnace output variables measured at a
particular location and time.

In Case 1, video camera images of the liquor sprays were obtained for comparison with
computed drop trajectories. The spray predictions do not appear to correspond to
actuality, in that the sprays remain too wet and strike the bed with too much material.
This was the case, even though spray parameters were varied. In the actual boiler, the
sprays did not appear to reach the bed intact. There were no quantitative data available to
compare with carryover predictions, but the mill did not consider carryover to be a
problem. The amount of carryover is highly dependent on spray initialization parameters,
which are quite arbitrary.

In Case 2, many different operating conditions were used during the test and data were
obtained on how the furnace responded to these changes. This allowed cause and effect
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relationships to be explored. However, only a single set of conditions was modeled and
compared to data, because of the time and effort needed to set up, converge, and interpret
a solution for a single case. Because of these factors, CFD-based recovery boiler models
are very inefficient for establishing cause and effect relationships.

A benchmarking exercise was carried out in which the predictions of the UBC model
were compared with those made with a FLUENT model for one isothermal flow case
based on a physical water model. The benchmarking test showed that both codes did a
reasonable job of predicting the flows and were in general agreement with each other.

It can be concluded that model validation must focus more intensively on smaller

problems for which tree answers are known. Flow predictions are most amenable to this
approach and these have been rather extensively validated. A similar approach needs to
be done for black liquor combustion submodels. Validating complete model predictions
against data from full fimaace testing is a fallacy. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to
make sufficient measurements to actually test model predictions. Disagreements between
model predictions and reality can also occur because of incorrect model setup conditions,
some of which (such as liquor spray initialization) are not measureable directly and which
must be done arbitrarily.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The codes developed in this project can and have been used to improve recovery boiler
design and operation. UBC has formed a "spin-off' company, Process Simulations Ltd.
(PSL) and has licensed the UBC code to PSL for industrial application. Simulations have
been carried out on a number of different boilers for several different companies. The
UBC code has also been licensed to IPST. Either of these organizations can be contacted
for further details on how the models can be accessed.

CFD-based recovery boiler models are also available in-house at each of the major
manufacturers of recovery boilers. These models are similar in nature to the model
developed in this project and have drawn on much of the information developed in this
project. CFD-based recovery boiler models have also been developed at the Royal
Institute in Sweden, at Tampere Technical University in Finland. A simpler model has
been developed at Jansen Boiler and Combustion Technologies in the United States.

These various models have been used as an effective tool over the past few years to help
guide changes in recovery boiler design and operation. They are most fruitfiaUy applied
when flow patterns within the boiler are suboptimum and the boiler operating problems
are directly connected to the flow patterns. They are somewhat less effective when
dealing with emissions and chemical aspects of recovery boiler operation.

It still requires considerable effort, time, and computer knowledge to set up and solve a
single case, so there are economic limits to the number of cases that can be done on a



given boiler. Interpretation of the model output requires considerabl e knowledge of boiler
operation as well as computer and modeling skills. This has limited the application of the
models. They are not at, and are likely to never be at, a point where they can be routinely
applied in the field.

There are four separate reports resulting from the final phase of this project. These are:

1. A comprehensive final report coveting all work on the project since the project was
restructured [8]. A comprehensive summary report on the first five years of the
project was issued recently [1] and should be consulted for information on work done
during that period.

2. A report describing in detail how black liquor combustion in a recovery boiler should
be modeled.[5] This report incorporates the latest information on black liquor
processes and is aimed at people who are directly involved with the development of
recovery boiler models.

3. A technical monograph on recovery boiler fouling and plugging, summarizing and
integrating the current knowledge about recovery boiler fouling and plugging and
aimed at the general technical audience involved with recovery boiler design and
operation. [6]

4. A report summarizing the recovery boiler design and operating information needed
for model setup and the measured output variables for the cases used for model
validation in this study. The intent is to make the information available for validation
of other recovery boiler models and to encourage cross-comparisons in the
predictions of the different models.[7]



INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Background of Current Program

This recovery boiler project started in October 1990 and was originally scheduled to run
for four years. The objective ofthe project was to develop a computer model of a
recovery boiler furnace using a CFD code specifically tailored to the requirements for
solving recovery boiler flows and using improved submodels for black liquor combustion
based on continued laboratory fundamental studies. There was considerable emphasis on
developing accurate predictions of the physical carryover of macroscopic particles of
partially burnt black liquor and smelt out of the furnace, since this was seen as the main
cause of boiler plugging. This placed strong emphasis on gas flow patterns within the
furnace and on mass loss rates and swelling and shrinking rates of burning black liquor
drops.

The original project involved three institutions, the Institute of Paper Science &
Technology (IPST), the University of British Columbia (UBC), and Oregon State
University (OSU). IPST was responsible for overall project leadership, bed modeling,
model simplification and application, and overall model validation. UBC was responsible
for CFD code development and flow modeling and validation. OSU was responsible for
fundamental data on black liquor combustion and formulation of improved black liquor
burning models. In addition, T. M. Grace Company, Inc. was involved to provide
technical coordination and interpretation.

When the original four year period was completed, the project was extended for an
additional three years. The extension started in September 1994. By this time it had
become apparent that many recovery boilers encountered serious plugging problems even
when physical carryover was minimal. The objective of the extended project was to
improve the utility of the models by including the black liquor chemistry relevant to air
emissions predictions and aerosol formation, and by developing the knowledge base and
computational tools to relate fimaace model outputs to fouling and plugging of the
convective sections of the boilers.

Two new members were added to the project team in the extended project. Babcock &
Wilcox (B&W) became involved to provide experimentally based information on
radiation heat transfer. Tran Industrial Research (TIR) was brought in to provide guidance
and information relevant to boiler plugging. In January 1995, as a result of staff changes
at IPST, Thomas M. Grace became a part-time employee of IPST in order to serve as
principal investigator on the project. As a consequence, T. M. Grace Company, Inc. was
no longer involved as as subcontractor.

Early in 1995, a critical review of recovery boiler modeling was carried out. As a result of
this review and other factors, the extended project was restructured so as to bring it to
closure in a manner that would maximize the value of the entire project to the pulp and
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paper industry. The restructured project was initiated at the end of October 1995 and was
completed in June 1997.

This report covers all of the work on the restructured project. A comprehensive report on
the first five years of the project was issued in early 1997.

Context

During the course of this program, recovery boiler models have been developed at a
number of different orgmzations. A s_ary of the models currently known to be in
existence is given below.

1. Models (codes) developed in this study
UBC completemodel ownCFDbase

2. Boiler Manufacturers

B&W completemodel ownCFDbase
ABBCE completemodel basedon FLUENT
Kvaemer (Tampella) complete model based on PHOENICS
Kvaemer (Gotaverken) simple model based on FLUENT
Ahlstrom unknownextent basedon FLUENT

Jansen (JBCT) simplemodel ownbase (alsohaveKIVA)

3. Other Recovery Furnace Model Codes
Tampere Technical University complete model based on PHOENICS
Royal Institute of Technology complete model based on STAR CFD

4. Various straight CFD codes for dealing with flow problems

Elements of Recovery Boiler Models

Recovery boiler models consist of several distinct elements. The liquor and gas are
treated as two separate phases. The gas phase is treated as a continuum, while the liquor
is treated as distinct drops which dry and burn as they move through the gas. Liquor also
bums on the bed and the walls and this is treated through reactive boundary conditions.

The CFD part of the model deals with the gas phase. The differential equations describing
mass, heat, and momentum balances for the gas phase are converted to difference
equations and solved numerically. The fin'nace volume is broken up into cells or nodes
using an appropriate grid structure. Numerical solutionof the equations requires
specification of boundary conditions and also of sources and/or sinks of mass, energy,
and momentum resulting from liquor burning. The coupling of the gas phase with the
black liquor phase takes place through these source/sink terms.
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The black liquor burning model consists of two distinct parts, a drop burning model and a
trajectory model. The drop burning model describes how the liquor drop interacts with
the surrounding gas with respect to mass and energy. It includes an appropriate chemical
description of the burning drop and means for tracking state changes (composition and
temperature) in the drop, and rate equations that describe the exchange of mass and
energy between the liquor and the gas. The drop burning model also provides means for
handling the swelling and deswelling that occurs when black liquor bums. The rate
equations that describe mass and energy exchange between the liquor and the gas are the
basis for the gas-phase source/sink terms needed by the CFD part of the model.

The trajectory equations come from a force balanceon the burning drop as it moves
through the fin'nace. Forces acting on the drop include gravity and drag by the gas
through which it is moving. The drag force depends on the vector velocity difference
between the drop and the gas and is oriented in this direction. The initial condition for the
drop trajectory as it enters the furnace comes from a model for the liquor spray.
Typically, this sets the initial drop size and vector velocity. The drops continue on their
trajectories until they reach the bed, strike a fin'nace wall, or are carried up out of the
fiauace.

The source/sink terms apply to the gas phase. These include the masses of each of the
specific chemical species entering/leaving the gas phase, the energy transferred in both
directions by chemical species transfer and by heat transfer, and the momentum transfer
to the gas by fluid drag from the particles. These must be specifically written for the
black liquor burning process, as they are not part of the CFD codes themselves. Means of
handling the source/sink terms are normally a part of CFD codes, but not the specific
source/sink equations.

Models are also required to describe what happens to the liquor drops that reach the walls
or land on the bed. These are referred to as wall models and bed models. The bed models

usually incorporate some way of handling bed burning by interacting with the gas phase
in the region directly above the bed.

Other elements involved in recovery boiler models include means for setting up the grid
structure, means for setting appropriate boundary conditions, solution algorithms, and
means for displaying model outputs.

The output of a CFD-based recovery boiler model includes a quantitative description of
the gas velocity (three components), temperature and concentration fields, the trajectories
of the liquor drops and the ultimate fate of all of the liquor drops, and heat fluxes to the
bounding surfaces. It may also include information on bed burning rates, temperatures,
etc. This is a tremendous amount of information. A typical grid may contain over 100,000
elements, so the output contains several million data points not including the information
needed to describe drop trajectories. Graphical displays or other methods of compressing
the data are required to make this mount of information manageable.
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Various CFD codes can serve as a platform for a recovery boiler model. Some, such as
FLUENT and PHOENICS are commercially available, while others have been developed
within universities or within companies. In this program, UBC has developed computer
codes that have been tailored to meet the special requirements of recovery boiler flows.
Commercially available CFD codes have also undergone significant improvement since
this project was initiated, and now provide a viable basis for recovery boiler models.
Several boiler manufacturers are currently using such CFD codes as platforms for
recovery boiler models.

Black liquor combustion models have passed through several generations. The first
models focused primarily on the mass changes and diameter changes that accompanied
black liquor burning, since these factors had a major influence on drop trajectories and
thus on the amount of carryover. Drying and volatiles formation were treated as separate
heat transfer controlled processes and char burning was treated as an oxygen mass
transfer controlled process. The second generation models incorporated gasification of
char carbon by reaction with CO2 and H20. Gasification kinetic rate equations were
developed and combined with external and internal mass transfer correlations to provide
an overall rate equation for the char burning step. Rate equations for drying and
devolatilization were also improved.

A third generation black liquor combustion model was developed in the course of the
present work and is described in a later chapter of this report. This is a full elemental
model which contains the information on sulfur release and recapture and on sodium,
potassium, and chloride volatilization needed to predict air emissions and deal adequately
with boiler fouling and plugging.

The char bed causes considerable complications in developing a CFD-based recovery
furnace model. The CFD portion of the model is based on the gas phase and the bed acts
as a boundary condition for the gas. However, it is a boundary that is able to exchange
mass (chemical species), energy, and possibly momentum with the gas phase. Moreover,
the bed is able to act as a fuel reservoir and for any given set of fimaace operating
conditions, fuel may be accumulating or depleting in the bed. This can have a pronounced
effect on overall energy balances. Finally, the bed occupies space in the lower furnace
that is not available for gas flow, and thus can have a pronounced effect on the gas flow
patterns in the lower furnace.

Previous models of bed burning have treated it as if the chemistry involved is essentially
the same as that during the char burning stage of a liquor drop. This has severe
limitations. Bed models also have to deal with the inventory question. The rate of bed
burning can be coupled with the rate at which combustible material reaches the bed to
determine an inventory imbalance and thus an indication of bed growth or decay rates.
An alternative approach is to force a steady state by assuming the bed burning rate is
equal to the rate at which combustible material reaches the bed. This allows closure of
furnace material and energy balances, but it begs the question of whether or not such
burning rates are actually attainable for the firing conditions being simulated.
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The experimental data base char bed burning is very limited. Most of the current bed
models are either based on the experimental work carded out with the char bed reactor at
IPC (now IPST) in 1988 [9] or on single particle char bunting rate data. As a result of this
deficiency, extensive experimental work on bed burning was carded out as part of this
project.

A considerable part of the art of CFD-based recovery boiler model simulation is involved
with setting up the problem. The geometry of the furnace must be known and the fiauace
volume divided up into a large number of computational cells for the CFD difference
equations. A suitable grid structure to define the location of all of these cells must be set
up. In order to provide for air and liquor entry into the furnace, the grid structure needs to
be aligned with the air port openings and the liquor gun openings. Air entry through
burner ports and other filmace openings may also need to be allowed for. Considerable
compromise is often needed in setting up a problem. Requirements for computer memory
and solution time have a major influence on the number of cells that can be used. Current
models typically use something on the order of 100,000 cells for a simulation. This
effectively prevents using enough cells to completely define the jets coming in from each
individual air port. Primary air is normally modeled as a slot jet in order to accomodate
the need to keep the number of cells down. Secondary air and tertiary air ports are usually
modeled as individual ports. However, even for these ports, compromises may be
necessary in locating the ports in the computational geometry. Ports may be arbitrarily
located directly above other ports in order to be aligned with the chosen grid. Thus the
computational geometry may differ from the real furnace geometry. Symmetry
assumptions are often made so that only one-half or one-fourth of the fin'nace is actually
modeled. This allows a finer mesh size on the computational grid but it also forces the
flows to be synuneffical.

Problem setup also requires specification of the boundary conditions, in particular, the
conditions at which air and liquor enter the unit. The simplest approach is to assume that
the air at a given level entering the furnace is evenly distributed to all of the ports. This
may introduce biases into the predicted flows that do not reflect reality. Pressure drops
through windboxes and across dampers, etc. can result in considerable unevenness in the
distribution of air between different air ports. Liquor spray specification usually involves
assuming the liquor enters the furnace as discrete drops with a defined drop size
distribution and vector velocity distribution. The relation between actual liquor firing
variables and the specification of the sprays is often arbitrary and/or obscure.

Graphical displays or other methods of compressing the data are required to make the
large amount of output information from the model manageable. Commercial CFD codes
come with built-in graphic routines for displaying the data. UBC has also developed
special graph/cai data display routines for their code. Care must be taken that the
averaging processes used in displaying field information do not themselves generate
artifacts.
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FUNCTION OF RECOVERY BOILER MODELING PROGRAM

CFD-based recovery boiler models have the potential for being a powerful tool in
optimizing recovery boiler process design and operation. They are capable of dealing
with the complex flow patterns that exist in recovery boilers as well as the black liquor
combustion process. Thus they can provide a means for relating firing practices and
furnace design directly to furnace performance.

Boiler manufacturers are the source of most recovery boiler technology developments.
The main needs of boiler manufacturers are process insight to guide design changes,
increased credibility with customers to aid sales of recovery boilers, guidance in
troubleshooting recovery boiler operating problems, confidence in making guarantees,
and means for gaining a competitive advantage over other boiler manufacturers. All of
the major recovery boiler manufacturers have CFD-based recovery boiler models within
their own organizations. General benefits occur to the pulp and paper industry if these
models are of high quality. The results of this project can be used by boiler manufacturers
to:

· obtain necessary information on black liquor combustion and related behavior which
can then be incorporated into their in-house models,

· obtain specific submodels (eg. a bed model) for incorporation in their own codes,
· keep in touch with the state-of-the-art in boiler modelling,
· evaluate methods for simplifying models,
· increase confidence in their own models through model project validation efforts,
· cross-check predictions of in-house models against other models, and
· obtain general information on boiler performance from simulations done with other

models.

The second main group of potential model users are kraf_ pulp manufacturers. The main
needs of pulp manufacturers are;
· more confidence that boiler manufacturers understand black liquor combustion and

can provide equipment and operating guidance that will meet specifications,
· process insights that can guide evolutionary changes to improve recovery boiler

productivity,
· specific knowledge of changes in operating procedures and/or hardware modifications

that would provide incremental gains in liquor burning capacity in existing units,
· assistance in troubleshooting operating problems,

· means for increasing operator acceptance of changes in operating procedures, and
· confidence that changes in boiler design or operating procedures will not adversely

affect boiler integrity.

At the current state of development, there is little need or desire to have a CFD recovery
boiler model available at individual pulp mills. The mills do not have the computer or
manpower resources to devote to model use, and operating problems requiring this level
of capability are relatively infrequent. Atthe corporate level, some companies might have
the computer and manpower resources and the expertise to have codes available in-house
for their own utilization. However, up to the present, none have developed internal
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models. Pulp manufacturers could utilize general knowledge and process insight that has
been obtained as a result of model development and model simulations

Another way recovery boiler models could be used is through genetic modelling and
simulations to produce general results that could be interpreted and delivered as technical
papers and reports. When this project was first conceived, this latter approach was
considered to be one of the main ways for getting results to pulp manufacturers. As the
project proceeded, the feedback from users was that the focus should be on developing a
good model and validating it. The users themselves would take care of the applications.

A general fin'nace model could provide considerable help in dealing with boiler fouling
and plugging issues if good descriptions of aerosol formation and characteristics were
part of the model. The effects of variables such as gas temperature and composition and
convective section geometry on deposits also needs to be understood to make maximum
use of fimaace model predictions. A global furnace model could also provide considerable
help in understanding emissions behavior, combustion stability and bed control, and in
developing operating strategies for maximizing firing rates.

There remain a number of impediments to more effective use of recovery fiauace models.
These include the following:

1. the high computational intensity of calculations,
2. the high degree of skill needed [o set up problems and guide convergence,
3. the limited correspondence between the type of information needed to solve recovery

boiler problems and the type of information a fimaace model can produce,
4. the immense amount of information developed by the models that must be distilled

and condensed and presented in a manner that the user can understand it,
5. the inefficiency in re-solving the entire recovery boiler furnace field to see the effects

of changing a single parameter,
6. the lack of knowledge about recovery boiler design and operation on the part of the

some of the institutions that have developed and are running the CFD models, and
7. the need for boiler manufacturers to preserve proprietary information obtained with

their own models.

This DOE-supported program has played a four-fold role in improving recovery boiler
design and operation.

1. Development of a validated CFD-based recovery furnace model specifically tailored
to deal with the particular geometries and flow effects characteristic of recovery
boilers and incorporating the most reliable information of the relevant burning
behavior of black liquor in a recovery boiler environment:
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2. Obtaining substantial fundamental information on the combustion of black liquor and
on processes relevant to air emissions and aerosol formation, deposition, and removal
in recovery boilers and making that information available not only for incorporation
into the codes being specifically developed as part of the project but also to other
developers of recovery furnace models.

3. Collecting and interpreting all available information on fouling and plugging of
recovery boilers and assembling it into a comprehensive whole in the form of a
technical monograph.

4. Acquiring and packaging data needed for recovery boiler model validation so as to
make it generally available for model validation.
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STATUS OF RECOVERY BOILER MODEL

A CFD-based recovery boiler model was developed at the University of British Columbia
as a specific objective of this project, and is referred to herein as the UBC model. Other
recovery boiler models have been, or are being, developed by parties who are also part of
this project as well as by others, but these other models are incidental to this project. This
section provides a brief summary of the UBC model. The model is described in much
greater detail in Appendix 1.

The UBC model is based on a new CFD code specifically tailored for solving flows
typical of recovery boilers and incorporates black liquor combustion and radiant heat
transfer as terms in the energy equation. The model is capable of dealing with swirling
flows and includes a partial treatment of processes occurring in the convective heat
transfer sections of the boiler. The UBC model provides better convergence
characteristics and incorporates more realistic physical submodels than earlier CFD
models.

The UBC model is capable of dealing with swirling flows, which are characterized by
extra rates of strain that are caused by rapid dilation, out of plane straining, or significant
streamline curvature. These effects give rise to unequal normal Reynolds stresses which
the basic eddy diffusion models of turbulence fail to capture. UBC has found that
although the two-equation eddy viscosity type models apparently predicts too rapid a
swirl decay rate, the standard k-e turbulence model yields qualitatively accurate results
for swirling flows and yields the same performance as other state-of-the-art, two-equation
turbulence models.

The UBC model has now been extended to treat heat transfer and pressure drop in the
convective section (screens and superheater) of the boiler. For practical reasons, the grid
used in the CFD modeling of the fiauace cavity is too coarse to represent the individual
tubular elements of the convective section in the upper fin'nace. Consequently an efficient
method is needed by which the pressure loss and heat transfer due to these tube banks is
realistically accounted for. The distributed resistance method was used. A model was
developed that simulates the flow and heat transfer in the upper fiauace section and
which couples closely with the existing three-dimensional CFD model of the fin-nace
cavity.

The hot flow model at UBC incorporates the energy equation and combustion modeling
as well as a model of the radiation heat transfer. The hot flow CFD model solves
conservation equations for momentum along the three coordinate directions, the
conservation equation for mass, the conservation equations for the turbulence kinetic
energy and its rate of dissipation, and one conservation equation for each chemical
species included (currently 02, CH4, CO2, CO, H20, H2, and N2).

The gas phase computation is coupled to a black liquor combustion model. The gas phase
variables (three components of velocity, pressure, temperature, the turbulence parameters
k and c, and the concentrations of each of the gas species) are solved in a fixed coordinate
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system, for a steady state case, and are only a fimction of position. The properties of the
black liquor phase are calculated in a moving frame of reference and are a fimction of
time and location. The exchange of mass, momentum, and energy between the gas phase
and the liquor phase is accounted for by source/sink terms added to the gas phase cells.
The amount of thermal energy exchanged between the liquor particles and the gas phase
is accounted for by source/sink terms in the gas-phase energy equation. The chemical
energy is accounted for by the implicit enthalpy carried with the individual gas species
transferring between the phases.

A statistical method is used to model the black liquor spray. Each computational particle
(drop) is assumed to represent a number of real particles that have the same location,
velocity, chemical composition and properties. A distribution function is assumed for the
drop diameters. The number of computational drops is selected as an optimum between
the available computer resources and the required simulation accuracy. In a typical case,
10,000 to 20,000 drops are used to model the spray. The diameter range is divided into
intervals and for each interval a mean interval drop diameter is computed. Once this is
done, the mass and number of real drops represented by a computational drop is
determined. This does not have to be an integer. The spray is defined by the horizontal
and vertical spread angles for each nozzle. A random method is used to distribute the
drops among the nozzles and ranges of injection directions. Once the nozzle location and
initial drop velocity magnitude and direction are known, the initial velocity components,
(u, v, and w), are computed. The selected number of drops are injected at the same time
and their positions, mass changes, and chemical composition are tracked and recorded
until each drop/particle leaves the computational domain. The forces acting on the drop
are gravity and fluid drag. As the drops move on their trajectories, they are subject to drag
from a gas-drop relative velocity that includes a turbulent gas velocity component. This is
determined statistically and is related to the local turbulent intensity. As a result of this,
identical drops, starting with identical initial conditions do not follow the same
trajectories.

The black liquor combustion model used in the current UBC code is that developed by
Frederick et al. [2]. This is a sequential treatment of drying, devolatilization, and char
burning. Drying and devolatilization are taken to be heat transfer controlled processes.
The char burning reaction rates are modeled as a combination of mass transfer and
chemical kinetics. As described elsewhere in this report, a more advanced black liquor
combustion model has been developed. Due to insufficient time, this new black liquor
combustion model has not yet been incorporated into the UBC model. This would need to
be done if the UBC model is to have the capability of predicting air emissions and fume
production.

The black liquor combustion and transport model is fully coupled to the gas phase
computation through source-sink terms in the conservation equations. Combustion of the
volatile gases is modeled in the gas phase program on a mixed is burned basis. The
mixing model used is based on the work of Magnussen and Hjertageer [3]. It takes
account of the turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation in computing the rate of
mixing.
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The radiation heat transfer model uses the discrete ordinate method [4]. This model is

implemented in a separate program that nms in parallel with the main flow computation.
The radiation heat transfer in the gas phase and between the hot gas and the surrounding
system is computed. The energy transfer between the radiation heat transfer model and
the gas phase computation model is accounted for by source/sink terms in the energy
equation.

The bed shape is approximated by a staircase grid arrangement. A drop/particle that lands
on the bed is assumed to be anchored there and to complete its remaining combustion
stages on the bed surface. Mass and energy are exchanged between the bed and the gas
within the cell first adjacent to the first bed gas phase cell. The bed is assumed to operate
at steady state and the necessary mass and energy exchange is calculated from this
assumption.

In early hot flow models with black liquor combustion, the liquor that reached the wall
was assumed to stick to the wall surface and exchange mass and energy within the first
neighboring gas phase cell. Later versions of the model compute the rate of combustion
for the liquor that reaches the wall from the same rate equations used for the drop in-
flight. If the rate of material striking the wall exceeds this rate, the excess material is
moved to the bed.

It now takes 1-3 days to mn a hot flow case including black liquor combustion with the
UBC model. The actual CPU time to mn a case is about one 24-hr day. Time is also
required for setting up a case and for adjustments of boundary conditions, etc. This is a
significant reduction in solution time.

For some types of problems, CFD recovery boiler models of this type are to some extent
technical overkill. They provide much more information (and unverifiable information)
about recovery boilers than is ever needed for practical use. They are still very
computationally intensive and for practical purposes are limited to steady state
predictions. Because of the amount of computation and time needed to set up and solve a
single case, they are not very amenable to handling cause and effect situations.

These types of models are most suitable when applied to cases where the flow pattern in
the boiler is a significant aspect of the problem. Many simulations have shown a
relatively close coupling between hot flow patterns and isothermal flow patterns, as well
as a similarity between upward gas velocity distributions and gas temperature
distributions. Thus the models are also applicable to those plugging problems that are
caused by high gas temperatures in the convective sections.
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BLACK LIQUOR BURNING MODELING

Black liquor burning models are the basis for the source-sink terms in the CFD portion of
the model needed to handle mass and energy coupling between the liquor phase and the
gas phase. Closure of material and energy balances is a critical aspect of a valid recovery
boiler model. The black liquor burning model must be constructed in such a way that it
permits a rigorous energy balance in accordance with thermodynamic principles. It must
also provide the appropriate chemical species transferring to the gas phase and remaining
with the smelt to satisfy the model chemical requirements.

A revised black liquor burning model for use in CFD-based recovery boiler models, with
the above capabilities, was developed in the restructured project. This new model is
described in full detail in a separate project report [5] that is directed specifically at
people who are involved with model development or enhancement.

Black Liquor Burning Chemistry

The new black liquor burning model is based on fundamental studies on black liquor
combustion and the chemistry of black liquor burning which was carded out under
subcontract at Oregon State University (OSU). Prior to the completion of this project, the
key researchers at OSU joined IPST and the work was completed there. Much of this
fundamental work on black liquor is summarized in detail in reference 1.

Researchers at Abo Akademi University in Finland have also been active in the area of
fundamental black liquor combustion behavior. Previous work on this subject was
described in DOE report DOE/CE/40936-T3 (DE97050772) "Black Liquor Combustion
Validated Recovery Boiler Modeling Five-Year Report" and in DOE report
DOE/CE/40936-T2 (DE96006558) "Sodium and Sulfur Release and Recapture During
Black Liquor Burning" [ 1,10].

The more sophisticated black liquor bum/ng models are needed to deal with air emissions
and issues connected with boiler fouling and plugging. These are sometimes referred to as
elemental models because they deal with transfer of individual chemical elements
between the liquor and gas phases.

The complete chemistry of black liquor is very complicated and the detailed composition
is undefined. However, the elemental composition of the liquor solids can be measured
quantitatively in the laboratory. This elemental analysis is the minimum information
needed to describe the chemical reactions occurring in the furnace. In order to provide the
quantitative information on liquor composition needed to describe all of the critical air
emission and plugging factors, eight elements must be specified.

These elements and typical ranges of composition are:
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C carbon 30-40%

H hydrogen 3-4%
O oxygen 30-40%
S sulfur 3-6%
Na sodium 17-20%

K potassium 0.5-4%
C1 chloride 0-4%

Nf fuel nitrogen. 0.05-0.25%

The carbon and hydrogen are the main constituents of the organic fuel substances in the
liquor. Oxygen is a major component of both the organic fuels and the inorganic
compounds in the liquor. Sulfur is present as both organic sulfur and as inorganic sulfur
compounds. The sodium and potassium are present as salts of organic acids and as
inorganic salts. The chloride is normally present as NaC1 and KC1. The fuel nitrogen is
part of the organic material in the hquor.

The overall processes modeled in the new elemental burning models are the same as
those involved in simpler burning models: drying, pyrolysis (and volatiles burning), and
char burning. When elements are transferred between the liquor and gas phases, they do
so as specific chemical species (with defined enthalpies as functions of temperature). The
essence of the elemental burning model(s) is a set of algorithms defining the element -
chemical compound transformations and rate equations for each of the transferences. The
individual elements in the black liquor solids are all converted to defined chemical
compounds during pyrolysis, and all char bum/ng reactions (including those that can take
place when carbon is absent), occur as reactions between these defined chemical
compounds.

The new model provides rate equations for the release of the eight elements mentioned
above. The release of carbon and sulfur during pyrolysis is described by temperature
dependent rate equations, so that the amounts converted to gases is dependent on local
process conditions. Oxygen and hydrogen release are tied to carbon and sulfi_ release
through stoichiometric algorithms. Sodium and potassium release occurs both through
vaporization as chlorides and by formation and subsequent vaporization of metallic
sodium and potassium. Models for NOx formation are also available.

In the new model, the processes of drying, pyrolysis, and char burning all occur in
parallel. Temperature dependent rate equations determine the relative rates of these
processes. This parallel treatment eliminates arbitrary designation of process transitions
and also provides a basis for using the same process models to describe black liquor
burning in drops and on the char bed. Swelling of' black liquor drops is no longer
specified in arbitrary terms, but is a natural consequence of differences in density
between the char phase and the unpyrolyzed liquor solids.
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A critical aspect of the new black liquor burning model is a rigorous thermodynamic
treatment of the energy interactions between the liquor drops and the gas phase and of all
chemical reactions occurring in either phase. This is done by defining a full set of
enthalpies for the black liquor solids (based on the measured elemental analysis and the
heating value of the liquor solids and a specific heat function) and using only well-
defined chemical species for pyrolysis gases and char components. This rigorous
thermodynamic treatment is necessary to insure overall energy conservation in the CFD-
based recovery boiler model.

As mentioned above, the new model treats drying, pyrolysis, and char burning as all
occurring simultaneously. Drying is simply the loss of water from the liquor and no
chemical reactions are involved. Pyrolysis involves the conversion of liquorsolids into
gases and char. Kobashi-type models for sulfur release and carbon release are the basis
for the treatment of pyrolysis. The char produced by pyrolysis contains specific chemical
compounds that can then undergo reactions in the so-called char burning step. Pyrolysis
is actually a very complex sequence of reactions. We simplify this by assuming that
pyrolysis simply converts liquor solids into specific gases, which come off, and char
(which contains solid carbon (fixed carbon) and simple inorganic compounds). As
pyrolysis proceeds, the liquor phase may contain some liquid water, some unpyrolyzed
liquor solids, and the chemical compounds in char. Pyrolysis continues until all of the
liquor solids have been converted to gases and char. Thus the extent of pyrolysis can be
measured by one minus the ratio of unpyrolyzed liquor solids remaining to the original
liquor solids.

For illustrative purposes, the treatment of pyrolysis for black liquor solids that contain the
following five elements (Na, S, C, H, O) is described below. The extension to a liquor
containing also K, C1, and fuel N is straightforward, but is not shown here.

The starting point is the elemental analysis of the black liquor:
Na a
S b
C c
H d
O e

where a + b + c + d + e = 1.

An initialization of the liquor solids is done where the Na and S are partitioned into
pseudo-inorganic compounds "Na2CO3", "Na2S" and Na2SO4". The fraction of the sulfur
input as sulfate must be specified as an input variable, f, because the sulfate sulfur is
assumed to be non-pyrolyzable. The remaining sulfur "Na2S" is assumed to be
pyrolyzable. The psuedo-inorganic compounds do not take part in any reactions. They are
purely a bookkeeping device. Chemical reactions can only occur when the psuedo
compounds are converted to real compounds by pyrolysis.

The next step is to calculate the pyrolyzable carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen as follows:
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"C" = c - 12/106 * "Na2CO3"

"H ''= d
"O" = e - 48/106 * "Na2CO3" - 64/142 * "Na2SO4"

Kobayashi-type rate equation s are written for both carbon release and sulfur release. The
pyrolysis of the carbon is assumed to follow the following path:

"C" ---> CO, CO2, H2 and H20 (gases) + C (solid)

The relative amounts of CO, CO2, H2 and H20 given off is based on conservation of
elements using the ratios of "C", "H", and "O" in the unpyrolyzed liquor solids. Since
there are four species and only three elements, the shift reaction equilibria can be applied
to the gases coming off and used to supply a fourth equation. If for some reason there is a
desire to have some CH4 in the pyrolysis gas as well, it can be assumed that a fixed
fraction of the C released comes off as CH4 and the rest as the other gases. This would

give a fifth equation for the now five unknowns.

The pyrolyzed sulfur is assumed to come off as H2S. Since the pyrolyzable sulfur is
considered to be "Na2S", the sulfur pyrolysis can be represented as;

,,Na2S,, _._.>H2S
4,

Na2S

where relative rates from the Kobayashi-type equations determine the ratio of H2S to

Na2S in the product.

Since the released S comes off as H2S, it is necessary to adjust the elemental balances to
account for this, including the fact that the amount of Na2CO3 formed increases when
sulfur comes off. The procedure used is to do the S pyrolysis calculation first and make
an adjustment in the amount of pyrolyzable C, H, O, as needed, before doing the C
pyrolysis calculation.

Thus the following procedure should be used for a given time increment.

1. Sulfur release rate equations determine N'Na2S", the amount of "Na2S" converted to
H2S and Na2S in the given time increment. The remaining "Na2S" is reduced by iX
"Na2S" and it forms zXI-I2Swhich goes to the gas phase and _qa2S which is added to
the char phase.

2. An amount of Na2CO3 equivalent to the H2S released is-added to the char phase ( =
106/34 * zXI-I2S).

3. "H" is reduced by 2/34 * _-I2S.
4. "C" is reduced by 12/34 * z_-t2S
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5. "O" is reduced by 48/34 * AH2S.

The calculation then passes to the carbon release according to the following procedure.
1. Carbon release rate equations determine A"C", the amount of "C" converted to

carbon-containing gases and char C in the given time increment. This gives AC-gas
and AC (the char carbon formed).

2. Depending on what set of pyrolysis gases is chosen (see above), the molar ratios of
"C", "H", and "0" at the start of the increment are used for determining the
composition of the gas released. The conversion of "H" and "O" is the same as the
"C" conversion on a percentage basis.

3. The AC is added to the char phase as carbon which can now undergo char reactions.

4. A proportionate mount of "Na2C03" and "Na2S04" are converted to Na2CO 3 and
Na2SO 4 and added to the char phase. The amounts are Asubstance/substance at the
start of the time increment ( = A"C"/"C" at start of increment).

5. The amounts of "C", "H", and "O" leR in the unpyrolyzed liquor solids are reduced
by the mounts converted.

The sulfur release calculation is continued until either "Na2S" or "H" becomes zero. If
there is still some remaining "Na2S" when "H" becomes zero, it is immediately converted
to Na2S in the char phase. If the last increment leads to "Na2S" becoming negative, it is
set equal to zero, and the amount of Na2S and H2S .(and associated stoichiometric
adjustments) prorated.

The carbon release calculation is continued until all "C" is gone (which will also get rid
of"H' and "O"). If the last increment leads to negative "C", the mount of"C" converted
is set equal to that present at the start of the last increment, and all associated
stoichiometric quantities prorated. At this point the devolati_zation step is done.

Depending on the temperature, char gasification and other inorganic reactions can be
occunSng at the same time as the devolatilization. The rate equations for all of the
different char reactions will determine how fast these are occurring.

Data describing the transformations of sulfur compounds during pyrolysis in a laminar
entrained-flow reactor system are available (see reference 8). The available data strongly
indicate that sulfur transformations and release to the gas phase during pyrolysis are
dependent on the specific sulfur compounds present in the black liquor. This means that
the elemental composition of black liquor composition is an insufficient description of
the liquor as far as sulfur behavior in the fiauace is concerned. This is a considerable
complication in a CFD-based furnace model, since it increases the amount of information
that has to be carried with each drop and tracked. For simplicity, we have assumed that
only sulfate sulfur in black liquor is not pyrolyzable.
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Sulfur can also be transferred from the liquor phase to the gas phase during char burning
through reactions such as
H20 + CO 2 + Na2S = H2S + Na2CO3
and

2 CO2 + Na2S = Na2CO3 + COS.
The experimental data on fume composition in the char bed burning experiments (see
reference 8) suggest that these reactions can occur. However, rate equations for these
processes remain to be developed.

Sulfur reactions in the gas phase that lead to its ultimate capture as Na2SO4 fume must be
included in the gas phase model. These reactions include oxidation of H2S to SO 2 and
SO3, and the reaction of SO2 and SO3 with sodium and potassium compounds to form
Na2SO4. The path by which sulfate ultimately forms is not completely understood. There
are some limited data available that suggest substantial sulfur recapture occurs in the
superheater region, but this is not fully accepted. Two of the sulfiar reactions that can
OCCUr are

Na2CO 3 + 802 + 1/202 = Na2SO 4 + CO 2
and

2NaC1 + SO2 + 1/2 02 + H20 = 2HC1 + Na2SO4
However, there are other possible paths and algorithms and rate equations for sulfur
recapture are still incomplete.

In the new black liquor combustion model, sodium release occurs only during char
burning. The possibility that significant sodium release takes place during pyrolysis has
now been discounted. Two "reactions" are considered to be the primary ones responsible
for sodium release. These are the reduction of sodium carbonate to produce elemental
sodium vapor, and the direct vaporization of NaC1. The reactions involved are generally
considered to be

Na2CO3 + 2C = 2Na + 3CO
and

NaC1 o,_)= NaCI(_).

There are algorithms and rate equations available for estimating the rates at which sodium
is released by these reactions. Reduction of Na2CO 2 is treated as a homogeneous reaction
in the char phase. The kinetic rate equation equation used earlier was incomplete, since it
is independent of carbon concentration and would not shut off when the char carbon was
depleted. This has now been remedied. The vaporization of NaC1 is treated as a purely
mass transfer controlled process with the vapor pressure of the NaC1 in the char
determined by Raoult's Law and the pure component NaC1 vapor pressure (which is a
function only of temperature)

Potassium release is very similar to sodium release. It occurs during the char burning
stage and takes place through the reduction of potassium carbonate by carbon and by
direct vaporization of potassium chloride. The reactions involved are generally
considered to be

K2CO3 + 2C = 2K + 3CO
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and

KC1 (_,_)=KCI(,).

There are no data currently available on the kinetics of the C - K2CO3 reaction. The
method currently recommended is to use the same rate equation as for Na2CO3 reduction
and multiply it by the molar ratio of K/Na in the liquor particle. This is at best an
approximation, and a better rate equation is still needed. The vaporization of KC1 is
treated as a purely mass transfer controlled process with the vapor pressure of the KC1 in
the char determined by Raoult's Law and the pure component KC1 vapor pressure (which
is a fimction only of temperature)

All chloride release from the liquor phase is considered to take place by vaporization of
NaC1 and KC1. Since the relevant pure component vapor pressures are only functions of
temperature, and these substances are already present in the original liquor solids, some
chloride release can occur during the higher temperature parts of the pyrolysis process.
However, the bulk of the release takes place during char burning.

The NaC1 and KC1 in the dust can react with H20, 802, and 02 in the fiauace to form HC1
which leaves the furnace with the other gases. A suitable algorithm and rate equation for
this reaction is still needed. This reaction can be a significant chloride purge from the
system and chloride contents in deposits have a large effect on recovery boiler fouling
and plugging.

A good recovery boiler model must also be able to predict NO_ concentrations. It is the
current consensus that NO_ in recovery boilers comes mainly from nitrogen compounds
in the black liquor solids (so-called fuel NOx); the so-called "prompt NOx" mechanism
accounts for the remainder [17,18] Thus algorithms and rate equations have been
developed for the release of fuel nitrogen, and for NO_ formation and destruction in the
gas phase. There has been considerable research work done on aspects of this process.
The current methodology for handling fuel NO_ predictions is included as Appendix II.

One of the fimctions of recovery fin'nace models is to predict the mounts of sodium and
potassium salts that may be carded with the furnace gases through the convective
sections of the boiler where they can contribute to fouling and plugging. These materials
cover a very wide range of sizes from millimeter-sized carryover particles to submicron
fume. The amount and composition of the macroscopic carryover particles is a predicted
output of the CFD-based recovery furnace models. These predictions should be
reasonable if the liquor sprays are properly described.

The fume particles are assumed to form by condensation of vaporous sodium and
potassium species. The main precursor species (as discussed earlier in this chapter) are
assumed to be Na(v), K(v),NaCI(_), KCI(_), and possibly NaOH(v) and KOH(_). The Na(_)and
K(_) are assumed to be formed by reduction of sodium and potassium carbonates by
carbon. This reaction will be kinetically limited except at very high temperatures. Limited
rate equations are available, but they need modification and verification before they can
be relied upon. The NaC1 and KC1 are assumed to vaporize as the salt and to follow
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Raoult's Law in relating the vapor pressure to the concentration in the smelt. There is
little data on NaOH and KOH release from burning black liquor and no rate equations or
models are available for these processes. All in all, there is a good deal of uncertainty in
the ability to predict the rate of fume precursor release in a furnace model.

Verrill and Wessel [10] have suggested that fragmentation processes, as a black liquor
drop bums, would produce tiny smelt drops (perhaps 5 - 20 microns) in the tin, ace and
that these constitute a large fraction of the aerosols produced. Such particles would be
very likely to deposit on superheater or generator bank tubes and contribute to fouling
and plugging. There is little direct evidence that such particles exist in large quantities in
the fin'nace, but there have only been very few measurements of particle size distributions
of recovery furnace particulate further upstream than the generating bank outlet. It has
fin'ther been suggested that these fragmentation particles are a major source of fume in
recovery boilers because their very high surface area would favor vaporization. This has
not been substantiated.

Experimental data on aerosol formation during char bed burning (discussed in detail in
reference 8) clearly showed the production of a substantial amount of particulate in the 1
to 100 gm range apparently produced by mechanical fragmentation processes.
Presumably, similar particles could be released during char burning in a liquor drop.

Cameron [12] showed that large quantities of Na2CO3 fume could be produced in the
laboratory when sulfide in smelt was oxidized to sulfate. The importance of this process
in recovery fia'nace fume formation has not been established.

Char Bed Burning

The char bed is a pile of partially combustible material that sits on the hearth of the
fimaace where it bums and releases molten smelt that drains out of the unit. The bed
contains frozen and molten smelt, char (fixed carbon and inorganic compounds) and
possibly unpyrolyzed liquor solids and unevaporated water.

Reactions in the char bed are significant in recovery boilers. The amount of combustion
and other chemical reactions that occurs in the bed, and the production of gaseous fuels
from the bed, must be accounted for in recovery boiler models. The bed is essentially
impervious to gas flow and is treated as a boundary for the CFD gas flow calculations,
albeit a boundary that is able to exchange mass (chemical species) and energy with the
gas phase. The char bed is able to act as a fuel reservoir and for any given set of fin-nace
operating conditions, fuel may be accumulating or depleting in the bed. The shape of the
bed can also influence gas flow patterns in the lower furnace.'

Heat and mass balances on the bed are inherently unsteady, in that local bed bum/ng rates
do not necessarily match the rate at which material is being supplied to that portion of the
bed. One way around this problem in the model is to force the bed to operate at steady
state so that all material that reaches the bed reacts and leaves. While this approach
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allows closure of material and energy balances, it cannot determine whether or not the _
given operating state is actually obtainable. This can allow "nice-looking" simulations
that are not consistent with the liquor spray and air supply conditions being used.

Material can be transferred along the surface of the bed by fluid drag from the gas flow
across the surface. This can redistribute combustible material so that it does not bum at

the point where it initially lands on the bed. Redistribution of char is particularly
important for those firing practices that spray a large amount of liquor solids on the wall.
Liquor drops that reach the wall dry, pyrolyze and bum while sticking on the wall. They
accumulate on the wall until the weight becomes great enough that they slough off and
fall to the hearth. This material tends to land around the perimeter of the bed and, if not
redistributed, will either result in excessive bed growth fight next to the wall, or very high
temperatures, because of the large amount of fuel being burned in a small local area.
Some sort of redistribution algorithm is needed to handle this in a bed model.

A new bed model was developed in the restructured project, and is described in detail in
the separate report on black liquor combustion modeling [5]. In this new bed model, the
chemical description of the char bed processes is fully consistent with that used for the
drop burning model. The model includes rate equations for handling the chemical species
interchange between the bed and the gas phase. An energy balance over the bed is used to
determine the bed surface temperature and the heat exchange between the gas phase and
the bed. No attempt is made to force equivalence between the local burning rates and the
rate of supply of material to the bed. While local inventory imbalances can be calculated,
no attempt is made to use these imbalances to "reshape" the bed and ultimately obtain
closure. This was considered beyond the scope of this project.

As part of this project, experimental data were obtained on the rates of formation of
particulate matter during char bed burning under controlled conditions, using a laboratory
char bed reactor. These experiments were carried out to provide insight into bed burning
processes and to provide data for testing char bed burning models.

The experiments clearly showed that two different types of particulates were being
produced. In addition to sub-micron fume particles that form by a process of vaporization
and condensation, significant quantities of larger sized particles (generally in the 1-100
m range) were also released from the bed. These latter particles, called ejecta, were
apparently formed by mechanical fragmentation and removal processes as the char
burned.

Fume production during bed burning generally behaved in accordance with expectations
based on existing concepts of fume forming processes. The amount of sodium released as
fume varied from about 0.5% to 12% of the sodium present and was a very strong
fimction of bed surface temperature. The sodium in the fume was a composite of sodium
vaporized as sodium chloride and as sodium vapor. Similar processes occur for
potassium, and it appears as if potassium chloride vaporization is primarily responsible
for enrichment of both potassium and chloride in the fume.
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The ejecta particles were light brown in color and 1-100 _m in diameter and were clearly
produced by mecharfic_ processes. The composition was similar to the composition of
the surface layer of the char. In most experiments, the amount of sodium released as
ejecta was between 3-7% of the char sodium content, which would make this a significant
source of aerosol in the recovery furnace. These are the first quantitative data on ejecta
formation during bed burning that have been obtained. Further work is needed to ensure
that they are not an artifact of the experimental system used and to determine the
fimctional dependence on process variables.

The data obtained on particulate formation during char bed burning were obtained right at
the end of the project, and there has not yet been time to use this data to test the char bed
burning model that was developed in the project.

Radiation Heat Transfer

Measurements of radiative heat transfer properties for black liquor combustion were
carded out under subcontract with Babcock & Wilcox Co. A complete summary report of
their work is given in reference 8. In addition measurements of the optical constants of
ash samples from kraf_ recovery boilers was carded out in a M.S. thesis at Oregon State
University [12]. The results of this work are also summarized in Appendix III.

Babcock & Wilcox measured the spectral emittance of kraft black liquor and condensed
phase products of combustion using two experimental techniques, one at room
temperature and the other at high temperatures (450-850°C). The low temperature
measurements were successful for black liquor, black liquor solids, char, and saltcake.
The high temperature emittance measurements of smelt and saltcake were successful, but
those for char were unsuccessful due to difficulties in heating the porous material.

Total emittance was calculated as a function of blackbody temperature for each sample.
Black liquor, dried liquor solids, and char have relatively high emittances (0.8 to 1.0) that
decrease with increasing temperature. Molten smelt also has a relatively high emittance
(0.8 to 1.0), that is independent of the amount of sulfide oxidation. Molten smelt appears
to be transparent to radiation at short wavelengths. In contrast, salt cake dust and sintered
fume deposits have a very low emittance (0.2 - 0.7), that decreases significantly with
increasing temperature. The highly porous nature of these materials probably contributes
to the low emittance at short wavelengths due to internal scattering of transmitted
radiation. Consequently, radiation properties have a large effect on furnace heat flux
distribution because they are largely dependent on the physical characteristics, melting
point, and temperature of recovery boiler deposits.

Engineering correlations were developed for radiation properties of black liquor, dried
solids, char, molten smelt, and saltcake for temperatures from 100 to 1800°C. The
correlations for total emissivity and absorptivity can be used when calculating surface
radiation heat transfer. Equations for particle emission, absorption, and scattering
coefficients should be used to calculate heat transfer for black liquor drop combustion.
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Particle properties are valid for the large particle limit (xd/_. >> 1) typical of black liquor
spray in recovery boilers.

Emissivity correlations were implemented into a model for heat transfer and combustion
of single black liquor drops. The sensitivity of the model was tested and radiation
properties were found to have a large effect on predicted burning times, both for
conditions used in captive drop experiments and for combustion of 2 mm black liquor
drops at simulated recovery boiler conditions. Therefore accurate radiation properties are
needed to understand and interpret experimental results for black liquor combustion and
to predict heat transfer in numerical models of a recovery fin'nace. The modeling results
can be used as a benchmark for others who wish to implement the radiative properties.

The radiative properties characterized in this study provide some of the basic information
needed to calculate heat transfer in recovery boilers. Additional work is needed to
characterize the radiation properties of gas-entrained inorganic aerosols, particularly
submicron fume particles. More detailed measurements are needed to characterize
radiation properties of partially transparent materials, such as smelt and fume deposits,
over a range of conditions (temperature, chemical composition, physical characteristics,
layer thickness, and substrate materials).

In the Oregon State University study, the optical constants of dust samples from six kraft
recovery boilers were determined by using FTIR spectroscopy to measure the
composition and wavelength dependence of the optical properties. Measurements were
made on the dust samples as well as pure inorganic salts. The sulfate and carbonate
anions had the greatest effect on absorption while the effects of cations (Navs K) were
negligible. Both the real and the imaginary parts of the complex index of refraction were
measured. At high wave numbers, the real part of the refractive index was about 1.46 for
sulfates and about 1.61 for carbonates. For recovery boiler ash it ranged from 1.46 to
1.50. The imaginary part of the refractive index was found to be very low, ranging from
0.001 to 0.2.

These new data are expected to have a large impact on the ability to predict radiative heat
transfer in recovery boilers. The most significant result is the extremely low value of the
absorption index over the infrared specman. This confirms that suspended particles do
not significantly absorb or emit radiation, that radiative scattering from fume is very

significant, and porous saltcake deposits have low emissivity. Inorganic deposits are
semi-transparent to radiation, and radiation is a significant component of heat transfer
through deposits.
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MODEL VALIDATION

Validation of recovery boiler models, by comparing model predictions against measured
data, is considered essential in order to convince ultimate users that model predictions can
be relied on and that models are a useful tool for improving recovery boiler design and
performance. However, this is extremely difficult to do on the full recovery boiler model.
The main reason for this is the difficulty of obtaining a sufficient amount of reliable data
on an operating recovery boiler to set up the model properly as well as to compare with
model predictions.

The only feasible approach is to build up confidence in the codes systematically through
assessment of the ability to predict results of simpler cases that are relevant to the actual
situation. The complete, final validation is then confirmed by testing against a very
limited number of predictions of key variables in a few "real cases".

Because of the extensive use of CFD in the aerospace industry, NASA has recently
developed a systematic procedure and criteria for assessing CFD codes. The four-phase
validation procedure is described in detail in NASA Tech Briefs MFS-29972 [13]. This
procedure can be used with any computational code and can be customized for any
application of interest. The level of validation may be incrementally upgraded as the need
exists and time and funding permit. The application of this procedure to recovery boiler
model validation is discussed in the summary report on the first five years of this project
[1].

In the case of the recovery boiler model, the validation of the CFD part of the model is
first based on the ability to describe isothermal flow problems related to the types of
flows expected in recovery boilers. The black liquor combustion models that are
interfaced with the CFD model must first be validated against experimental data on black
liquor combustion processes. Only when these have been accomplished is it meaningful
to attempt to validate the predictions of the combined hot flow model with black liquor
combustion.

Validation has been and is an on-going part of the current model development effort.
Numerous validation exercises for the UBC CFD model have been carried out at UBC

using isothermal flow. In these cases, velocity distributions obtained from numerical
modeling were compared against experimental data. These validation exercises were
carded out simultaneously with the development of numerical algorithms. This ensured
adequate program robustness in early stages of code development.

UBC has done considerable work comparing model predictions with measured flows in
real and simulated recovery boilers. This work is described in greater detail in the
summary report for this project [8]. Most of the work dealt with isothermal flows
including physical water models of recovery boilers and cold air flow tests in actual
recovery boilers. In the recovery boiler air cold flow tests, there were many similarities
between measured and computed flow fields. The locations of upward flow, downward
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flow, and zero velocity regions were well predicted as were the peakvalues of the upward
and downward velocities. In all cases, good qualitative agreement was found between
computed and measured results. The up and down flow regions were correctly predicted
and the equal upward velocity contours had similar shapes. In general, the flow prediction
capabilities of the UBC model can be considered validated. Since cold flow velocity
distributions are similar to hot flow velocity distributions, the flow predictions in

operating recovery boilers have a high probability of being valid.

Validation of the black liquor combustion models is not as far advanced, but there has
been some validation against single-drop black liquor burning data as well as data from
other laboratory systems. Black liquor drop combustion models have been mainly derived
from experimental data from laboratory single-drop muffle furnace systems and laminar
entrained flow reactors. Some fundmental kinetic rate expressions have been obtained
using TGA systems.

In the single-drop muffle fin'nace systems, a single drop of black liquor is suspended
inside a muffle furnace and observed as it bums. The composition of the gas atmosphere
inside the furnace can be controlled. The primary mode of heat transfer to the drop is
initially by radiant heating from the walls of the muffle furnace. Most of the data have
been obtained with furnace temperatures of 700-900°C, although there is some data at
higher temperatures. Once volatile gases ignite, the drop is surrounded by a flame of
burning gases and the radiation from these hot gases can be the dominant mode of heat
transfer. Mass transfer is by natural convection that accelerates once a flame is
established. The geometry changes as the liquor dries, pyrolyzes and bums can be
followed with a camera system, and these geometry changes and the presence of a visible
flame are used to mark the different bum/ng stages. Most of the data on burning rates
under heat and mass transfer controlled conditions have been obtained with this system.

However, there are some critical differences between this type of system and the fimaace.
In the furnace, the drops/particles are moving at a high velocity relative to the gas (at
least in comparison to the stagnant gas environment that exists in the muffle furnace).
This means that forced convection heat and mass transfer is important, and natural
convection minimal. The combustible gases coming off the particle will tend to be
stripped away and not form a localized flame around the particles. Radiation fi'om the hot
surrounding furnace gases as opposed to the walls will be the dominant heat transfer
mechanism.

The laminar entrained flow reactor uses tiny particles of black liquor solids as feed. It can
be a useful system for defining the relevant chemistry, but the very small particles make it
impossible to get at heat and mass transfer effects and rates.

Thus, although the black liquor drop models are all based on experimental data, there are
enough differences between real furnaces and the laboratory systems to raise questions
about the quantitative validity of the rate equations.
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There has been very little validation of char bed models. The only experimental data that
had been available for validating char bed burning models is that of Grace et al [14]. This
is a very limited data set.

In the present study, experimental data were obtained on the rates of bed burning and the
formation of particulate matter during char bed burning under controlled conditions,
using a laboratory char bed reactor. These data were obtained fight at the end of the
project, and there hasn't yet been time to use the data to test the char bed burning model
that was developed in the project.

IPST undertook three activities regarding model validation in the final phase of the
project. Two of these were field tests on recovery boilers to acquire data to set up and test
the model by comparing computer model predictions with measured values. The third
was a benchmarking exercise comparing prediction of the UBC model and FLUENT
model against each other and against water model data for an isothermal flow case. These
are described in detail in Appendix IV.

There are three basic elements in each validation exercise:

1. experimental data are acquired to define the operating and setup conditions for the
case as well as output performance data,

2. one or more simulations are mn on the case in question,

3. model predictions are compared to the actual data and judgements made with regard
to the degree that predictions conform to reality.

The information required is as follows:

1. Geometry data on the boiler in question giving fin'nace dimensions, locations and size
of air ports and liquor gun openings, nose arch shape, etc. that are needed to set up the
model grids.

2. Data describing fiauace operating conditions including liquor flows, composition and
heating value, liquor spray characteristics, and air flows, pressures, and temperatures.
Liquor spray characteristics may have to be inferred from the location, angle, and
types of liquor guns, and the liquor temperature and pressure.

3. Data describing the fin-nace performance. Ideally this would be the gas velocity,
temperature and compositions at many locations within the fiamace cavity along with
data on the state and fate of the liquor as it bums in the fiauace. In practice, this
would be a much more limited set of data, mainly near the fiuuace boundaries.

As mentioned above, two field tests were carried out on actual recovery boilers to obtain
data to set up and test the model. These data are presented in detail in a separate report.[7]
Neither of these validation exercises was as successful as hoped. The biggest problem
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was that the mount of quantitative data on furnace outputs was extremely limited,
despite extensive efforts to acquire such data. Another problem was that certain critical
model input (setup) data (such as spray initialization parameters) could not be measured
directly and had to be specified in an arbitrary manner. The third problem was the
inherent unsteadiness of recovery boiler flows, that resulted in uncertainty in the

applicability of fiauace output variables measured at a particular location and time.

The model set up conditions, simulation results and comparisons for the two field tests
(referred to as Case 1 and Case 2) are described in detail in reference 8. UBC also carried
out a simulation of Case 1 and their results are described in reference 8.

In Case 1, video camera images of the liquor sprays were obtained for comparison with
computed drop trajectories. The spray predictions do not appear to correspond to
actuality, in that the sprays remain too wet and strike the bed with too much material.
This was the case, even though spray parameters were varied. In the actual boiler, the
sprays did not appear to reach the bed intact.

There were no quantitative measured data available to compare with carryover
predictions, but the mill did not consider carryover to be a problem. The mount of
carryover is highly dependent on spray initialization parameters, which as mentioned
above, were quite arbitrary.

UBC found that gas temperatures from the calculated temperature field compared very
well to experimental data at the bullnose, primary superheater, and the boiler bank inlet in
Case 1. In the simulation of this case carded out at IPST, the gas temperatures leaving the
furnace ahead of the superheater were too high and those entering the generating bank
weretoolow.

In Case 2, many different operating conditions were used during the test and data were
obtained on how the fin'nace responded to these changes. This allowed cause and effect
relationships to be explored. However, only a single set of conditions was modeled and
compared to data, because of the time and effort needed to set up, converge, and interpret
a solution for a single case. A limited amount of gas temperature data was predicted
reasonably well.

A benchmarking exercise was also carded out in which the predictions of the UBC model
were compared with those made with a FLUENT model for one isothermal flow case
based on a physical water model. The details of this benchmarking exercise are given in
Appendix IV; see also reference 8. The benchmarking test showed that both codes did a
reasonable job of predicting the flows and were in general agreement with each other. It
appears that CFD models, properly set up, can, when applied to isothermal flows, do a
reasonably good job of predicting the flows.

The model predicts gas temperatures in a small region in the lower fiauace above the bed
that are unreasonably high. This is not unique to the UBC model. Similar behavior has
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been seen in most published temperature fields produced by simulations using other
recovery boiler models. The cause of these excessive temperatures is not known.

It is now very apparent that future validation efforts must focus on more intense
validation of smaller problems for which tree answers are known. The flow predictions
are amenable to this approach and have been rather extensively validated. A similar
approach needs to be done for black liquor combustion, where the model should be used
to examine simple setups. By comparison between prediction and data, there should be an
increased acceptance of the validity of the model.

Validating complete model predictions against data from full furnace testing is a fallacy.
It is very difficult to make sufficient measurements to actually test model predictions.
The measurements tend to be made locally and be time dependent, as the flow patterns
are not completely steady. It is extremely expensive to acquire the amount of data to
really compare predictions with reality. Disagreements between model predictions and
reality can also occur because of incorrect model setup conditions, some of which (such
as liquor spray initialization) are not measurable directly and which must be done
arbitrarily.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Recovery boiler models are tools for improving recovery boiler design and operation and
not ends in themselves. The overall objective of this restructured project was to bring
closure in an effective manner that maximized the usefulness of the total effort to the

kraft pulp industry. This has been achieved. This DOE-supported program played a four-
fold role in improving recovery boiler design and operation.

1. Development of a validated CFD-based recovery furnace model specifically tailored
· to deal with the particular geometries and flow effects characteristic of recovery

boilers and incorporating the most reliable information of the relevant burning
behavior of black liquor in a recovery boiler environment.

2. Obtaining substantial fundamental information on the combustion of black liquor and
on processes relevant to air emissions and aerosol formation, deposition, and removal
in recovery boilers and making that information available not only for incorporation
into the codes being specifically developed as part of the project but also to other
developers of recovery fimaace models.

3. Collecting and interpreting all available information on fouling and plugging of
recovery boilers and assembling it into a comprehensive whole in the form of a
technical monograph.

4. Acquiring and packaging data needed for recovery boiler model validation so as to
make it generally available for model validation.

For the industry to gain maximum benefit from this work, there is a need to have
simulations of recovery boilers carried out. This can be done with the computer codes
developed directly as part of this project or to use other codes that have been enhanced
because of the information and submodels developed and supplied from this effort. The
industry has also benefited from the general knowledge about recovery boilers that has
been obtained as a result of this project.

The code developed as part of this project was developed at UBC and is referred to as the
UBC code. UBC's technology transfer plan is summarized in reference 8. Basic model
development work will continue to be done at UBC and UBC will retain ownership of the
code and the models. UBC has formed a spin-off company, Process Simulations Ltd.
(PSL), and has licensed the code to PSL for industrial application. Potential users should
contact PSL directly to obtain fi_her information on how simulations and other services
can be obtained.

UBC has granted a royalty free license to IPST to use the code. IPST is free to use the
code and apply it to industrial problems, however it does not have the fight to sub-license
the code to third parties. Interested potential users should contact IPST directly for fiarther
information.
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There are now a considerable number of CFD-based recovery boiler models in use
throughout the world. These models are generally similar in nature to the models
developed in this project. A listing of available models is given below.

Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) in-house CFD code
ABB FLUENTCFDcode

Kvaemer (old Tampella) PhoenicsCFD code
(old Gotaverken model)

Ahlstrom FLUENTCFDcode

· Jansen Boiler & Combustion Technologies KIVA CFD code

UBC model (PSL and IPST) new CFD code
Royal Institute (Sweden) STAR CFD code
Tampere Technical University Phoenics CFD code

The pulp and paper industry benefits from improved recovery boiler models regardless of
where they are located. In particular recovery boiler manufacturers have the experience
and know how to interpret model predictions in an effective manner and to acquire the
field data that increases confidence in model predictions. One of the significant
technology transfer mechanisms on this project was to make black liquor combustion
information as well as information on modeling per se available to the boiler
manufacturers in order to improve their own models.

These various models have been used as an effective tool over the past few years to help
guide changes in recovery boiler design and operation. They are most fruitfully applied
when flow patterns within the boiler are sub-optimum and the boiler operating problems
are directly connected to the flow patterns. In some cases, only the flow problem needs to
be solved to gain considerable benefit. The models are somewhat less effective when
dealing with emissions and chemical aspects of recovery boiler operation, and this is the
area where the greatest improvements are likely to occur.

It still requires considerable effort, time, and computer knowledge to set up and solve a
single case, so there are economic limits to the number of cases that can be done on a
given boiler. Interpretation of the model output requires considerable knowledge of boiler
operation as well as computer and modeling skills. This has limited the application of the
models. They are not at, and are likely to never be at, a point where they can be routinely
applied in the field.
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There are four separate reports that will result _om this final phase of the project. These
are;

1. A comprehensive final report coveting all work on the project since the project was
restructured [8]. A comprehensive summary report on the first five years of the
project was issued recently [1]. It should be consulted for information on work done
during that period.

2. A report describing in detail how black liquor combustion in a recovery boiler should
be modeled [5]. This report incorporates the latest information on black liquor
processes and is aimed at people who are directly involved with the development of
recovery boiler models.

3. A technical monograph on recovery boiler fouling and plugging, summarizing and
integrating the current knowledge about recovery boiler fouling and plugging and
aimed at the general technical audience involved with recovery boiler design and
operation [6].

4. A report summarizing the recovery boiler design and operating information needed
for model setup and the measured output variables for the cases used for model
validation in this study [7]. The intent is to make the information available for
validation of other recovery boiler models and to encourage cross-comparisons in the
predictions of the different models.

In addition, a considerable number of technical papers have been published as a result of
the work on this project. A listing of earlier papers was included in the previous report on
the fn:st five years work on this project [1]. More recent publications are listed in the
references that accompany the various Appendices to this report.
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Chapter 2

Development of Enhanced  rnace
Models

2.1 Implementation of convergence acceleration in smoothers for the Navier-

Stokes equations

Numerical simulations of recovery boilers require very extensive computational re-

sources. There is a large variation in geometric dimensions: the dimensions of the

furnace is two to three orders of magnitude greater than those of an individual air

port. Consequently the discretization of the entire recovery boiler domain requires the

use of a large number of control volume cells. Thus, efficiency in the numerical solution

scheme is important for the overall success of the numerical simulation exercises.

The robustness and efficiency of our numerical algorithms were first established for

the case of cold flow or isothermal flow modeling. The study of isothermal flow in the

initial stages has the following advantages' First, isothermal flows can be simulated

with a smaller set of dependent variables and hence are more suitable in the testing

and development of numerical algorithms. Second, the cold flow velocity distribution

is very representative of the gas flow velocity distribution in an operating recovery

boiler. This is because the flow patterns are determined mainly by the interaction

of high momentum air jets entering the furnace. Our numerical studies revealed that

a non-linear multigrid method originally formulated by Hackbusch (1992) returned

fast convergence performance when the symmetrically coupled Gauss-Seidel solution

scheme proposed by Vanka (1986) was used in conjunction. These earlier results are

reported in Salcudean et al. (1993).

For non-isothermal flows which include the effects of combustion, the solution proce-

dure becomes more complicatedas the variable density of the fluid causes difficulties in

establishing mass conservation during computation. The standard SCGS solver alone



is usually not efficient in solving the system of modeling equations. A new sectional

pressure correction (SPC) procedure was introduced to help enforce a given mass flow

through a section of the domain. In this procedure, a pressure correction is defined

based on the mass flow imbalance across a computational plane. This pressure correc-

tion is then usecl to either accelerate or decelerate the flow with a mass force which

depends on the error in the mass flow through the plane. This gives a stable and rapid

reduction of the residue of the continuity equation at negligible computational cost.

Details of this method are given in Nowak and Salcudean (1996).

Figure 1 shows the convergence results of various numerical schemes tested in Nowak

and Salcudean (1996). Eight tests were conducted: Test 1 was for the use of the

alternating line Gauss-Seidel (ALGS) solver on a single grid. Test 2 was ALGS solver

plus the new SPC procedure on a single grid. Tests 3, 5 ancl 7 were for ALGS solver

used with a non-linear multigrid method formulated by Ha&busch (1992). The three

tests were differed in the number of smoothings carried out at different grid levels.

Tests 4, 6 and 8 were similar to Tests 3, 5 and 7 above except that the SPC procedure

was employed. The superiority of the SPC procedure is evident from the results shown.

2.2 Investigation of rotational or swirling flows

Swirling flows are frequently generated in recovery boilers to increase the residence

time of the combustibles in the furnace. These swirling flows are usually created by

a specific air admission practice for which the windboxes at the secondary or tertiary

elevation are injecting air in specific directions so as to impart a rotation pattern for

the flow within the furnace cavity. In many operations, this practice has demonstrated

to achieve good mixing and high combustion efticiencies at moderate jet velocities

and low fan power requirements (see Lefebvre and Burelle (1988)). However, it may

contribute to unacceptable gas side temperature variations at the furnace outlet plane.

As a result, accurate predictions of such swirling flows in a recovery furnace can enable

the optimization of the air system.

Swirling flows are characterized by extra rates of strain that are caused by rapid

dilation, out of plane straining, or significant streamline curvature. These effects give

rise to unequal normal Reynolds stresses which the basic eddy viscosity models of



turbulence fail to capture. A study was carried out at UBC to investigate the use of

various turbulence models to predict swirling flows.

The numerical study was based on an experiment carried out at UBC. The experi-

ment was conducted in an isothermal scale water model of a CE recovery boiler design

(Figure 2). Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used as a quantitative flow visualiza-

tion technique to provide two-dimensional velocity information on the liquid flow field

through optical recording and analysis of motion of small tracer particles added to the

flow. A laser light sheet was used to illuminate a two-dimensional region within the

experimental apparatus, in which the motion of the particles was recorded using digi-

tal videotape for high resolution. The recordings were then analyzed using correlation

techniques to obtain a time series of two-dimensional velocity vectors. Details of the

experiment and description of the recovery boiler model can be found in Ketler et al.

(1994).

There are four starting burners located just above the primary orifices in the front

and rear faces at an elevation 0.05 m from the base of the boiler model. The burners

are angled in a horizontal plane towards the center at 25° from the perpendicular. Jets

from these burners cause a swirling flow in the model. In the experiment, jets from

the primary elevation, the starting burners, the secondary elevation, and load burners

Were in operation. The resulting flow field was examined by particle image velocimetry

at three horizontal levels: level 1 was 0.26 m above the base, while levels 2 and 3 were

respectively at the height of 0.55 m and 0.70 m.

Numerical predictions of the furnace flow field were carried out using three variants

of the two-equation turbulence models: the standard k - c, RNG k - c and Wilcox's

k -co models. For the two k- c models, the wall function was used to simulate the

viscous damping effect due to the presence of solid wails. Zero gradient condition was

imposed for all flow variables at the furnace model's exit. Comparison between the

numerical and experimental results is presented next.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 display the computed and measured flow fields in the three

elevations mentioned earlier. The empty areas in the experimental P IV results were

caused by the blockage of the bullnose of the model to laser light. The predictions by

the RNG k- c model are visually almost indistinguishable from those by the standard



k- c model. With proper tuning of empirical parameters, The predictions by the k- w

model are also very similar to the standard k - E results for both the magnitude of

the velocity vectors around the swirl core and the position of the core. The overall

impression is that the numerical results appear to predict the position of the swirling

core at each elevation quite well.

It is significant to note that the magnitudes of the velocity vectors around the swirl

core predicted by any of the three models are generally higher than the experimental

values at level 1, while the opposite is true at the two higher levels. This observation

confirms the suspicion that two-equation eddy viscosity type models predict too rapid a

swirl decay rate (Sloan et al. (1986)) and are unable to produce quantitatively accurate

results for swirling flows.

Details of the above study are given in the report by Tse (1996a). It was con-

cluded in the report that the mai n attractiveness of eddy viscosity based two-equation

turbulence models is their efficient and robust numerical performance, and that the

standard k- c model yields the same performance as two other state-of-the-art two-

equation models, the RNG k- c and Wilcox's k- co models, for the prediction of

complex flows that are found in recovery furnaces. In view of the uncertainty in the

modeling of the many other physical and chemical processes in a kraft recovery fur-

nace, the standard k - e model is recommended for use for general simulation purposes.

Despite its noted weaknesses, the model yields qualitatively accurate results as shown

in our study of furnace swirling flows. The results are therefore useful in guiding design

development.

2.3 Implementation of variable gas properties on the radiation heat trans-

fer and prediction of the wall radiant heat flux

Gases such as water vapor (H20), carbon dioxide (CO2) and sulfur dioxide (SO2) are

present in recovery furnaces and their asymmetric molecular structures cause them to

emit and absorb radiation strongly in certain narrow wavelength bands associated with

their molecular energy levels. The amount of radiation absorbed or emitted by a gas

at any wavelength depends on the molecular composition, pressure, temperature and

total path length of propagation of the radiation in the gas. Estimates of the radiative



properties of those gases can be made using values of the concentrations of the gases.

The exponential wide-band model by Edwards (1981) is a good compromise in terms

of levels of accuracy and computational efficiency.

In this wide-band model, the profile of band absorption by a polar gas is approx-

imated by an effective bandwidth, which is made a function of thegaseous density,

·temperature, and pressure. Empirical correlations for gases such as H20 and CO2 are

available to fit this effective bandwidth to available experimental data. Details of the

model is given in SabhaPathy (1996).

The radiant heat flux to the wall is an important quantity to be determined in a

recovery boiler simulation study. Its value gives information about the surface tem-

perature of the wall tubes on the side wails of the furnace and the extent of heat

transfer to the water running within those tubes. In the radiation modeling program,

the amount of radiation heat transfer from anelemental volume of flue gas to an area

of furnace wall is computed. The contribution from all such elemental volumes that

make up the entire furnace domain is then added up, and the procedure is repeated

for the entire surface area of the furnace. This yields the total wall radiant heat flux

which is computed to be between 200 and 500 MW for an average boiler.

2.4 Implementation of simplified heat/mass transfer between the char bed

and the gas flow

The char bed is made up of fallen black liquor droplets. Pyrolysis of the droplets may

still continue when the droplets land on the bed. As a result, the char content in the

be d is increased while heat energy and chemical species are released into the gas phase,

and part of this energy released is used to convert sulfate salts to sulfides within the

bed.

In the present model, only the gasification reactions at the surface layer of the bed

are considered while the chemical reactions happening within the bed are ignored. The

reactions of interest are

C + 02 _ C02

C + C02 _ 2C0



C + H20 _ H2 + CO

After a particle lands on the bed surface it is assumed that the evaporation of water

and pyrolysis produce mass sources which are released into the gas phase in the layer

of cells directly above the bed surface. The energy sources due to the evaporation and

pyrolysis can be used in subsequent calculation of bed temperature.

The bed char combustion rate is computed based on the mass transfer rates of the

reactants (02, C02, H20) to the bed surface. The mass transfer rates are correlated

with the local flow conditions and the concentration of the species; the formulae used

are those developed originally for a flat plate. If the char combustion rate is smaller

than the char deposition rate than there is a net accumulation of unburned carbon in

a given cell. Once the char reaction rate is known, the source terms for all the involved

species are updated. The mass sources are provided directly to the gas phase and the

energy sources are used in the bed model energy balance.

2.5 Implementation of the enhanced chemistry and char combustion mod-

els developed in program

The calculation of char combustion rate is based on the theory developed at IPST.

The char combustion rate is defined as the rate of removal of carbon in char particles.

In the determination of this carbon removal rate, the mass transfer rates of 02, H20

and CO2 from the surrounding flue gas to the surface of the char particle are needed.

Then the char combustion rate is assumed to be dependent on the mass transfer rate

of these gases. With known molar carbon loss rate, the mass loss of the char particle

can be estimated.

For char combustion with reduction of sodium sulfate, the rate equations governing

the generation or depletion of C02, H20 and S04 are needed. Empirical expressions

from Grace et al. (1994) are used to express these rate equations in terms of the

concentration of the chemical species as well as the temperature of the gas. Details are

given in Matys (1996).



2.6 Modeling of pressure drop and heat transfer in the convective sections

Slender tubes of planer and tubular designs occupy the upper portion of a recovery

furnace. The steam inside these tubes is superheated by radiation and convection due

to the hot flue gas from the lower furnace. For practical consideration, the grid used in

the CFD modeling of the furnace cavity is too coarse to represent the individual tubular

elements in the upper furnace. Consequently, in the combined simulation of flow and

heat transfer processes in both the lower and upper furnace, an efficient method is

needed whereby the pressure loss and heat transfer due to these tube banks can be

realistically accounted for.

The distributed resistance method developed by Patankar and Spalding (1974)

can be applied to the calculation of thermal-hydraulic flow through tube banks. The

method acknowledges the fact that fine geometrical details of the tube banks cannot

be captured bY the grid commonly used in the CFD simulation of the device. Instead,

modifications applying the porosity and distributed resistance concepts are introduced

to the governing equations to simulate the effects due to the tube banks. Source terms

in the momentum equations are modified to simulate the pressure loss due to the tube

bank obstructions. This approach has the following major advantages'

1. The grid used can be much coarser than the dimensions of individual tubes.

2. Since only the terms in the governing equation system are modified, the same

CFD solution algorithm can be applied in the entire domain comprising regions

that contain tube banks and regions that do not.

3. The method provides a means of using extensive experimental data on the pres-

sure drop through tube banks.

Heat sources and sinks can also be distributed in a manner akin to the distributed

resistance method to simulate the heat loss/gain by the flue gas due to heat transfer

with the tube banks. The extent of heat transfer is affected by many geometric and

physical factors. Examples of geometric factors are the arrangements, locations, and

dimensions of the tube banks. Physical factors include the velocity and temperature
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of the gas flow and steam flow, composition of the flue gas, and the amount of foul-

ing deposits on the tube surfaces. Analytical and empirical formulae are available to

explicitly state the influence of these factors on heat transfer.

A model was developed that simulates the flow and heat transfer in the upper

furnace heat exchanger section. The model couples closely with an existing three-

dimensional CED furnace model to allow for a comprehensive simulation of the flow

and heat transfer phenomena both in the furnace cavity and in the heat exchanger

section. Figure 6 shows the results of temperature distribution when this tube bank

model is applied to a generic boiler. The temperature in the upper furnace region is

reduced when the tube bank model is applied as expected. Details of the model can

be found in Tse et al. (1996b).

2.7 Summary description of the UBC hot flow model

The hot flow model developed at UBC incorporates the energy equation and combus-

tion modeling, as well as a model to compute radiation heat transfer. The hot flow

CFD model solves conservation equations for momentum along the three coordinate

directions, the conservation equation for the mass, the conservation equations for the

turbulence kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation, and one conservation equation

each for various chemical species included in the model. Our model presently includes

oxygen (02), methane (CH4), carbon dioxide (GO2), carbon mono×iae (co), w_ter

(H20), hydrogen (Ha) and nitrogen (N2).

The gas phase computation is coupled to a model which computes the trajectory of

individual liquor droplet. This black liquor combustion model is based on a Lagrangian

tracking of each individual droplet and typically 10,000 to 20,000 droplets are used in

a computation. An accounting is kept for the position and speed of each individual

droplet during the entire duration of its flight.

The black liquor spray computation starts from a model of the spray system. The

spray system simulates either the splash plate nozzles or the conical nozzles that are

typically used in recovery boilers. A log-normal distribution is used to represent the

droplet diameters. In reality there are millions of liquor droplets that are suspended in

a recovery boiler at any particular instance, in our model, each computational droplet
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is assumed to represent a number of actual liquor droplets that share very similar

location, velocity, chemical composition and physical properties. A random method is

used to specify the droplet velocity at the injection port. The range of the possible

injection direction and the initial injection velocity depend on the type of liquor spray

system that is being modeled. After injection, each droplet goes through a number

of phases as specified in the chemical combustion model developed by Frederick et al.

(1991).

A typical black liquor droplet contains about 30% of its mass as water. Drying

of the droplet occurs immediately after injection. The rate of drying is assumed to

be controlled by the transfer of energy from the hot gas phase to the droplet. De-

volatilization starts after the droplet drying is completed. During devolatilization the

droplet releases any remaining water and the volatile gases which include methane,

carbon monoxide and hydrogen. After devolatilization is completed the droplet con-

sists of char which contains organic compounds carbon and inorganic smelts. These

organic compounds are then burned through gasification processes that produce water

and carbon dioxide.

Turbulent dispersion is taken into account in the computation of the droplet trajec-

tory because the flow field is highly turbulent and unsteady. The black liquor combus-

tion and transport model is fully coupled to the gas phase computation via source/sink

terms in the conservation equations for momentum, energy, and in species mass. Com-

bustion of the volatile gases is modeled in the gas phase program. It is presently

assumed that methane, carbon monoxide and hydrogen are the combustible gases that

react with oxygen in the gas phase. The average temperature in the furnace is 1000°C

which implies that the combustion rate is dependent not on the chemical kinetics but

on the mixing rate between oxygen and the combustible gases. The model presently

used is based on the study by Magnussen and Hjertageer (1977). This model takes into

account the turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation to compute the rate of

mixing. Details of the UBC black liquor combustion model are given in Matys (1996).

The radiation heat transfer model uses the discrete ordinate method (Fiveland

(1988)). This model has been implemented in a separate program which runs in parallel

with the main gas flow calculation. The radiation heat transfer in the gas phase and
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between the hot gas and the surrounding surfaces is computed. The energy transfer

between the radiation heat transfer model and the gas phase computation model is

accounted for by the source/sink term in the energy equation. The radiation heat

transfer is the dominant mode of energy transfer in the lower furnace and is significant

in the upper furnace. Further details of the radiation heat transfer model can be found

,in Sabhapathy (1995).
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Chapter 3

Establish 'Validity of  rnace
Models

3.1 Summary of available comparison between CFD predictions and mea-

sured isothermal flows

Numerous validation exercises for the UBC CFD model had been carried out using

isothermal flows. In these exercises, cold flow velocity distributions obtained from

numerical modeling were compared against experimental data. Such isothermal studies

are valuable for the following reasons:

· numerical simulations are more easily carried out due to the smaller set of equa-

tions for modeling the problem,

· reliable experimental data are more readily obtainable,

· cold flow velocity distribution is representative of the gas flow velocity distribu-

tion in an operating recovery boiler.

Consequently, cold flow modeling allowed for more extensive comparison with experi-

mental data and substantially aids the development of the numerical algorithm. Hence,

adequate program robustness was ensured in early stages of code development.

Cold flow measurements have been done in the form of air flow tests in full-scale

boilers and in water models of recovery boilers. Velocity data are usually collected at

elevations where measurements could be taken conveniently. Measurements technique s

included the use of hot-wire anemometer probes for air tests in full-scale boilers and

laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) for water model

tests. Pressure or flow rate measurements were made at inlet ports to calculate the

flow velocity through these ports. This information was necessary to establish the

boundary conditions of the CFD model.
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Comparison of these results with CFD predictions have been presented in technical

papers (Abdullah et al. (1994a,1994b)) and in an earlier report by the UBC group

(Abdullah et al. (1995)). Examples of such comparison are presented in Figures 7

and 8, which are taken from Abdullah et al. (1994a). The results were for a series of

cold flow air test studies carried out at a recovery boiler at the Weyerhaeuser mill in

Kamloops, BC. The figures display the contours for the vertical velocity component,

with positive values indicate upward flow and negative values for downward flow.

Figure 7 shows the results where there was air flow through both primary and

secondary ports, while Figure 8 shows the results where only the secondary ports were

open. There are many similarities between the measured and the computed flow fields.

The locations of upward flow, downward flow, and zero velocity regions were very well

predicted, so were the peak values of the upward and downward velocities.

The report by Abdullah et al. (1995) contained additional comparison for isother-

mal flow modeling of recovery boilers. It was observed for all cases that qualitative

agreement was obtained between the computed and the measured results. The upward

flow and downward flow regions were correctly predicted, and the zero upward velocity

contours have a similar shape across most of the cross-section, both for the physical

measurement results and the numerical modeling results.

A water model test case is presented in details in the next section. The flow

conditions will be thoroughly described to provide as a benchmarking exercise for

other CFD modeling studies.

3.2 An isothermal flow case- benchmarking exercise

The case chosen for this benchmarking exercise is the isothermal flow experiment car-

ried out in a recovery boiler model of Babcock & Wilcox design. Details of the exper-

imental set-up can be found in Ajersch (1995).

The model is a 1:28 scale model of a recovery boiler located in a Weyerhaeuser

mill in Kamloops, British Columbia. The model walls are constructed of 16 mm thick

plexiglass, so that laser light can be transmitted freely through to the measurement

locations. The three elevations of air injection are included in the model, as well as the

sloped furnace floor. The upper section of the furnace model includes the bullnose and
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the heat exchangers. A schematic drawing of the model is given in Figure 9. Detailed

drawings of the boiler are presented next which are suitable for use in a CFD modeling

exercise.

3.2.1 Detailed Geometry

Figure 10 displays a profile of the recovery boiler model showing the positions of dif-

ferent elevations of injection ports, the dimensions of the bullnose, and the locations of

the three levels (_1, _:2, _3) where LDV measurements were taken. The model boiler

has a sloping floor and the primary injection ports are inclined from the front to the

back of the model.

Figures 11, 12 and 13 show positions and dimensions of the primary, secondary

and tertiary injection ports, respectively. Due to the numerous primary ports that are

present, their positions can only be schematically illustrated in Figure 11. Detailed

locations ofindividual ports can be found in Figures 14(a) and (b), which are drawings

of the aluminum templates used for crafting the orifices.

The 174 primary air ports are nearly evenly distributed around the perimeter of the

furnace. At the secondary air elevation, four ports are located on the front and back

walls, and five on the left and right. Also included at this elevation are the two large

starter burners on each of the front, left and right walls. The tertiary air is distributed

in an interlaced fashion, with four ports on the front wall and five on the back.

3.2.2 Experimental conditions and flow measurements

The experiment considered was as follows' the total volume flow rate through the

model was set to 570 L/mtn, and the flow was through primary and secondary ports

only. Approximately 40% of the flow is diverted to the primary ports and the rest to

the secondary ports; there was no tertiary injection.

The flow system for the model was designed such that at the secondary elevation,

water is supplied to each port by its own line. At the primary elevation, however, flow

to the 174 ports was supplied by only 24 lines, each of which fed a group of 7 or 8

ports. Figure 15 shows the volume flow rates and the momentum fluxes at the primary

and secondary levels. From the flow rate figures and the dimensions of each individual
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port, a velocity value can be calculated for the flow leaving each port.

Measurements were acquired in three horizontal planes. Each plane was divided into

a 6×6 grid of rectangular cells with the measurement locations corresponding to the

cell centers. The lower plane was located at the liquor gun elevation, or 175 mm above

the secondary ports. The middle plane was located approximately the same distance

(177 mm) above the tertiary ports. The upper plane was located 445 mm above the

tertiary ports, so as to evenly space the three planes along the boiler's vertical axis.

These three planes are referred to as levels 1, 2 and 3, respectively (shown earlier in

Figure 10).

As a first order verification of the LDV measurements, the total flow through a hor-

izontal cross-section was calculated by summing the individual measured flows through

each cell in the 6 x6 grid. A volume flow rate was calculated for each of the measure-

ment levels with the results summarized in Table 3.1.

i
I Location Set bulk flow Measured Percent error in

across the level bulk flow measurement

[L/mtn] [L/mtn]
Level1 570 754 +32%

Level2 570 641 +12%

Level3 570 656 +15%

Table 3.1' Measured vs. set bulk volume flow rate

The general disagreement may be attributed to the following factors:

1. The measurement grid is rather coarse and may not well represent some of the

lower velocity regions.

2. Turbulence levels, in particular at level 1, are high, and may lead to significant

errors in flow statistics.

3. Operation of the LDV data acquisition equipment with less than extreme care

may have led to a systematic filtering of signals corresponding to low velocity

measurements.
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At higher elevations, the error is not as significant, and probably has little effect on the

information retrieved from the data with respect to the observed trends and large-scale

patterns in the flow field.

3.2.3 Comparison between experimental and numerical results

·Measurements made for the flow field reveals the following general flow feature: there

is a strong upward flow core, mostly in the central region, but deflected somewhat

towards the rear-left corner. A fairly strong downward flow region exists along the

right wall. The downward flow is more pronounced in the front right corner. Weak

downward flow was also measured in the front left corner.

Figure 16 shows the distribution of the upward velocity component at level 1, above

the secondary elevation. There is upward flow close to the left sicle wall, and downward

flow along the right wall, closer to the front Wall. The small circles on the left image

indicate the 6 by 6 measurement grid. The upward flow core closer to the left sicle can

be seen. The computed and the measured fields are quite similar. Figure 17 shows the

vertical velocity distribution at level 2. Similar features in the flow fields can be seen;

that is, upward flow in the rear left half of the model, and downward flow in the front

right half. Figure 18 shows the velocity distribution at level 3, under the bullnose.

Similar velocity fields are found for both cases, with upward flow in the rear left side

and downward flow in the front right side.

3.3 Validation of hot flow model

The UBC hot flow model is validated against the experimental data collected by IPST

for an operating recovery boiler of AB B-CE design. This case is designated as hot

flow case 1 and information on furnace geometry and the operating condition during

the test is presented in the Appendix. The chief sources of air were through the lower

primary ports and the secondary ports. A small amount of a,ir was leaking into the

furnace through the liquor gun ports while the upper primary ports were permanently

sealed off.

From the given data on furnace geometry, jet velocity and black liquor character-

istics, a CFD model for the boiler operation was constructed. Individual primary jets
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were not modeled while equivalent slot representation was used. The char bed was

modeled as having a parabolic shape symmetrically located in the boiler with a max-

imum height of one meter. Bed chemistry and fume production were ignored in the

modeling study. The tube banks constituting the superheaters and steam generator

located in the upper furnace were modeled by the distributed resistance and heat sink

method mentioned earlier. In this study, the changes in steam side temperature were

not calculated. Instead, the fluid inside the superheater and steam generator tubes

were assumed to have a constant temperature of 680 K.

Figure 19 shows the velocity field in the vertical plane 4 m from the left side of

the boiler. The velocity distribution shows a strong upward flow core formed through

the deflection of primary jets by the bed. This core was however disrupted by the sec-

ondary jets which were injected diagonally from the four corners. Above the secondary

elevation an upward flow core was formed again and the flow was biased towards the

front side of the boiler. The flow at the bullnose elevation and above was quite uniform.

Figure 20 shows the temperature distribution in the same vertical cross-section. The

highest temperature is in the vicinity above the bed. As the flow progresses upward

towards the upper heat exchanger section, the temperature gradually reduces due to

the lower tube bank temperature specified in the study. The temperature values listed

in Table 3.2 were estimated from the calculated temperature field and compared very

well to the experimental data obtained.

Location Measured Ave. Temp., °C Computed Temp., °C
Bullnose 985 1000

(near tip)
PrimarySuperheater 714 800
(at 36.3 m elevation)
BoilerBankInlet 595 640

(at 36.3 m elevation)

Table 3.2' Upper furnace gas temperatures

Figure 21 shows the oxygen concentration in the same vertical plane. The average

concentration of 02 in the upper furnace is seen to be between 7% and 12%. This

compares favorably with the measured 02 concentration of 8.6% at the boiler stack.
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Figures 22, 23 and 24 show the detailed flow patterns at the liquor gun elevation,

secondary elevation, and below bullnose elevation, respectively. The small amount of

air leaking into the boiler through the liquor guns is seen in Figure 22, where the upward

flowing core is also apparent. At the secondary elevation, the flow field is dominated

by the injection of four strong corner jets aiming towards the center of the furnace.

The result of this injection scheme is that the high velocity center core is temporarily

eliminated. The upward veiocity value in the center at the secondary elevation is

quite moderate at about 5 m/s. The effect of the secondary injection scheme causes a

counter-rotating flow pattern in horizontal planes higher up in the furnace as seen in

Figure 24. The vertical velocity component increases gradually from the perimeter to

the center of the furnace.

The CFD model also gives the distribution of carryover particles as shown in Figure

25. The figure shows the carryover distribution at the superheater entry plane. Each

open circle on the graph represents a computational particle that was entrained by the

upward flow to enter the superheater region. The size of the symbols is proportional

to the average diameter of the computational particle. A high concentration of these

carryover particles indicate the location where plugging of the convective section is

likely to occur. In this case, the particles are quite evenly distributed across the plane,

with larger particles concentrated more in the lower half and smaller particles in the

upper half.

Many additional flow tests had been carried out by the UBC group for the hot flow

modeling of recovery boilers. The technical paper by Matys et al. (1995) presents a

numerical study on different air input configurations for a generic recovery boiler model.

The results showed that modifying the secondary and tertiary air inputs can change

significantly the temperature and mechanical carryover distributions which affect the

plugging rate of a boiler. Many other variations are possible and are currently being

investigated by the UBC group.
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Chapter 4

Technology Transfer

A number of considerations were taken into account in the development of a technology

transfer plan for the UBC recovery boiler model. Some of these include:

1. The model has been developed under significant funding from a number of dif-

ferent agencies (including the US DOE, CANMET NRCan, Industry Canada,

NSERC, BC Science Council, UBC internal funding and Weyerhaeuser) and

therefore ownership of the model cannot simply and easily be transferred to

any single external funding agency.

2. The model requires continuous development as new and better CFD methods

and sub-models become available.

3. The model is very complex and requires the attention of knowledgeable and expe-

rienced users both to obtain converged solutions, and to interpret the solutions.

4. The size of a single output file can be of the order of 100 megabytes, and hence

post processing and possible animation of the results is not a trivial task.

5. The modeling expertise of the potential users covers a wide range. Potential users

may include CFD modeling specialists who would like to use the code themselves

and only require limited assistance. There are also potential users who may have

an engineering background but no CFD modeling expertise. These users would

like to use the final results, with somebody else doing the modeling work.
.

6. Confidentiality is an important issue to some industrial clients.

UBC, as an educational institution, is not suitable for providing confidential con-

suiting and code maintenance services to industry. UBC has a strong group in the

area of mathematical model research and development, and would like to continue to
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incorporate state of the art solution techniques and sub-models into the code. These

fundamental research activities are suited to an educational institution. Many indus-

trial clients do not have large R&D departments, and in order to get this segment of the

industry to use the new technology it is necessary to take a pro-active role in its use.

In order to address these difficulties UBC has decided to use the following technology

transfer mechanism:

1. The basic model development work is being clone and will continue to be clone

at UBC.

2. UBC will retain ownership of the cocle and the models.

3. UBC has granted a royalty free license to IPST to use the code. As a deliverable

of the DOE contract extension, this license will also be extended to include the

hot flow cocle and the global model. IPST will be free to use the code and apply

it to industrial problems, however it will not have the right to sub- license the

cocle to third parties.

4. UBC has formed a spin-off company, Process Simulations Ltcl. (PSL), ancl has

licensed the code to PSL for inclustrial application.

Arrangement had already been made for the transfer of code to IPST. A research

engineer from UBC spent two months in 1996 at IPST to show the engineers there the

techniques involved to carrying out simulations using the code. The hot flow simulation

case 1 was the result of the collaboration between UBC and IPST.
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Figure 2: Drawing of the CE recovery boiler model used in the $wirling flow experiment. 
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Figure 3' Swirling flow study: velocity distribution at level 1, numerical and experi-
mental results (from Tse (_906_)).
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Figure 7' Measured and computed vertical flow (in m/s) at the liquor gun elevation for

the recovery boiler at Kamloops. Both primary and secondary ports are open (from

Abdullah et al. (1095)).
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Figure 8' Measured and computed vertical flow (in m/s) at the liquor gun elevation

for the recovery boiler at Kamloops. Only secondary ports are open (from Abdullah

et al. (1995)).
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Figure 9: Schematic drawing of the Kamloops recovery boiler water model. 
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1 2 3 4
............. 1' FurnaceScreen

--_--r_--,----_- 2' Front Superheater
_ /I I

,,,_,-r--...-,.--.--- 3' Center Superheater

"'_/d"".--r------- 4' Rear Superheater
I I/11,1'//,,,,,,,_/,, .......

I

> 50m/s

\\__,,

__ _I_,,,,
__ __,,,,

_,,,,,

Figure 19' Hot flow case 1' Velocity vector field in the front-rear vertical plane 4 m
from the left wall. Locations of tube banks are shown in dashed lines.
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I 2 3 4
1' Furnace Screen

2: Front Superheater

3' Center Superheater
4- Rear Superheater

Temp (K)

2300
2100

1900
1700
1500

1300
1100

900
:..! '!. _ '...;'._

500

Figure 20: Hot flow case 1' Temperature contours in the front-rear vertical plane 4 m
from the left wall. Locations of tube banks are shown in dashed lines.
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I 2 3 4
1: FurnaceScreen

2' Front Superheater

3: Center Superheater
4: RearSuperheater

Oxygen
Concentration

0.20
0.18
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0.14
0.12

0.10
0.08

0.06
0.04

0.02

Figure 21' Hot flow case 1: Oxygen concentration contours in the front-rear vertical
plane 4 m from the left wall. Locations of tube banks are shown in clashed lines.
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Figure 22: Hot flow case 1' Velocity distribution at the liquor gun elevation.
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Figure 23: Hot flow case 1' Velocity distribution at the secondary elevation.
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Figure 24: Hot flow case 1' Velocity distribution at the elevation just beneath the bull-
nose.
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Figure 25' Hot flow case 1' Carryover distribution at the superheater entry plane (ver-
tical plane from the tip of the bullnose to the top).
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Appendix

Data for Hot Flow Simulation Case 1

· ,Furnace Geometry. Information

Drawings depicting the furnace geometry, and data on the items listed below, are provided in Appendix I,
and a summary of the overall furnacedimensions is provided in'Table I.

· Nose arch geometry-full definition of shape and dimensions.
· Location and dimensions of primary and secondary air ports.
· Windbox arrangement and air port damper assembly.
· Locations and dimensions of liquor gun ports, burner openings, and other furnace openings where

spurious air can enter.
· Furnace screen and superheater tube arrangements, dimensions, geometry, and locations.

Note: the upper primary air pons were not in use during the validation study (the dampers were closed),
but they are not permanently sealed off. Since this testing was conducted towards the end of an
operating cycle, it is assumed that these ports were completely slagged over.

Table I. Furnace Dimensions

Parameter Value . Commeni s

i ii i ii

Furnace Orientation Front = SOuth, Rear = North,
Left = West. and Right = East . ..

[(x, y, z) Coordinate System..Orifin (0, o, 0)=Front/Lefi/Hoor comer Floor elevation = 693' 0"

Overall Dimensions . Dist .ap._ in. (m)
[ Width , x = 395 (10.03) .....
[ Depth y = 359 (9.119) .... '
[ Height to Roof Z = 1'568 (39.83)

Height to Nose Arch (bottom/top) z = 1,025 / 1,064 (26.04 /
27.03) ...............

[ Nose Arch Protrusion into Furnace y = 88 (2.235)
i

Port Locations Centerlin'e Elevations above Dimensions (width x

(No. of walls x No. per wall) Floor, in. (m) height), in.; Total Area, in.2
[ Smelt S_Pouts(2x4) z = 15.63 (0.397) 8 x 12, elliptical; 603
! Lower'Primary Air Ports (114) z = 42.(1.067) , 1.88 x 6.69; 1,434
[ Char Bed Cameras; Gas Burners z = 66.4 (1.686) . Camera angle = 5° down.,ward
I UpPer Primary Air Pons I_4x9) . z = 72 (1.S29) l.S8 x 6.0; 406; Not used
[ Black'Liquor Gun Pons (4x4) z =262 (6,655) 4.5 x. 12.; 864

[ Secondary Air Ports (4xl) z = 405 _10.29) ,SeeAppendix I; 1,230
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Operating Information To Set Up A Simulation

Air

Complete mean values for process data arc provided in Appendix II. A smmmu'y is provided below.

_: Table H. Operating Information-Air

Parameter Value" 'Comments

Prinmry air fl°w 366.0 klbm/hr .........
Secondaryair flow 304.1 klbm/hr
Total air flow 670.2 klbm/hr

Primary air ve!0cities . . , Data provided in Appendix 'Ii.' "
Secondary air velocities Not measured . Calculatedvalues given in Appendix II.
Primary & secondary port dampers Consistently set wide Upper primary windboxes permanently

open blocked off.

I Static pressures in Windbox lqot measured Calculated values based on measuredvelocities given in Appendix II.

[ Primary air port temperatures " 129-i33 °C , Range for 9 ports tested (2 'or 3 per wall).
I Secondaryair port temperatures .... 119-128 °C Range for all four ,,seC°nd_yports.
[ _se air through burner ports Not measured Calculated value given in Appendix II.

Furnace dm_ -0.1 in. water Two taps located on front/east wall, one
, tap !ocatedon front/west wall.

Liouor Firinl_ Conditions

Complete mean values for process data are provided in Appendix II. A summary is pr?ided below.

Table III. Operating Information-Liquor Firing Conditl'ons
i i i

I Parameter Value Comments
Number, location, and type of 16 guns (four on each wall); Exact location of gun openings given
liquor guns 1.5' Sch. 40 straight pipe in furnace drawings in Appendix I.
Nozzlesize ID=1.61in.

Gun tilt angle 15°

Flow rate to furnace 358.7 gpm
Temperature 130.3°C
Pressure to nozzles 15 pSig Measured from main line before split

to individual nozzles.

Solids content (as-fired) 71.3 % Mean of Computrac off-line values;
on-lineaneasurements unreliable.

Initial Drop Velocity 4 m/sec GuesStimateaccounting for liquor
flashing

Mean drop diameter 3.25'4.5 mm Estimated from spraying correlations
forV-jetnozzles.

Sprayexpansion angle 12° total angle of spray Estimated from videos.
cone

Spray distance into furnace Estimated froTMvideos.

I Spreadofspray!ntofurnace Estimatedfrom videos.
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Liquor Properties

Table IV. Black Liquor Elemental Analysis

Anal)rte' concentration, wt. % ......, !

Total Carbon , , 35,.72 II OrgeanicCarbon . 35.36
Inorsanic Carbon , 0.36 !
Hydrogen . 4.15 I

Sulfilr 4.86 ,
Sodium 17.70

....

Potassium 3.34 !

Total ' 100.35

IHi_er He_tin_ Value 6,456 Btu/Ibm

Table V. Single Particle Combustion Tests

CombustionPhase Time

'Drying (start to Ignition) ..... 1.9 sec"
Pyrolysis (Ignition to Max Volume) 1.5 sec
Char Bumins (MaxVolto SmeltBead) 10.5sec
TotalCombustion 12.0sec
............ ,

·
I

Swellin_Measurements -
Swelling at Ignition . 17.39 ccis
Maximum Swellins 34.38 cc/g

DropDiameterRatio
Diam. at Ignition/Initial Diam. 2.87

IDiam' at l_xim_mtial Diam. 3.60 ]

Performance Data to Compare with Simulation Predictions

Steam-side Information

Mean values and plots of hourly averages for: feexlwaterflow rate and temlx_ature, sootblower flow rate,
final steam flow rate, temperature, and pressure, exit temperature for SH#2, inlet temperature for SH#3,
inlet pressure for SH#1, outlet pressure for SH#2, and boiler and econo_zer exit temperatures are
presented in Appendix II. A smmnary is presented in Table IV.
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Table VI. Performance Data--Steam Side

Parameter Value Comments

Fihal st _earnflow rate 535.0 klbm/hr

Final steam temperature 422.2 oC
Final steam press__e 899.1 Psis
superheater #1 inlet pressure 956.2 psil[
Superheater.#2 exit temperature 426.3 °C.
..Superheater#2 outlet pressure' . 86!.2 psi_ .
Superheater#3 inlet temperature 389.0 °C !
Sootblowersteam flow .rate ' 56.2..5klbm/hr Drawn from the final steam,line. 1Feedwater flow rate 594.3 klbm/hr, i

Feedwater temperature 138.9 oC
Boiler drum pressure Not measured
Boiler exit temperature 378.2 °C

Economizere,xittemperature 217.7°C
AttemP°ratorflowrate Notrecorded ..

I Attemporat0r.temperature Not reC°rded,.,
Heat absorption in furnace No data yet Still waiting on Alarick
waterwalls

i i i

Gas Information ,(Combustion side)

Table VII. Upper Furnace Gas Temperatures

i

Location Low Temp., oC Hi_h Temp., °C Ave. Temp., °C
Bullnose 970 992 985

....... ,
· t._

Primary Superheater 703 . 740 . 714
BoilerBankInlet 575 623 595
BoilerBankExit 370 388 379
EconomizerExit 199 233 218

i i mi

From University of Toronto thermoprobe measurements.

Table _. Combustion Gas Analysis (Mill Data)

i i iiiiii

i' Gas Concentration Commen_
CO ' .600-650ppm Measuredinthestack.
02 8.6% Measured in the stack.
Excess 02 2.69% Overall mean value, measured at Precipitator inlet;

plot of hourly average valqes in Appendix II.,

SO2,TRS Not provided ]

Gas velocity indications and flow patterns, based on paths taken by suspended Particles, must still be
determined from the videos.
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Upper Furnace Deposit Information

Table IX. Upper Furnace Deposits

Parameter Value Comments
i i i

TotalDUStProduction Rate 6,400-8,000kg_ Estimated by Univ. of Toronto to
equal internal dust recycle rate: 8 to
10 % kg dusffk$ as fired BLS.

Entrained Particle Detector Readings Not measurexl I
Deposit Buildups No data Mill does not have a fouling Iproblem. ,....i i i i

Table X. Upper Furnace Fume Composition

samPling'Location Na, wt. % 'K, wt. % CI, wt. % SO4, wt. % C03, wt. %
6th Floor--before Screen
Tubes 29.6 4.8 1.8 60.1 3.7

6thFloor--afterScreen
Tubes 28.3 6.4 4.8 _ 57.7 2.8

ii ,

8th Floor'-between

Prinmry' &Sec.SH 29.3 6.8 2.2 54.3 7.4
8th Floor-at Generating
BankInlet 29.3 6.8 2.2 54.3 7.4, , i , i ,

PrecipitatorDUst 29.1 6.8 i 1.4 56.7 6.0

Ch,ar Bed Information

I. Information on bed shape and temperature profile from the Diamond bed cameras.-
We must still determine this from the videos.

2. Thermocouple probe measurements of the be_ surface and subsurface temperatures.
Temperature profiles from thermocouple probe measurements are presented in Appendix III.

3. Composition of material taken from bed surface and/or interior.
No samples were successfidly collected; they burned up during sampling.

4. Smelt composition and temperature data.
The smelt composition is presented in Table XI. The smelt temperature was not measured.

t
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Table XI. Smelt Composition

AnalTte Concentration, Wt. % [
Total Carbon 7.97 [

Organic Carbon 0.16 . !

InorganicCarbon 7.81 !
Hydrogen 0.54 l

! Oxygen . 38.52 1
Sulfur 9.23 I
Sodium 36.98 !

Potassium 5.40 ' !!

lTotal .... 9s? I

5. Smelt residence time distribution (RTD) from the zinc tracer experiment.
Results of the smelt RTD experiment are plotted in Appendix III and summarize3 in Table XII.

Table XII. Smelt Bed Residence Time Distribution

Parameter Value ' 'Comments /

Time Constant: 76 / 63 / 70 min. Na reference [
Ea_qtSide/West Side/M_ Value !

Composite Time Constant: 78 min. Na reference I
East+West Sides l

Smelt Bed Depth 8 in. Na ref.; est. usin_ mean time constant ]
' ' .... iiZinc Recovery 88% / 107% Na reference / K reference I

6. Reduc_ digital bed temperature information obtained with the Diamond cameras i_rom Alarick's data
·acquisition system.
Temperature data for the 48 hour time period of 3/27 through 3/28/96 from the Diamond cameras'
Fireside Advisory System (FAS) are plotted in Appendix HI. Included below in Table XIII is a
smmnary of the mean char bed surface temperatures for this time period which are based on the
"Average" pyrometer readings.

Table XIII. Char Bed Surface Temperatures

i

Char Bed Camera Mea0 ' Bed Surface Temperature, °C
One:FronffRJsht(SE)comer . 1,087
Two: Rear/I._ft (NW_ comer 1,136 ]
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APPENDIX I
Furnace Drawings
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Abstract

A computer simulation of gas flow and heat transfer that includes the upper furnace of a kraft recovery

boiler is presented. This upper furnace model applies the concepts of porosity and distributed resistance

to simulate the hydrodynamics of gas flows past the superheater and steam generator tube banks. The

heat transfer portion of the model captures the detailed superheater geometry, and the steam flow through

the superheater sections and tubes is followe d closely. This upper furnace model is coupled with a three-

dimensional furnace model and together they can be used to study the flow and heat transfer phenomena

in a recovery boiler. The overall model is applied to predict the flow field and steam temperature of a

generic boiler under typical operating conditions. Different superheater routing schemes are examined to

highlight the performance of the model.



I Introduction

The upper furnace sections of many industrial boilers contain heat exchanger units such as

superheaters and steam generators. Superheaters receive heat energy through radiation from

the flame in the furnace and through convection from the passing flue gas. The mechanical

arrangement of superheaters is dictated by furnace design, fuel characteristics, the degree of

superheat, and past practice of the manufacturer, l_adiant superheaters are closely spaced to

receive the maximum radiant energy, while convective superheaters are more widely spaced.

In-line arrangement of superheaters are commonly used for ease of tube cleaning and lower

gas-pressure drops across the tube bundles.

Kraft recovery boilers are used in pulp mills for recovering valuable chemicals such as

sodium sulfide from chemical wastes due to the kraft pulping process and for producing

heat energy through combustion of organic residual matters. The goal of comprehensive

modeling of a recovery boiler is to model the flow and heat transfer processes in both the

lower furnace region and in the upper heat exchanger section. Available results of numerical

simulations for industrial boilers tend to focus on the physical and chemical processes in the

lower furnace region only. Examples of such progresses can be found in Fiveland and Wessel

(1988), Karvinen et al. (1990), Coelho and Carvalho (1993), Hill and Smoot (1993), Smith

et al. (1993), Coimbra et al. (1994), and Nowak et al. (1995). Many advances have been

claimed: the establishment of better numerical techniques and the use of more sophisticated

mathematical models to describe the complex physical and chemical processes that take place

in the furnace region.

In comparison, modeling of fluid flow and heat transfer through boiler tube banks is

discussed less often despite the importance of such a task. Accurate predictions of superheater

steam temperature is important both for evaluating the performance of a boiler unit and for

estimating the possibility of fouling and corrosion of the superheater. The small size of the

constitutive components that made up a boiler tube bank causes difficulties for the numerical

modeling of the upper furnace region. The grid employed in the computational analysis of

flow dynamics is usually much coarser than the dimensions of individual tubes in the upper

furnace to allow for any substantial resolution of geometric features. Consequently, in the

combined simulation of flow and heat transfer processes in both the lower and upper furnace,

it is necessary to have a methodology whereby the pressure loss and heat transfer due to these



tube banks can be realistically accounted for. Weaselet al. (1993) applied flow resistance

and heat transfer conditions in the upper furnace in their calculation of recovery boiler

flows. Realistic results were obtained for the flue gas flow field, but the steam temperature

distribution within the superheater was not predicted.

The distributed resistance method developed by Patankar and Spalding (1974) can be

applied to the calculation of thermal-hydraulic flow through tube banks. The method ac-

knowledges the fact that fine geometrical details of the tube banks cannot be captured by the

grid commonly used in the_CFD simulation of the device. Instead, modifications applying

the porosity and distributed resistance concepts are introduced to the governing equations

to simulate the effects due to the tube banks. In this method, a porosity factor based on the

amount of flow blockage is introduced to allow for flow acceleration through obstructed pas-

sages. Distributed resistances are introduced as source terms in the momentum equations to

simulate the pressure loss due to the tube bank obstructions. This approach has the following

major advantages:

1. The grid used can be much coarser than the dimensions of individual tubes.

2. Since only the terms in the governing equation system are modified, the same CFD

solution algorithm can be applied in the entire domain comprising regions that contain

tube banks and regions that do not.

3. The method provides a means of using extensive experimental data on the pressure

drop through tube banks.

Examples of applications of such methods to heat exchanger tube banks can be found in

Chang et al. (1994) and Ormiston et al. (1995).

Heat sources and sinks can in principle be distributed in a manner akin to the distributed

resistance method to simulate the heat loss/gain by the flue gas due to heat transfer with the

tube banks. A methodology was presented by Esaki et al. (1993), Kawaji et al. (1995) and

Shen et al. (1995) to study the heat transfer between the flue gas and the steam flowing inside

superheater platen tubes. Their model was tw°-dimensi°nal: only.the flow channel bounded

between two parallel platens was considered. In addition, their procedure appeared to be

distincted from the CFD calculation for the boiler. An averaged flow field of the flue gas in

the superheater region was used for their superheater heat transfer model. The computed



temperature distribution in the platens was then fed back as boundary conditions for a

subsequent CFD calculation of the flow field, and the procedure was repeated. Although

realistic results can be obtained with this method, the coupling of such a method with a

three-dimensional CFD furnace model can be cumbersome.

The goal of the present research is to develop a model that simulates the flow and heat

transfer in the upper furnace heat exchanger section. The model should couple closely with

an existing three-dimensionM CFD furnace model to allow for a comprehensive simulation

of the flow and heat transfer phenomena both in the furnace cavity and in the heat ex-

changer section. The combined model is applied to investigate the dependence of the steam

temperature on different superheater routing schemes.

2 Fluid Flow Modeling

For large tube bundles such as those found in recovery boiler heat exchangers, the porosity and

distributed resistance approach is currently the only viable numerical method for thermal-

hydraulic analysis. The prediction of overall flow patterns in tube banks is facilitated but at

the expense of losing the detailed flow characteristics.

2.1 Mathematical Model for Fluid Flow in a Porous Medium

The mathematical model that describes subsonic turbulent flows is commonly used to study

flows in a kraft recovery boiler. The model consists of equations for the conservation of

mass, momentum, specific enthalpy h, turbulent kinetic energy k, and the dissipation rate of

turbulent kinetic energy E. Using Cartesian tensor notations, the system of equations can be

written in terms of a general variable _, its diffusivity r_, and an associated source term S_

as follows (Table 1):

0 (pUj,i,)_ 0 (0'I') +
For flows in a porous continuum, the conservation equations are modified to account for

the effect of porosity in the medium and become (Sha (1979), Spalding (1986))

- + (2)
where/3, defined as the porosity of the medium, represents the local fraction of the volume



1 0 0 '

h J I_eff/er h heat of reaction + radiation + interphase transport

k _t!/erk G - pe

2
P-p+ §pk

Iz_l! -- _ + Pt, Pt -- O_ plc:_/e
C_,-- 0.09, C1 -- 1.44, Ca - 1.92, o'k - 1.0, o'e- 1.2, o'a - 1.0

Table 1: Terms representing the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, the enthalpy equa-
tion and the/c - e turbulence model.

of space that is occupied by the fluid. For the tube bank arrangement shown in Figure 1,

xD 2
(3)

4SLST

where D isthetubediameter,SL isthelongitudinaltubeseparationand ST isthetransverse

separation.

In essence, the introduction of this porosity factor/3 causes the density p to take on its

effective value/3-p. Shown in Table 2 are the modified source terms S_ which account for

the effect due to distributed flow resistance for the case of momentum equations, and heat

transfer to the tube banks for the case of the enthalpy equation. The term Fi represents the

n $h+Q

Table 2: Modified source terms for the tube bank model.

extra flow resistance caused by the porous medium and is usually modeled by empirically

based law, while _) is the heat energy per unit volume exchanged between the flue gas and

the tube banks.

The additional momentum sink term _ is modeled as follows'

 lVl- Ui i - 1, 2, 3 (4)



where c_ and c_ are permeability coefficients whose values depend on the flow as well as

physical properties of the porous medium and the fluid. Empirical correlations based on one-

dimensional flow tests exist that relate this flow resistance Fi to pressure loss coefficients.

These correlations are useful for calculating pressure drop for each component of the flow in

three dimensions.

2.2 Empirical Correlations fo r Pressure Drops Past Tube Banks

The correlation by Grimison (1937) is still commonly used to determine the drag across tube

bundles. Grimison's correlation gives the following functional dependence for the pressure

drop:

Ap 2 ' 2- N/pr,,.. (5)

where

Um_x - velocity at mimmum flow area, m/s

p - density evaluated at free-stream conditions, kg/m 3

N - number of transverse rows

The empirical friction factor f' is given by Jakob (1938) as

{ O.08SL/D } ,-, -o.lsf' - 0.044 + [(ST - D)/D]----T6X_I.13D/SL] xteD,ma:' (6)

for in-line arrangements, with ReD,m_ -- pUm_=D/p being a characteristic Reynolds number.

Grimison's correlation is expected to be accurate to within 20% for 5000 < ReD,,,_= < 40000.

In terms of the free stream velocity component Ur, the maximum velocity is

ST
Um_: - ST- D .[,ri (7)

Then Eq.(5) for pressure loss can be written as

ST 2
Ap-

The pressure gradient Ap/Az is obtained from Eq.(8) by noting that

zxp 2f'p ( sT ):= -U] (9)Az N-SL SL ST -- D



The flow resistance term shown in Eq.(4) can be interpreted as the negative pressure gradient

-Ap/Az. A comparison between Eqs.(4)and (9) yields

'-0 (10)

a_ = - $L Sa--D (11)

with i = 1, 2 denotes the two cross-flow directions past the tube bank, and the definitions for

SD and ST need to be interchanged according to which direction is under consideration.

The correlation by Knudsen and Katz (1958) as referenced in Tierney (1992) gives expres-

sions for the permeability coefficients for determitaing the drag when the flow is directed along

the tube bundles. Let a:a be the ax.ia/direction of the tube bundles, then the permeability

coefficients are given as follows:

aa = - 0.092-pl{eZ_2/Lft (13)

where ReLx --plU31Lfi/tzisthe Reynoldsnumber basedon thehydraulicdiameterLft for

axialflow. This hydraulicdiameterisgivenby the followingformulaforthe tube bank

configuration shown in Figure 1:

4 STSL- _'D2/4Ls - -. (14)
D

The correlation stated in Eq.(13) was obtained for the following range of ReDs: 3000 <

l{eLx < 1 X 10 6.

2.3 Numerical Implementation of Pressure Loss Correlations

The conservation equations are discretizedby the finitevolume integration procedure over

smallcontrolvolumessurroundingnodalpoints.The standardstaggeredtreatmentismade

todistributevelocityand sca/arvariables,and thepower-lawdiscretizationschemeisusedto

approximatethe convective-dif[usivefluxterms.The resultingdlf[erenceequationsand the

constitutive coefficients are given in Patankar (1980).

The discretized momentum equations are of special interest since they contain the terms

for hydraulic resistance. To describe the numerical implementation of these hydraulic resis-

tance terms, the discretized momentum equation in the zl direction is written explicitly. The

treatment for other momentum equations is similar.



Referring to the grid node notations about the control volume cell for the Ill velocity

component shown in Figure 2, the discretized momentum equation has the following form:

apU1' U1,P - E a_d_.UlIll,nb - _(Pe -Pw)' AA__ + Bp + FLIP' AV (15)
nb

where nb - {E, W, N, S, T,B} denotes the neighboring grid nodes of P, AA_ is the cross-

sectional cell area on which the pressure difference (p_- p_) is applied, Bp represents the

discretized source term of o/o_jta_,ff(auj/a_,)]w_charises from turbulence modeling, and

Flip' AV is the volume integrated value of Fl, with Flip denotes the value of F1 computed

at P, and AV the volume of the control volume cell.

From Eqs.(4) and (11),

.Fi[p.AV - 2f'p ( ST )2- -_L ' ST- D · [Vel' Ul,io-AV (16)

Define

2f'p ( $T )'¢r_ - sL ST- P · IVPl'aV (17)

then GF_ is non-negative and the discretized momentum source term clue to hydraulic resis-

tance from the tube bank is

F_lp.aw- -cr_ .v_,p (18)

This momentum source contribution is most effectively accounted for by combination with

the principal term a__ · U1,p to give

(apUl' 4- CF1)' U'I,p - E a'n_' VI,nb -- _(Pe -- Pa,)' AAew 4- Bp (19)
nb

This practice has the important advantage of augmenting the magnitude of the principal co-

efficient term (coefficient of U1,p) and consequently better numerical stability characteristics

when the system of finite difference equations is to be solved by an iterative procedure.

3 Heat Transfer Modeling

The determination of heat transfer in the tube bank region is complicated due to the intricate

geometry involved and the presence of all three modes of heat transfer: conduction, convection

and radiation. For those parts of the screen tubes and superheaters that are exposed to the

flame in the lower furnace, heat energy is received through radiation from the flame. For



those parts that are shielded, heat energy is transmitted from the flue gas to the steam or

boiling water in the tubes by mainly convection and intertube radiation.

The superheater and steam generator are modeled as a series of tube banks with each

bank having particular values of tube dimensions and spacings. The routing of steam through

the superheater tube circuit can be specified arbitrarily so that the performance of different

routing strategies can be studied and compared. Each tube within the tube bank is divided

into a number of tube elements which permits the evaluation of steam temperature as the

Steam proceeds around the circuit. Usually several tube elements are embedded in a single

control volume cell for the flue gas as illustrated in Figure 3.

For a tube element with steam temperature T, embedded in a gas cell with temperature

Tg, the temperature difference driving the heat transfer is AT - Tg- Ts if Tg _ T,. The

amount of heat transfer per unit time from the flue gas to the steam in the tube element is

- ,4.aT (20)

where h_l_ is the cumulative or overall heat transfer coefficient for the tube element of

interest and A is the surface area of the element.

The extent of heat transfer is affected by many geometric and physical factors. Exam-

ples of geometric factors are the arrangements, locations, and dimensions of the tube banks.

Physical factors include the velocity and temperature of the gas flow and steam flow, compo-

sition of the flue gas, and the amount of fouling deposits on the tube surfaces. The influence

of these factors on heat transfer is made explicit through the analytical formulae discussed

in the following sections.

3.1 Combination of Heat Transfer Mechanisms

For heat to transfer from a gas outside a tube that is made up of composite materials to a

fluid inside the tube, a typical temperature distribution is shown in Figure 4, which illustrates

a condition found in a superheater tube. The composite wall is comprised of the metal tube

material and fouling deposits on the metal surface. Heat is transferred in tube banks by

radiation and convection from the flue gas to the tube surface, .by conduction across the

thickness of the tube materials, and by forced convection to the steam and boiling water

within the tube.

Using the inner surface area of a tube element as reference, and noting that the gaseous



radiation and convection are occurring in parallel while the rest of the heat transfer processes

occurs in series, the overall heat transfer coefficient h_l_,, can be computed as

1 1 1 D, 1 (21)
h_t_..= h_,+ h-_ + Do h_,+ hr,

where

hc, = heat transfer coefficient for convection heat flow inside the tube

ht,v = heat transfer coefficient for conduction heat flow through tube wall

hog - heat transfer coefficient for convection heat flow past the tube bank

h_g - heat transfer coefficient for radiation heat flow within the tube bank

Di = inner tube diameter

Do = outer tube diameter

Analytical expressions for the individual heat transfer coe_cients obtained through theoret-

ical analysis and experimental correlations are presented next.

3.2 Calculation of Heat Transfer Coefficients

For simple geometries, the heat transfer coefficients for conduction heat transfer can often

be obtained analytically. However, empirical correlations are necessary for convection and

radiation heat transfer due to the turbulent nature of fluid motion and complicated boundary

conditions. The use of empirical correlations to model heat transfer in the tube bank region

is also important practically, not only because limitations with grid resolution to resolve

individual components, but also the ]imitations of current turbulence models to give accurate

predictions of heat transfer close to wall surfaces where most of the resistance to heat transfer

occurs.

3.2.1 Conduction heat transfer across cylindrical tubes

The thermal resistance for a long cylinder subjected to radial heat flow is

1 = Diln(Do/Di) (22)
ht_. 2k ·

where k is the thermal conductivity of the material. For a tube that has a composite wall,

the individual thermal resistances can be added in series to obtain the overall resistance. The

thermal conductivity for carbon steel has a typical value of 30 W/m-K at 1000°C, while for

10



smelt deposits found on the outer tube surface, a typical value for k is about 0.3 W/m-K as

quoted in Adams and Frederick (1988), p.222.

3.2.2 Convection heat transfer for turbulent flows inside tubes

The flow of steam in superheater and boiler tubes is turbulent. One of the simplest correla-

tions for fttUy developed turbulent flow in smooth tubes is the Dittus and Boelter correlation:

hcsDi
= 0.023 Re_ s Pr °'4 (23)

k,

where ko and Pr are thermal conductivity and Prandtl number for the steam. The properties

in Eq.(23) are evaluated at the fluid bulk temperature, and the correlation is valid for fluids

with Prandtl numbers ranging from 0.6 to 100 and with moderate temperature differences

between wall and fluid conditions. More elaborate correlations that account for a wider range

of conditions such as the difference between film temperature and b_dk temperature can be

found in Babcock & Wilcox (1978) (hereafter B & W), Chapter 4.

According to the calculation done in B & W Chapter 4, for a typical boiler design, the

water-film thermal resistance is about two orders of magnitude lower than the combined gas-

side resistance (convection plus intertube radiation). Hence, in the calculation of overall heat

transfer coefficient, the water-film resistance can be neglected in the calculation of resistance

to heat flow. This condition applies to those parts of the tube banks where boiling water is

expected to present (screen tubes and boiler tubes).

3.2.3 Convection heat transfer for gas flows over tube banks

Experimental data have been collected for convection heat transfer for gas flows past tube

bundles by Babcock & Wilcox and by Zukauskas (1972). The data show the heat transfer

correlation has the foUowing form:

h_gDo
= F_- C. Re_)o,.,_ P r0'33 (2 4)

kg

where kg is the thermal conductivity of the flue gas, and all properties are evaluated at the

bulk temperature of the cross-flow. Values for Fa, C' and n are dependent on the arrangement

of the tube bank and suitable values are tabulated in Ho]man (1986).

Properties of the flue gas in the upper furnace region are needed for the evaluation of flue

gas characteristics such as the thermal conductivity and the Prandtl number. For a flue gas

11



that has _ gaseous components, the following semi-empirical formulae given in Bird et al.

(1960) are applicable'

n

(25)
i--1

" xiki (26)
i--1

with 2

(27)

and
n

¢,,,.- E , (2s)
i=1

The symbols displayed above have the following meaning:

= viscosity of the flue gas mixture

km -- thermal conductivity of the flue gas mixture

Cpm = specific heat capacity of the flue gas mixture

xi,xj - mole fractions of components i and j, respectively

/_i, _j - viscosities of components i and j at the flue gas temperature and pressure

Mi, Mj - molecular weights of components i and j

ki -- thermal conductivity of a pure component i

wi - weight ratio of component i

Cp/ - specific heat capacity of the pure gas component i

3.2.4 Intertube radiation heat transfer

The prediction of radiation heat transfer is more difficult due to the more complex physical

processes involved. In the present heat exchanger model, only radiation from the flue gas to

the surrounding tube bank is considered. The following method for estimating the extent of

intertube radiation is adopted from Welty (1978) and Ganapathy (1982). The main source

of radiation heat transfer is the electromagnetic radiation emanating from polar gases such

as C02, H20 and S02, which are formed during combustion of black liquor.

12



The net interchange of radiation between the flue gas mixture at temperature Tg and

tube banks of surface area A at the deposit temperature Td (refer to Figure 4) is written as

- . .A.( - ) (29)

where e, is the effective surface emissivity with value taken to be 0.7, a is the Stefaa-

Boltzmann constant, eg is the emissivity of gases at Tg, and ag is the absorptivity at Td.

A radiative heat transfer coefficient h_g is defined to be

....

h_g - E. . a . (_gT4 - agT_)/(Tg - Td) (3.0)

Then Eq.(29)can be expressed as

Q_ - hr9 · A-(Tg - Td) (31)

This form of expression is parallel to that for convective heat transfer so that the two modes

of heat transfer mechanism can be summed conveniently.

To determine h,g, values of _g and ag are needed for all the polar gases present in the

gaseous mixture. Hottel and Sarofim (1967) developed an approximate method for estimating

the values of % and ag for both COz and H20. In the present study, occurrence of S02 is

neglected.

In Hottel and Sarofim's procedure, the partial pressure for each gaseous component as

well as a characteristic mean beam length L_ are needed for the determination of Eg. The

value of Lu characterizes the configuration and dimensions of the tube bun&e, and may be

taken to have the same value as the hydraulic diameter L_/given in Eq.(14). In the present

model, the partial pressure for each of the gases is obtained through the ideal gas equation

ofstate. With values for the mean beam length and partial pressures known, the emissivities

of C02 and H20 can be obtained from the graphs presented in Holman (1986, pp.416-419).

Determination of ag follows a similar procedure.

A remark was made earlier that the screen tubes and the front part of the superheater

tubes may receive direct radiation from the furnace flame. The effect of this source of fa-

diation is to reduce the amount of effective heating surfaces that 'are available for intertube

radiation heat transfer. Empirical estimates of this reduction are presented in B & W Chap-

ter 14. However, this reduction in effective area has been estimated to be insignificant for

superheater banks (_ 2%), and only moderately significant for the screen tubes (_ 30%).

13



Since the screen tubes constitute only a small portion of the overall area for heat transfer in

the upper furnace, in the present consideration, intertube radiation is assumed to take place

for the entire surface areas of all the tube banks.

3.3 Numerical Implementation of Heat Transfer in Tube Banks

After hd_,, and Qde,n are computed respectively by Eqs.(21) and (20), the steam temperature

is calculated based on a simple enthalpy balance:

AT. - Q_,_ / (¢,,° . W. ) (32)

where AT, is the change in steam temperature between the entry and exit ends of the tube

element, Cpo is the specific heat capacity of the steam and Ws is the mass flow rate of the

steam.

For the flue gas, the enthalpy lost is calculated by summing up the heat transfer to tube

elements within each control volume cell. l_eferring to Figure 3, enthalpy balance gives

Qu-- E (33)
den E cell

where the summation is over MI the tube elements embedded in the cell under consideration.

This heat sink per unit volume _) - Q_u/AV where AV is the volume of the computational

cell will be added to the source term of the entha_py equation as shown in Table 2. Although

the above discussion specifies that heat is lost by the flue gas and gained by the superheater

steam, the formulation works equMly well if the heat transfer were reversed.

4 Capabilities of the Modeling Program

The modeling program developed at the University of British Columbia for recovery boiler

simulations accepts the specification of an arbitrary number of tube banks in the upper

furnace heat exchanger section. The properties of each tube bank are described by tube

diameters, longitudinal and lateral tube spacings, and the thickness of fouling deposits. A

temperature is specified for the superheated boiling water in the steam generator. The heat

absorbed by the fluid inside the steam generator tube bank is assumed to cause phase change

only and hence the tube-side fluid assumes a constant temperature equals to the specified

value. The steam is then piped to the superheater tube banks and the tube circuit can be

specified in an arbitrary manner.

14



Parametric studies of the heat transfer characteristics in the tube bank region can be

carried out. For example, the effect on heat loss by th e flue gas due to fouling deposits on the

tube banks can be studied by varying the thickness and thermal conductivity of the deposits

on the screen and superheater tubes. Variation of the thickness of the fouling deposits causes

the overall thermal resistance to change as well as the effective diameter of an individual

tube. The superheater circuit can also be changed so as to determine an optimal sequence

for highest steam temperature output.

An iterative procedure is applied to solve the governing equations for the flow field (Sal-

cudean et al. (1993)). During every iteration, the steam temperature distribution is calculated

throughout the superheater banks. The residues of the governing conservation equations and

the differences in the steam temperature between successive iteration are monitored. Con-

vergence is deemed to have achieved when both the residues and the steam temperature

variations are small.

5 Application to a Full Scale Recovery Boiler Simulation

A generic recovery boiler is considered for testing the utility of the computer model developed.

The boiler has a 10 m square base, and is 40 m high. The tip of the b_ll_ose is located 26.5

m from the floor. There are three levels of air' four wall primary (1.2 m above the floor),

four wall secondary (3 m above the floor) and two wall tertiary (10 m above the floor). The

boiler operates at a load of 17.67 kg/s (3.37 × 106 lbs/day) of black liquor solids with four

liquor guns, one at the center of each wall and at 7 m above the floor.

The £ollowing air and black liquor injection scheme is considered: the boiler operates

with an air split of 48% primary, 32% secondary and 20% tertiary; the black liquor spray

has a mean droplet diameter of 2.8 mm and a horizontal spray angle of 150°, and the nozzles

oscillate vertically from 0° to -30 °. A comprehensive parametric study on different air and

liquor injection systems is presented in Nowak et al. (1995), which also provides a detailed

description of the CFD furnace model. The present study focuses on the flow and heat

transfer in the upper furnace section.

5.1 Description of the Steam Generating Tube Banks

The heat exchanger section is assumed to be made up of three superheater tube banks (SH-

1, SH-2 and SH-3) and a steam generator tube bank. Each superheater tube bank has the

15



following simple arrangements'

Superheater bank (each of the three banks)

- 26 platens evenly spaced at 0.28 m (11 in.)

- height of each platen - 3.8 m (12.5 ft.)

- 4 tubes in a platen each making 6 passes

- average tube spacing = 0.074 m(2.9 in.)

- tube outer diameter - 0.0635 m (2.5 in.), tube thickness - 0.0035 m (0.14 in.)

The steam generator or boiler tube bank has the following characteristics'

Steam generator bank

- 78 columns by 26 rows

- height of tube bank = 3.8 m (12.5 ft.)

- average longitudinal and transverse tube spacing - 0.114 m (4.5 in.)

- tube outer diameter - 0.0635 m (2.5 in.), tube thickness - 0.0035 m (0.14 in.)

The unit is expected to generate 556 ldbs/hr (70 kg/s) of steam at approximately 700°F and

800 Psi (644 K and 5500 kPa).

Boiling water at the saturation temperature of 523 K is assumed to occupy the steam

generator bank and later passes to the superheater. The boiling water is then transformed

into superheated steam, which is assumed to have a constant heat capacity at 2.6 kJ/kg-K.

In the simulation, each vertical segment of tubes in the superheaters is divided evenly into

seven tube elements. The centers of the tube elements for the middle set of platens for SH-1,

SH-2 and SH-3 are shown in Figure 5. The tubes of the steam generator are discretized in a

similar fashion. The vertical dashed lines shown in Figure 5 illustrate the orientation of the

tubings.

5.2 Cases Investigated

The following three cases are studied:

Case I - Tube bank model not applied

Case 2 - Steam is piped successively through SH-1, SH-2, and then SH-3

16



- Steam flow is parallel to the flue gas flow in all three superheater banks

- Tubes are covered with 0.5 cm thick fouling deposits

Case 3 - Steam is piped successively through SH-1, SH-3, and then SH-2

- Steam flow is parallel to the flue gas flow in SH-1 and SH-2

- Steam flow is counter to the flue gas flow in SH-3

- Fouling deposition as in Case 2

Figure 6 presents a schematic description of the steam routing scheme. The operation mode

depicted in Case 3 is usual to many superheaters. Transient calculations are performed with

a time step of i second. Convergence is achieved readily for each case simulated. The results

show only minor variations between successive time steps.

6 Results and Discussion

The effect of the tube bank model on the velocity field is shown in Figure 7, which displays

the velocity fields in the front-rear vertical central plane bisecting the entire height of the

boiler. The velocity fields of Cases 2 and 3 are similar; hence, only the results of Cases i and

2 are shown. For Case 2, it is seen that an extensive recirculation region is formed in the top

region near the front wall. The additional flow resistance specified by the tube bank model

causes the flow near the top to bend downward before it exits the furnace.

Figure 8 compares the temperature distributions for Cases i and 2 in the same vertical

plane. The temperature field of Case 3 is not shown since it is similar to Case 2. The

temperature is reduced in the upper furnace as expected when the heat exchanger model is

applied. The reduction in flue gas temperature is about 400 K, which is significant. This

observation illustrates the importance of using an accurate upper furnace model to predict

the temperature field in an industrial boiler.

Figure 9 shows the steam temperature distribution for Case 2 within the platens across

the width of the furnace in a plane parallel to the front wall. The platens belong to the

superheater SH-2, and the tube elements shown are located about 5 m from the front wall.

The graph on the right shows the corresponding flue gas temperature distribution. The

steam temperature in the platen tubes varies in the same way as the flue gas temperature

distribution: cooler in the middle and hotter away fro m the center.
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Figure 10 compares the steam temperature distributions between Cases 2 and 3 for the

middle set of platens of all three superheater units. These platens are located approximately

in the vertical central plane as shown previously in Figures 7 and 8. The results show that

the counter-flow strategy employed by Case 3 yields higher steam temperature at the outlet.

Thus, this study confirms the practice of using counter-flow routing scheme in enhancing the

final steam temperature.

7 Conclusion
....

A methodology using the concepts of porosity, distributed flow resistance, and cumulative

heat transfer is presented for modeling the heat exchanger tube banks found in a kraft

recovery boiler. Each tube in the heat exchanger section is divided into a number of tube

elements for computing the heat transfer between the steam or boiling water inside the tube

with the flue gas. Consequently, the progressive changes in the steam temperature through

the superheater can be calculated. The model allows for different routing of steam through

the superheater and hence the performance of different superheater circuits can be compared.

This heat exchanger model is fully coupled with a three-dimensional CFD furnace model to

effect a straight-forward comprehensive simulation of boiler performance. In future studies,

the model will be used to predict surface temperature of the tube banks for fouling and

corrosion analysis.
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Abstract

The objective of this study is to develop a computer model simulating the combustion of

black liquor in a kraft recovery boiler. The physical and chemical processes occurring in the

boiler are represented in the form of the conservation equations of the mass, momentum,

energy and gas species concentrati°n. The turbulent flow is modeled using the k-e model

[14]. The black liquor spray is simulated using a statistical method; each con_putational

droplet represents number of real droplets that }lave the same diameter, velocity, physical

properties and chemical composition. Droplets are tracked from the time of il'_jcction until

they land on the bed or are carried over. The exchaxlge of n'lass and energy between the

droplet phase and the gas phase is accounted for by the s{.,urce terrns. Tile gas combustion

rate is computed using the Magnussen rnodel [9]. q'he gas radiatiol_ }leat transfer is calculated

using t}_e discrete-ordinates method [lll}].

A generic kraft recovery boiler is chosen to illustrate the capttbility of thc model. Tt_c

results for a number of cases are presented, and the effects of relevant parameters are dis-

cussed.

The present three-dimensional computer model of black liquur combustio_ co_tributes

to the better understanding of the furnace operation. It allows to study the dependence

between the main design parameters, e.g. black liquor physical properties, spray system,

air delivery system, and the boiler's performance para_lleters, e.g. reduction efficiexlcy, com-

bustion efficiency, carryover/fouling, pollution, furnace capacity. This study demonstrates

that mathematical modeling can be used as a predictive tool to improve the operatiu_ of the

recoveryboiler.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Kraft recovery boilers are large combustion unit's used in the pulp and paper industry. A

recovery boiler burns black liquor, recovers pulping chemicals and generates hot steam.

Black liquor is a by-product from chemical pulping process. It is a mixture of water, volatile

hydrocarbons, fixed carbon and inorganics. Black liquor is sprayed into the furnace through

a number of liquor guns. The droplets are relatively coarse, most of them are from 0.5mm

to 5.0mm. The droplets exposed to the high temperature of tile furnace evaporate water,

volatile gases are released, fixed carbon burns and inorganics undergo chemical reactions.

Physical modeling is usually limited to cold water models of a furnace that provides

qualitative information about the flow patterns. Numerical modeling can provide a better

insight into the complex physical and chemical phenomena occuring in a kraft recovery

furnace, and combined with experimental research contribute to the improved design of the

recovery furnace.

The objective of this study is to develop a computer model simulating the combustion of

black liquor in a kraft recovery furnace. The coupling of the spray model with the gas-phase

model should allow for a detailed analysis of the different stages of the combustion process.

The black liquor spray is simulated using a statistical method; one computational droplet

represents number of rea] droplets. Each computational droplet is tracked from the time

of injection until the combustion and chemical reactions are completed. The evaporation

of water and volatile release are assumed to be heat transfer controlled. The char burning

rate is considered to be mass transfer dependent. The exchange of mass, Inomentum and



energy between the droplet phase and the gas phase is accounted for by source terms. The

Magnussen model is used to compute the combustion rate of volatiles in the gas phase.

Some of the problems that are addressed by the computer simulation of the black liquor

combustion are:

- carryover and fouling (mostly due to small diameter droplets and high velocity central

core flow),
- incomplete combustion/reduction of the black liquor on the bed,

- high levels of the 120, CH4 and H2 in the exit gases,

- nonuniform distribution of temperature and velocity at the superheater t.x_1,ry.

2



Chapter 2

Black Liquor Combustion

2.1 Mathematical Model

Mathematical modeling and computer simulation of the kraft recovery b,,iler iIJv,Jlve math-

ematical representation of the physical and chemical processes occurring in l l_(_.boiler and

obtaining a solution to the resulting conservation equations of the mass, moI/'lt_.lll,lln'l, energy

and gas species concentration. The turbulent flow inside the boiler is modeled _Jsi,_g the k-e

· · e'l_model [14] A log normal distribution is assumed for the liquor droplet diameters t_e black

liquor spray is simulated using a method proposed by Walsh, Frederick and (]ra('e [1, 21.
Each droplet is tracked from the time of injection until it lands on the bed or is carried over.

The exchange of mass and energy between the droplet phase and tile gas p}Jase are. taken

into account. The gas combustion rate is computed using the Magnussen model 19i _!'he gas

radiation heat transfer is calculated usi,lg the discrete-ordinates method [10].

The governing differential equations with the boundary conditions for t[_c. tit,w, heat

transfer, and combustion are discretized using the control volume method and the t)ower

Law differentiation scheme [6]. A block structured segmented grid is used. The grid in each

segment is completely independent of the grid at the other segments, and is based ()n the

requirements for the local flow resolution and the air port geometry. Since the grid in each

segment is independent, the control volume faces at the segment interfaces do not necessarily

match. The segmentation feature of the mathematical model allows for a representation of

the details of the flow in critical zones of the recovery boiler, for example where jet interaction



takes place at the air port level. It also allows for a more accurate representation of tl_e air

ports, as the grid at each segment is designed specifically to take into account the air port

sizes and locations in that segment. The grid distribution is opti_nized using this tecllnique,

as' over 80 % of the grid nodes can be concentrated in regions of interest. The importance

of this capability is critical as a realistic representation of the jet interaction is needed to

provide information for the computation of the droplet trajectories and the chemistry. It

should be noted that the complexity of the computer code increases significantly to provide

such flexibility in defining the grid.

The solution method has been developed from a technique pr_,p,.sed originally by Vanka

[19]. This technique has been extensively modified to make rapid computatioil of recov-

ery boiler flows possible. The modifications include additional t.ernls in the momentuii_

equations, such that overall mass conservation is satisfied, even ii_ the ii_itial iterations. 1_

addition, several terms in the momentum and turbulence equations are damped to prevent

divergence. UBC has run several test cases in which the more classical methods [11] do not

converge at all, while the new method shows good convergence. Further details of of the

numerical techniques are presented elsewhere [18].

2.2 Elemental Analysis

Typical black liquor contains about 35% water and 65% solids (BLS). An elenlental analysis

of a black liquor solids sample provides a detailed elemental composition. An example of

black liquor solids composition is presented in the Table 2.1. Using the elemental composition

of black liquor solids and making some assumption about the percentage of the elements that

go into the creation of the volatiles, one can compute the composition of the black liquor

solids in terms of chemical compounds. An example of such a calculation is presented in

Appendix A. The volatile gases may consist of CO, CH4, H2, H2S and CO2. The smelt

usually contains Na2CO3, Na2S, Na2SO4, K2CO3 and NaC1.

The higher heating value (HHV) of black liquor is measured in an oxygen bomb calorime-

ter. Typical HHV is about 15 MJ/kgBLS. The net heating val'ue (NHV) that is actually

available in the boiler is lower due to the fact that the reduction process is eI_dothermic and

the water in the furnace is in the gas-state. The HHV and the elemental composition of



Carbon C 39.0% wt.

Hydrogen H 3.8% wt.

Oxygen O 33.0% wt.
Sodium Na 18.6% wt.

Potassium K 1.2% wt.

Sulfur S 3.6% wt.

Chloride C1 0.6% wt.

Inerts 0.2% wt.

Table 2.1: Elemental composition of black liquor solids.

BLS is used to analyze the energy balance during the black liquor combustion. The value

of the total heat release computed by adding up the eI_ergy corttribution of each reaction is

usually different from the HHV. This difference is attributed to the pyrolysis process that

can be either endothermic or exothermic. A sample analysis (,f the projected heat release is

presented in Appendix B.

2.3 Spray System

The common types of spray nozzles used in recovery boilers are the splash plate, V-jet and

helical cone. The mass fraction of the black liquor spray can be related 'to the droplet

diameter through a distribution function. The log-normal distribution fuI_cti,,t_ is often used

to represent the black liquor spray:

i In( D / O,_,)

f(D) - Do'_ ezp - ( ,2a2 )

where

D - the droplet diameter

D,,- the mean droplet diameter

cr - the standard deviation

In an average size recovery boiler about 20 kg of black liquor is sprayed per second,

this results in millions of droplets suspended in the furnace cavity at any given moment.
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However, due to the limited computer resources only a relatively small number of droplets

can be represented in the model. Therefore, a statistical method is used to simulate the

spray. Each computational particle is assumed to represent a number of real particles that

have the same location, velocity, chemical composition and physical properties. The droplets

diameters are computed in a following way. First, a distribution function is assumed. The

log-normal or square root log-normal distribution is considered to be a good representation

of a splash plate nozzle distribution. A typical mean diameter for black liquor spray is about

2.5-5 mm. The range of droplet diameter to be simulated is defined by a lower and upper

limits; the range 0.1-6.0 mm represents over 95 % of the total mass of the distribution. The

number of computational droplets is selected as an optimum between available computer

resources and the required accuracy of the simulation, for example 10()il0. The diameter

range is subdivided into 10000 intervals, and for each interval a mean interval diameter

is computed. Once the droplet diameter, the value of. the distribution function and the

interval step are known, one can compute how much mass and how many real droplets are

represented by one computational droplet. The real-to-computational ratio does not have

to be and integer, and can be adjusted ii1 a continuous way by changing the length of each

interval. This method allows to control the computational representation of the different

diameter ranges. For example, if carryover is of special interest, one carl iT_sist on lower

real-to-computational ratio, and better representation in the small droplet diaineter range.

The black liquor is introduced into the furnace through a number of liquor guIis, located

few meters above the furnace floor. The spray created by a splash plate is dc.firled by the

horizontal spread angle, and the vertical angle (due to the plate oscillati,,r_), q'ypically,

the droplets are spread about 150 deg in horizontal plane and 30 deg in vertical plane

(e.g., between 0 deg "top position" and -30 deg "down position"). A randu_n lnethod is

used to distribute the droplets among the nozzles and ranges of possible injecti()_ directions

defined by the horizontal and vertical angles. Once the nozzle location, and the initial

droplet velocity magnitude and direction are known, the velocity components u, v, w can be

computed. A number of droplets is injected at the same time and their position,s, c}Janges

in mass and chemical composition are tracked and recorded until'the droplets/particle leave

the computational domain.

The bed shape curvature is approximated by a staircase grid arrangement. A droplet/particle



that lands on the bed is assumed to complete its remaining cori_})ustion stages on the bed

surface. Mass and energy are exchanged between spray and gas within the first adjacent to

the bed gas phase cell. The instantaneous rates of mass and energy release/absorption, that

are required for the in-flight combustion, are not required for the steady state bed treatment.

A droplet/particle that impinge on wall is assumed to stick to the wall surface and exchange

mass and energy within the first neighboring gas phase cell.

The results of the spray simulation can be sensitive to the rando_ number generator seed

number when a relatively small number of computational droplets is used (e.g. 100). The

sensitivity subsides as the number of droplets increases. In a typical test case 10000 droplets

are usually used to represent spray, and the results are aln'lost independent (i.e. differences

are smaller than 1-2%) of a chosen seed number.

2.4 Black Liquor Combustion Stages

After the black liquor droplets are injected into the high temperature furnace enviroxlment

the combustion process begins ([2, 5, 3]). The droplets evaporate water, pyrolysis gases are

released and char carbon reacts with surrounding gases

2.4.1 Drying

Drying starts immediately after the injection. The temperature of the droplet increases up

to approx. 150 C and stays constant thereafter until the end of the drying phase. Drying is

described mathematically by the following set of equations.

drn
dT = h-7

where

m the droplet mass

T the droplet temperature

Qt - the total heat transfer to the droplet

h_- the evaporation enthalpy

The total heat transfer consists of convective and radiative heat transfer.



Q,=Q:+Q,

· The convective heat transfer Q_ is a function of the heat transfer (:oefficient A, the droplets

surface area ,9 and the temperature difference between the droplet and the surrounding gas

(T. - T.).

The heat transfer coefficient is dependent on the heat cox_ductiuxl coefficient for tt_e gas,

k, the Nusselt number, Nu, and the droplet diameter D.

Nu
h=k--

D

The Nusselt number for a droplet can be correlated with t}_c Pteynolds and Prandtl

numbers by the following empirical formula

N u = 2 + O.6Re°'S pT0.33

The radiative heat transfer is due to the radiation between the droplet and the surround-

ing gas Q_g, smelt bed Q_b and furnace walls Q_w.

Q_= Q_+ Q_o_Q_

The three radiative components can be computed as full,)ws:

the radiation from the gas

Q_ - _so(r4 - rj)
the radiation from the smelt bed

Q_ -(_ - _)SoF_(T;'- T_)
the radiation from the furnace walls

Q,.,, - (1- e)ga(1- Fb)(T4- T,_)

where

e the emission coefficient of the gas,

8



er the radiation constant,

Fb the smelt bed view factor,

$ the droplet surface area,

Tb the smelt bed temperature,

Tw the average furnace walls temperature

From the experimental data it is known that the droplet swelling occurs aln_ost imme-

diately after the injection, and stays constant during the rest of the drying please. The

diameter increase can be described by the swelling factor. A typical value uf the drying

phase swelling factor is 1.6 . The droplet diameter can be conlput, ed as:

D = Oa_D,

where

Oa_ swelling factor during the drying phase

2.4.2 Devolatilization

The total energy required for the droplet devolatilization, Qtot, (:an be calculated as

777,05 0

Q,o,= (cp(T,,,a=- T_) + H;,,,,(].-a_g))
.-q_g

where mo - the initial droplet mass

s0 - the initial solid content

s, 9 - the solid content at ignition (start of devolatilization)

cp - the droplet heat capacity

T,,_= - the maximum temperature of the droplet

Tis the droplet temperature at ignition

H_w - the enthalpy of evaporation for water

The total heat consists of the heat necessary to evaporate the remaining water (if s, s < 1),

and the heat necessary to increase the temperature of the droplet from _/}s to 5r',_==.

The total mass loss during the pyrolysis includes the evaporation of the remaining water

and the release of volatile gases, and can be computed as



C v

M,o,= re°s°(1- s,g) + moso--
$ig Cs

The heat transfer rate to the particle, Q(t), and heat transfer during one time step, dQ,

.' can be calculated in the same way as for the drying phase. The droplet mass loss, M(t), can

be computed as being proportional to the heat transfer

._l(t)- mo.,o(]._ )
$ig mo$oQtot

The change of droplet diameter is assumed to be proportional to the mass loss and heat

transfer

o(t)=

where droplet area, A,

dQ
n - _-02(Z)d,.+(D,,,,,x-D,,.)Q,o)_

2.4.3 Char Combustion

For the calculation of the char burning rate the concentration of oxygen 02, carbon dioxide

CO2 and water vapor H20 have to be known. First the mass transfer rates t(, the particle

surface for the reacting gases are computed ([16]), i.e.:

Oxygen transfer rate

Sherwood number: $h = 2 + 0.5Re°'SSc°'33

Oxygen mass transfer coefficient ko2 - ,S'h Do2/D

Oxygen molar flux Ro2 - ko2xo2/(82.1 Ta)

Water vapor transfer rate

Sherwood number: S'h = 2 + 0.5Re °'sSc °'33

Mass transfer coefficient kH2O = ,S'h DH2o/D

Mol__u×R = kH,o_H,o/(82._P_)

10



The kinetic limitation Rk - const, exp(-24000/Ta)

The resulting molar fin×ofwater Rs2o - 1/(1/R + 1/Rk)

Carbon-dioxide transfer rate

Sherwood number: Sh - 2 + 0.5Re°'SSc °'a3

Mass transfer coefiqcient kH2o - $h DH2o/D

Molar flux R- kH20ZH20/(82.1 T_)

The kinetic limitation Rk - const, exp(-24000/Ts)

The resulting molar flax Rco2 -- 1/(1 / R + 1/Rk)
where

xo_, xco_, Xf_o are the molar gasconcentrations

Re is the Reynolds number
Sc is the Schrnidt number

Do,, Dco2, DH2Oare the gas diffusion coefiq,cients

D is the particle diameter

Tg is the gas temperature

The relatively high furnace gas temperature makes the kinetic reaction rate limitation

insignificant, and the char-carbon gasification rate is controlled by the mass transfer of the
reactants.

The carbon loss due to reaction depends on the ratio between the transfer, rate of oxygen
and the transfer rate of steam and carbon-dioxide.

If Ro2 > (Ru2o + Rco2) then Re - Ro2

If Ro2 < (Ru2o + Rco2) then Rc -(RH2o + Rco_)

After the molar carbon loss rate is computed the carbon loss during one 'time step can

be computed as

dm- 12RcwD2dt

andthedropletdiameteras .

X_,a /3o moo)'
Psmelt

11



where

X_,h is the mass fraction of ash

psm_tt is the smelt density

2.4.4 Char Combustion with Reduction

The following reactions are considered ([17])'

C + 02 = C02

C + C02 = 2C0

C q H20 = CO + H2

C + (2 - f)/4Na25'04 - (2-- f)/4Na2S + fUO + (1 -- f)(?()2

Naa S + 202

The net oxygen transfer rate to the smelt/char is

RI o, - Ro_ -Rco_ - RH_o- 2/'/(2- f)Rso4

The overall smelt reduction efficiency

!

$zlzdE/dt- Rso4- Rs - Rso4- (1 -p)/2tto2

where

is the smelt reduction

The carbon rate equation has the following form'

Rc - MAX(Rco_ - Rn_o + 4/(2 - f)S'I(dE/dt), Ro, + 2SidE/dr)

The rate equations that are necessary to to solve the above equations are:

Rco, - 6.3E - 10 · [C]Pco,/(Pco, + 3.4Pco), ezp(-3OO70/T)

12



R.2o - 2.56 - 9 · [C]PH2o/(PH2o + 1.42PH2) * exp(-25300/T)

Rso4 - 1310 * [S04]/(0.011([C] + [SI)+ [SO4]) * [C]exp(-14700/T)

or'

Rso4 - 3790[C][S04]_'4exp(-18700/T) .

2.5 Droplet Trajectory

The droplet location and velocity as a function of time is found after solving the equation of

motion for a particle. For z-coordinate the equation has form

dw 1

- _pCDAU_'_, +mgTrt '_'

where m is the droplet mass

t is the time

w is the velocity component along z-axis

CD is the drag coe_cient

p is the gas density

A is the area of the droplet cross section

U_t is the relative velocity between the droplet and the gas

g is the gravitational constant

Similar equations can be written for the x and y coordinates. The drag coefficient is a

function of the Reynolds number. The correlations for different Reynolds number ranges carl

be taken from literature:

CD = 28Re -_/4 for 0.5 < Re < 30

Co = 12Re -_/2 for 30 < Re < 700

2.6 Turbulent Dispersion

The gas flow in a recovery boiler is highly turbulent. The turbulent quantities ctlaracterizing

the turbulence (e.g., k, e, l_) vary widely throughout the boiler. Relatively small length

scales can be encountered around the jets, and larger structures are present in the upper

13



boiler around the bullnose. The conlputation of droplet/particles trajectories based solely

on the mean flow data does not take into account the turbulent character of tl_e flow. One of

the most important objectives of tile boiler simulation is to predict the mechanical carryover

that contributes to the plugging problem. The mechanical carryover occurs when particles

are entrained into the fast moving upward flow that is often present in the center of the

boiler. The best chance of being carried over have small smelt particles (i.e. smaller than

1.5 mm), and larger particles that are in tile swollen state and have very l,,w specific density.

]'he turbulent dispersion mode] sllould account for the turbulence of t}l_ il,,w ,flirt modify

the trajectory of the particles accordingly. The turbulent dispersioll Illodcl ust_(t is based o_l

the typical turbulent quantities that are available from k- e mo(tel.

turbulent length scale

3/4 k3/2
l_.-. C_

6

and turbulent time scale or eddy disspation rate

tt._b-' k/_

The turbulent time scale can be interpreted as tl_e time required to (iissii),._l_'.a.il eddy.

Tt_e turbulent length scale is correlated vvitJl the size c,f an eddy. Tt_e particl¢.' rc-si(tc_c_: tilI'le

in an eddy or the time a particle needs t_) traverse ax_ectdy of the size givcJl by I1_, L_Jrb_llcnt

length scale can be computed as

l$C

!

1/. -iL-t/, -' 2/.lv

A typical time step used for the particle trajectory computatio_ is of an orrtcr ().(}1 sec.

If the time step is larger than t_, or t,,_b than une assumes that there is no significant

interaction between particle and turbulent eddy, and particle trajectory is colnputed only

from the mean flow velocity. However, if the opposite is true one assumes that the particle

will be influenced by the local turbulence structures. The time c)f the interaction is taken

as the smaller of the time needed to traverse the eddy anti the tinge needed to dissipate thc

eddy. Typical values for t_, and tt_b in a recovery boiler arc of an order 1 sec.

The additional turbulent/fluctuating velocity componellt is assumed to foll,,w Gaussian

distribution with the variance var - 2/3k, and standard deviation cr -'u'-' ---"V/2/3k

14



Using the reverse error function and the random number generator one can pick a velocity

component following the Gaussian distribution. The fluctuating cm_lponent u' is added to

the mean flow value of the u-component and the total velocity (,f the flow is used in the

calculation of the particle trajectory.

Practically, it means that a droplet traversing a gas-volume c}_aracterized by the large

turbulent structures and long eddy dissipation times is subject t,.) 1.}_eadditional "turbulent

drag force". The trajectories computed only from the mean flow da.ta are usually relatively

smooth (Fig 2.la). The turbulent trajectories can differ considera, bly from the mean flow

trajectories (Fig 2.lb). The simulation that includes the turbulent dispersion predicts sn_aller

carryover than the simulation based solely on the mean flow data. For example, for tile flow

characterized by the strong central core there can be approximately-31)-50% reduction in

carryover prediction. A particle has alaways a better chance of [)ci_g moved awa.y or ejected

from the central core due to the local turbulence than to be n_'_x,e(t back ii,to the central

core.

There are some model simplifications that could cause the ovcrpz'ediction of the turbu-

lence dispersion. For example, the model does not take into accourit tl_e (:[_ange in the value

and direction of the eddy-particle relative velocity as the particle traverses the eddy and at

the same time the eddy dissipates its energy.

2.7 Volatiles Combustion Model

Methane CH4, carbon monoxide CO and hydrogen H2 are the cr,i_lbustible ga.ses that are

reacting with oxygen in the gas phase following a single step reactions.

METHANE

CH4 + 202- > C02 + 2H20

or in mass units

16kgCH4 + 64kg02- > 44kgC02 + 36kgH20

CARBON MONOXIDE

CO + 0.502- > CO2

15



or in mass units

28kgCO+16kg02 .... >44kgCO2

HYDROGEN

H2 + 0.502-- > 1120

or in mass units

2kgH2 + 16kg02- > 18kgH20

If the combustion process is assumed to be chemical-kinetically contrulled, tile reaction

rate can be calculated from the Arrhenius expression e,g.,

This approach includes the assumption that the chemical reaction time is n_uch longer

than the time scale of turbulent fluctuations. However, in the kraft recovery boilers this is

not the case. The average temperature in a typical furnace is usually about 1000 C ( 1273

K) which means that the combustion rate computed from the Arrhenius expression is very

high and is not limiting/controlling the combustion rate in the furnace. The mixing between

combustible gases and oxygen is the process that coIltrols tile combustion rate in the gas

phase.
..

In the present study the combustion model due to Magnussen [9] has been implemented.

This model explicitly takes into account the turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of dissipa-

tion during the premixed or mixing phase of combusti(,n.

In the mixing controlled combustion, fuel and oxygen are assumed to be initially located

in separate eddies. Since the temperature is very high, the combustion rate is assumed to be

determined by the micro-mixing rate. A correlation between the reaction and the turbulence

quantities and the fuel concentration is expressed as

Rf- .4(e/k)pf

where

A is a reaction dependent constant

k is the local turbulence kinetic energy

16



e is the dissipation rate of k

p! partial density of fuel

The units of combustion rate are kgfuel/s. The term (e/lc) has units of l/s and repre-

sents the eddy dissipation rate which is correlated with mixing at the micro-level and the

combustion rate. There can be volumes of the gas where the local time mean oxygen con-

centration is low. In this case the dissipation of oxygen containing eddies is assumed to be

limiting the combustion rate.

Rf - A(e/k) p°;
ri

where r f is the stoichiometric oxygen requirement to burn one _it of the fuel.

In the premixed turbulent combustion, fuel and oxygen are found in the same eddies.

The reaction rate is determined by the dissipation rate of the structures containing the hot

reaction products that provide the premixed structures with activation energy needed for

combustion initiation. The following equation takes this into accouz_t

Rf - A(/k)B

where

B is a constant

pv is the local time-mean concentration of reaction products. In a typical recovery boiler

the premixed combustion does not take place.

All three cases can be summerized in

Rf - A(e/k) MIN(pf , po,, B Pv ),,f (1+

2.8 Spray and Gas Phase Coupling

The black liquor spray model is coupled with the gas phase model. The gas-phase variables

(u, v, tv, p, k, e, T, ci) are solved in a fixed Eulerian coordinate'system, for a steady state

case and are only functions of position. The properties of black liquor phase are calculated

in a moving frame of reference and are function of time and location. The gas-phase and

17



spray-phase exchange mass, momentum and energy. The interaction is taken into account

via source/sink terms added to the gas phase cells. For example, if water evaporates from

the droplet while crossing a cell the water vapor mass is added to the cell mass balance

through the source term. The amount of thermal energy exchanged between the droplet

and the surrounding gas is accounted for by the source/sink terms in the gas-phase energy

equation.

18
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Chapter 3

Results

Three air systems and six black liquor spray strategies are evaluated for a generic recovery

boiler using mathematical modeling and computer simulation techniques. The presence of

a central upward flowing core and the associated mechanical carryover are used as criteria

for the evaluation. The air system in the base case features four wall primary, four wall

secondary and two wall tertiary air ports. Modifications tr., the base case include a two

wall secondary system and an interlaced tertiary system. The liquor spray configuration

in the base case features four liquor guns, 2.8 mm mean droplet diameter, 150° horizontal

spread and 0 to -30 ° vertical oscillation. Modifications to spray conditions include 8 liquor

guns, 4 mm mean diameter droplets, stationary firing, 40 ° wedge and a combination of

these. The results indicate that mechanical carryover can be reduced by manipulation of

the secondary and tertiary air systems, and the liquor spray conditions. The study shows

that mathematical modeling and computer simulation techniques carl be effectively used for

improving the performance of kraft recovery boilers.

In this study, the use of the model as an optimization tool is demonstrated by investi-

gating three different air firing strategies and six different black liquor spray configurations

for a generic recovery boiler. The study demonstrates that the carryover can be reduced by

manipulating air and liquor delivery, and that the mathematical model and con_puter sim-

ulation techniques can be effectively used for improving the performance of a kx'aft recovery

boiler.
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3.1 Boundary Conditions

A generic recovery boiler is investigated in this study. The boiler has a 10 n_ square base,

and is 40 m high. The bull nose is located 26.5 m from the floor. The boiler features three

levels of air' four wall primary (1.2 m above the floor), four wall secondary (13ril above the

floor) and two wall tertiary (10 m above the floor).

3.1.1 Air Systems

The boiler operates with an air split of 48% primary, 32% secondary and 20% tertiary.

The three air systems investigated are (a) base case, (b) two wall secondary, and (c)

interlaced tertiary, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The jet locations are indicated by arrows. In all

three cases, the size and shape of the air ports and the total air injected at each level are

the same. The base case has five secondary ports on each wall and scver_ tertiary ports

on the front and rear walls. In case (b), the two wall secondary case, the secondary level

configuration has been modified. The side wall jet velocities have been increase(t, and the

front and rear wall jet velocities have been decreased, respectively, by 24% so that the

total air input remains unchanged. The primary and tertiary levels are the saine as in the

base case. In case (c), the interlaced tertiary case, the tertiary level configuration }las been

. changed. The velocities of the opposing jets pairs have been eit}ler increased or decreased

by 38% to create interlaced tertiary pattern. The primary and secondary level jets are the

same as in the base case.

3.1.2 Liquor Systems

The boiler operates at a load of 17.67 kg/s (3.37 X 10s lbs/day) of black liquor solids with

liquor guns at 7 m above the floor. The six different liquor spray configurations considered in

this study are shown in Fig. 3.2. In the base liquor spray configuration, the spray has a mean

droplet diameter of 2.8 mm and a horizontal spray angle of 150°, and the nozzles oscillate

vertically from 0 to -30 °. All liquor spray configurations except case (d) have 4 liquor guns,

one at the center of each wall. The liquor spray configuration (d) }las 8 liquor guns, 2 on

each wall at 3.3 m away from the corners. The spray configuration (e) is similar to the base
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configuration except that the mean droplet diameter is 4 mm. lJ_ the spray configuration

(f), the nozzles are stationary and are fixed at -30 °. Otherwise this configuration is similar

to the base configuration. The spray configuration (g) differs from the base configuration

only in the horizontal spread clue to the presence of a 40 ° wedge in the center. The spray

configuration (h) incorporates all the modifications of the configurations (e), (f) and (g).

3.2 Discussion of Results

For the evaluation of air systems, the base case liquor spray configuration shown in Fig. 3.2

with 4 liquor guns, 2.8 mm mean droplet diameter, 150° horizontal spread and oscillating

nozzles was used.

Fig. 3.3 shows the vertical velocity contours in the front-rear central pla_e for the three

different air systems. Each case shows central upward flow and downward fiuw close to the

walls. The central upward flow core is narrower in the base case, and is of a higher velocity

in the two wall secondary case. igor example, the 15 m/s upward velocity collluur extends

above the bull nose for the two wall secondary case, and terminates b_:low t[_c. bull nose

in the other two cases. For the interlaced tertiary case, the upward flow rcg_,,L_ is pushed

farther away from the bull nose, resulting in a large recirculation region ur_der t l_c bull nose.

The gas temperature is higher in the center, lower near tile walls and higller just. above the

bed (Fig. 3.4). Above the tertiary level, the isotherms have shapes sin_ilar to the vertical

velocity contours. Similar trends are also observed in the vertical velocity c(,I_t,)urs amd the

isotherms (not shown) in the side-side central plane.

Fig. 3.5 compares the velocity distributions in a horizontal plane through the secondary

level for the three cases. The secondary air enters the boiler symmetrically fronl all four sides

in the base case and in the interlaced tertiary case, and converges to the central region. This

creates a higher pressure in the central region, resulting in a narrow high velocity upward

flowing core, and strong downward flow to the bed. Although some downward flow to the bed

is required to maintain high bed temperatures, excessive central downward ftow can cause

bed control problems and erode the bed to the extent that floor tubes become exposed. The

high velocity central upward flow can result in flow instabilities because of the high pressure

gradients. For the two wall secondary case, the secondary jet interaction takes place over
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a larger region spanning the width of the boiler, therefore distributed over a larger region,

resulting in lower velocities. In the two wall configuration considered here, there is still some

flow through the secondary ports on the front and rear walls. This flow is necessary to cool

the port openings, and also to control the bed shape. It should be noted that if lowering of

the secondary air flow along the front and rear walls causes bed control problems, then some

of the primary air can be shifted from the side wall primary ports to the front and rear wall

primary ports to help with bed control.

Pig. 3.6 compares the velocity distributions in a horizontal plane through the tertiary

level for the three cases. The tertiary jet penetration is low for the base case and for the two

wall secondary case, since the tertiary jets do not have the necessary momentum to penetrate

the high velocity upward flowing core. This is especially true for the central tertiary jets. The

tertiary jets close to the side walls penetrate somewhat deeper, but are then pushed toward

the side walls by the central upward flow. For the interlaced tertiary case, the penetration of

the higher velocity tertiary jets is improved considerably. These deeply penetrating jets are

quite successful in breaking up the core, resulting in lower vertical velocities in the central

region at higher elevations.

Fig. 3.7 compares the upward velocity contours b_low the bullnose. Tlle upward flow

is more uniform for the interlaced tertiary case (c). Pig. 3.8 shows the distribution of

carryover particles at the superheater entry plane, a vertical plane stretching from the tip

of the bullnose to the top of the boiler. Most of the carryover particles consist of smelt,

however, some of the larger particles are still in the char burning stage of combustion. The

size of the particles range from about 0.01 mm to about 10 mm. The base case has the

highest total carryover of about 12% of the total black liquor mass flow. The distribution

of the carryover particles is similar to the shape of the central core contours that are shown

on Fig. 3.7. In the base case the central core is narrow and stretched between the left and

right walls. The resulting carryover distribution shows a similar crescent-like pattern. The

central core of the two wall secondary case is almost circular and slightly shifted to the left

wall. The carryover distribution is mostly located in the left half of the superheater entry

plane. The total carryover in this case is about 11%. The interlaced jets of the tertiary level

form a serpent-shaped contours of the upward velocity. The carryover distribution follows

the shape of the upward velocity contours. The total carryover in the interlaced tertiary case
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is about 9%.

For the evaluation of liquor delivery systems, only tl_e base case air system shown ii1 Fig.

3.1(a) with four wall secondary and two wall tertiary jets was considered. Since the total

black liquor spray was constant, the total heat source is nearly the same in all the spray

configurations. However, the heat source distribution is different due to the change in spray

conditions. It was found that the vertical velocity contours were similar to those shown

previously (Fig. 3.3a) for all the liquor spray configurations. Comparison of the isotherms

(not shown) with those shown in Fig. 3.4a indicated that the furnace gas is slightly hotter

near the bed and cooler in the upper furnace for cases (e) to (h). This is due to a larger part

of the total heat being released near the bed in these cases.

The different air configurations investigated in this study were aimed at making the

upward velocity profile more uniform, with the hope of reducing the carryover. This velocity

distribution was modified in one case by the the secondary air flow, and in another case at

the tertiary air flow. Different liquor spray configurations were investigated next with the

aim of reducing the carryover by increasing the mean droplet diameter, spraying liquor away

from the central high velocity upward flow and directi0g the spray downward.

Table I summarizes the fate of the constituents of the black liquor spray and combustion.

In all cases, most of the carryover mass consists of sn_elt. This indicates that most of the

char combustion is completed before the char/smelt particles reach the convective sections.

Modifications of air systems (Table I: cases b and c) indicate that char carryover for the two

wall secondary and the interlaced tertiary configurations are lower than that for tile base

case. Compared to the base case, the total carryover is nearly the same in the two wall

secondary case and, is lower by about 25% in the interlaced tertiary case; the deposition of

the smelt on the walls is increased by about 10% in the two wall secondary case and, by

about 20% in the interlaced tertiary case. The deposition on the bed is approximately the

same in the three configurations.

Modifications to the liquor spray characteristics indicate that the carryover is reduced

by increasing the mean droplet diameter (Table I' case e), directing the liquor downwards

(case f) and spraying with a wedge (case g). The carryover can bi_ minimized by combining

these changes in the liquor spray configurations (case h). However, in this case, the amount

of wet liquor landing on the bed also increases. Increasing the number of liquor guns does
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not seem to reduce the carryover significantly (case d). When the mean droplet diameter is

4mm and/or the liquor is directed downward, more spray lands on the bed (cases e, f and

h). When 8 liquor guns are used or a wedge is present, more spray lands on the walls (cases

d .and g).

The study has shown that modifying the secondary and tertiary air input or the spray

characteristics can produce changes in the mechanical carryover. Many o;tier variations

in the secondary and tertiary air input are possible and even in the air spli; between the

different levels. Additional variations in the liquor spray configuration are also, possible.
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(a) Base Case 
% IN BED WALL CARRY TOTAL 

FLIGHT OVER 
WATER 29.39 4.99 0.63 0.00 35.00 
VOLAT. 13.74 9.96 0.66 0.00 24.36 
CHAR 5.56 5.86 1.21 0.28 12.90 
SMELT 0.00 13.36 4.97 9.41 27.74 
TOTAL 48.69 34.17 7’.46 9.68 100.00 

(b) Two Wall Secondary 
‘7 0 IN BED WALL CARRY TOTAL 

FLIGHT OVER 
WATER 29.57 4.71 0.72 oioo 35.00 
VOLAT. 13.12 10.02 1.22 0.00 24.36 
CHAR 4.75 6.18 1.87 0.10 12.90 
SMELT 0.00 14.48 7.36 5.90 27.74 
TOTAL 47.44 35.39 11.17 6.00 100.00 

(c) Interlaced Tertiary 
Y 0 IN BED WALL CARRY TOTAL 

FLIGHT OVER 
WATER 29.41 4.93 0.66 0.00 35.00 
VOLAT. 13.63 10.04 0.69 0.00 24.36 
CHAR 5.39 5.85 1.51 0.16 12.90 
SMELT 0.00 13.88 7.28 6.58 27.74 
TOTAL 48.43 34.70 10.14 6.74 100.00 b l 

Table 3.1: Summary of black liquor combustion 
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8 Liquor Guns: Cue (d) Larger Mean Droplet Diameter: Cue (c) 

liquor gun level 
tm above the floor 

Stbtiooary Firing: Cdw (f) Wedge Firing: Cue (g) 

Cme (h): Combiiatioa of Cmu (c), (f) aad (g) 

Figure 3.2: Liquor Systems 
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Figure 3.4: Isotherms (in C) in the front-rear vertical central plane: (a) Base Case, (b) Two 
Wall Secondary, and (c) Interlaced Tertiary 
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Figure 3.5' Flow field in a horizontal plane at the secondary level- (a) Base Case, (b) Two
Wall Secondary, and (c) Interlaced Tertiary
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Figure 3.6: Flow field in a horizontal plane at the tertiary level: (a) Base Case, (b) Two 
Wall Secondary, and (c) Interlaced Tertiary 
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Figure 3.7: Upward velocity contours in a horizontal plane 6.5 m below the bullnose' (a)
Base Case, (b) Two Wall Secondary, and (c) Interlaced Tertiary
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

Three air systems and six black liquor spray strategies are evaluated for a generic recovery

boiler using mathematical modeling and computer simulatio_l tccl_niques. The presellce of

a central upward flowing core and the associated mechanical carryover are used as criteria

for the evaluation. The air system in the base case features fuur wall primary, four wall

secondary and two wall tertiary air ports. Modifications to the base case include a two wall

secondary system and an interlaced tertiary system. The liquor spray configuration in the

base case features four liquor guns, 2.8 mm mean droplet diai_lctc, r, 150° horizontal spread

and 0 to -30 ° vertical oscillation. Modifications to spray conditions include 8 liquor guns,

4 mm mean diameter droplets, stationary firing, 40 ° wedge and a combination of these.

The carryover is mostly caused by the relatively small particles that are entrained in the

central core upfiow. The carried over mass constitutes in some case up to about 10.0 %

of the sprayed black liquor. The evaporation of the water occurs mostly in-flight, however,

larger droplets (i.e., 4-6mm) that land on the bed still contain water. Approximately 50%

of volatile gases are released in flight. The combustion of char-carbon occurs partially in-

flight (about 30%) and is completed on the smelt bed and walls. The molar concentration

of the oxygen over the bed and in the lower part of the furnace is much lower than the

concentration of the gasification gases 002 and H20. Because of that less than 1% of the

char-carbon reacts directly with oxygen, and more than 99% of char-carbon reacts with the

gasification gases (202 and H20, and produces combustible gases CO and H2. The gas-phase

results show that the strong secondary level air jets define the fiuw field in the furnace, and
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are mostly responsible for the creation of the central core flow. The best conditions for

combustion are present in the mixing layers between air jets and combustible gases, wher e
· .

the high concentration of the reactants is coupled with the high rate of eddy dissipation.

The spotty-characteristic of the mass and energy sources originating from the spray model

may cause in some cases convergence problems, and can lead to very high gas temperature

(over 2000 k) in some computational cells.

The present three-dimensional computer model of the black liquor combustion contributes

to the better understanding of the operation of the kraft recovery furnace. Tl_e model allows

to study the dependence between the main design parameters, e.g., air delivery system,

spray system, black liquor physical properties, and the boiler's performance parameters,

e.g., reduction efficiency, combustion efficiency, carryover, pollutiox_, furnace capacity. This
. ,

work demonstrates that mathematical modeling can be used as a predictive tool to improve

the operation of the recovery boiler.
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Appendix A

ZMPUT DATA

BLACK LIQUOR ILL_z_AL COKPOSITIOIf
C ;" 39't
I :" 3,8'%
O :' 33'%
la 1" 18.6'%
S :- 3.6'i °

It ,- 1.2.%
C1 :- 0,8.%
Total :-C+ H + O+la + S + It+ C1 Total- 100,l

ASSUNZD P_ERS
la_vol :- 20't t of Ifa ,odium that goos to volatiles
E vof ,= 20.t % of E potassAun that goes to volatiles
S-vof :- 3S.t % of S-sulfur that goes to volatAles
C-vol := 40't t of C-carbon that goes to volat£1os
t":.. 90't % of S-sulfur that rena_ns in char Is Ila2S

CALCULATIONS

IIOH-VOLATILES (CHAR) ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION
C char :-C - C'C vol C char- 23.4'%

mil m mi

H char .- 0.0 H char- 0'1
sum

O_char - oxygen see below
Ifa char :- (1 - Na_vof) .#a Na char - l&.88't
S char :- (1 - S_vof) 'S S char - 2.34'%
E-char :., (1 - _ vof)'K I-char - 0.96 %
C_ char '- Cl C_ char - 0.8't

VOLATILES ELEKENTAL C_SITION
C vo :- C'C vol C vo- 15.6'1

mm

I vo :- H If vo- 3.8'%
mD

o vo see below
mD

la vo :-la- la char la vo- 3.72.%
dm, ,m, _'

S vo :-S - S char Svo- 1.26.t
l-vo ;' I - K-char I vo · 0.24'%

C[vo :- 0.0- C__vo- 0. %
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gLKI<EMT_ COMPOSITION OF SPECIES

Ila2S04 - SULFATE ELE)4EMTALCOHPOSITIOIf

S_na2so4 s- (1- Jr)'S_char S_na2so4- 0.234.%

lla na2so4 :-s na2so_. [_] Ma nalso4- 0.33'6.%
- _L32j

· , [,;:,]O na2so4 :- S_ also4. O_nalso4- 0.468.t

Ila2s - SULFIDE gLlLU4Z__ CO(POSITION

S_na2s :- R.S_char s na2s - 2.106' %

'Ir ]Ila na2s :- S_na2s. #a na2l- 3.027.%
..

Il&el - SODIUM CHLORIDE EL___ C(X4POSITIO#
¢1 nacl :- C1char Cl nacl - 0.8'1

_ _ --lla_nacl :- Cl_nacl. Ifa_nacl - 0.518' %
55

K2CO3 - POTASSIUM CARBOHATEELEMENTAL COMPOSITION
K k2co3 :- K char X char- 0.96'%

_ _ j- ',' _-
3'1

O k2co3 - 0.589' t
0k2co3:- K_k2co3.39

C_k2co3 :,, K...k2co3. C...k2co3 - 0.147' %
'39.1

Illa2CO3 - SODIUM CARBOHATE ELEHEh'TAL COKPOSITIOIf
Na na2co3 :- Ifa char- Na na2so4- ila na2s- #a nacl

m m mm m m

Nm na2co3- 10.998.%

[ ] -3.16
O. na2co3 :m lia_na2co3. O na2co3 · I1._76.t

L'6J - '

C halCO3 :m Ila_nalco3. C_nalco3 m 2.869. t

OXYGENX# IN CHAR (OR BION-VOLATILES)
O char ;- O na2so4 + O k2co3 + o na2co3

och,_. _2.s23.t
m

Oxygen &n volatXles .
0 vo :- O - O char O vo- 20._67.%Em
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CHECK MOLAR RATIO BE_EN CAiBOH AID OXYGEN II VOLATILES
C vo

eld

C__BO1S- --_- C__nol - 1.3'%
12 o

0 vo
0 nol :- Onol- 1.279'%

16

>>> If C BoI>O BOI then only CO is forMd (no C02) <<<

CO_B01_;' O_no[
COvo :' COno1'28 COvo' 35,817°%
C0_ vo :-0- :

m

cuivo :- (C-BO13_[:lOBoI)'16 CH4vo- 0,333.t
J2s vo :-svo. J--I ll2svo- 1,339.1

L32J

Ihl..vo :- II...vo- C_14..vo. - 1128..,o.

H1 vo- 3.638 %mm,

>>> IF C BoI<O BOI then CO and C02 are forued <<<
co vo2 :-c nol.28 co vo2 - 36.4.t

- - '12_ -

c02vo2.. - c,o) c02vo2
o0o 008 %lB

CH4 vo2 :-0

-
34

H2Svo2 :- S_vo- li2S_vo2 - 1.339't

Ne vapor :- la_vo Ne_vapor - 3.72' %
Evapor :- E vo lvapor-0.24'%

VOLATILES :s C0VO + C02_vo + H2Svo + ¢H4_vo + Navapor + Evapor + H2vo
VOLATILES - 45.087. %
_m_ummuusmss

ION-VOLATILE SPECIES CO_OSITION

C_fiz z- C_char - Ck2co3 - Cna2co3 C f£x - 20.384 t
m _ au tram 8SJBJS 8r, jLJj

Ila2S _- Ha na2s + S na2s Ila2S o 5.133.%
la2so4 :- i na2sot _ o na2so4+ la na2so4

ia2S04 t 1.038. %

1a2C03 tm C na2co3 + 0 na2co3 + Ilana2co3
- - li2C03 - 25.343'%

O_fix :- O_char- 0 mi2so4- 0_k2co3 - O_na2co3
O fLx - 0.%

1r,2¢03 s- c k2co3 + 0_k2co3 + 1-k2co3 12c03 ,, 1.697'%
NaCl s- Na-nacl + Cl nacl laCl - 1.318'%
SHELT s- 1_2S + la2S04 + la2C03 + E2C03 + laCl + O fix

S_LT - 34.53' %
ISIBIB a_m_ a_ ?_m_ Ho BIHB

TOTM. :,, VOI.ATILIS + C f.iz + SHELT TOTAL ,, 100' %
8BmmntmtJlJ
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Appendix B .
HEAT OF COKBUSTIOH CALCULATION

teteet tit tlleeltet ttleetteeeeett

IEACTIOIfS BAT OF CO_USTION
kJ/(kBol of reference Sl_Cie)

tll ]12S+ila2CO3+202-ila2SO4+a20+C02 qrl :- 872.151 . ll2S
J2 211a+C02+0.502 -ia2CO3 qr2 :-951.658 lavapor
13 2E+CO2+0.S02· X2C03 qr] t- 034.472 K_vapor
J4 CO+0.502 - C02 41r4 :- 283.128 CO
tS C114+202-C02+H20 qrS 8-802.474 CIf4 lover IIV
J6 Ila2S+202 - Ila2S04 qr6 s- 1021.716 Ia2S
t7 C+O2- C02 qr7 :- 393.710 CliAR
J8 112+0.502- 1120 qr8 :- 241.8 112lower HV

HEATRELEASEDLn kJ FOR A SPICXrIZD NASS OF ILL&CELIQUORSOLIDS
BLS s- I gran

12S vo
QI =- .qrl.BLS Ol - 0.343

34

Ila_vapor
Q2 :- .qr2.BLS0.5 Q2- 0.77

23

E_vapor
Q3 :- .qr3 BLS 0.5 Q3 - 0.029

39.1

CO vo
Q4 :- qr4.BLS Q4 - 3.622

28

CH4 vo
g.

Q5 :-_ qr5'BLS Q5 - 0.167
16

.a2S
Q6 :- ..... qr6.BLS · Q6- 0.672 ,

78

C fix
Q7 =------.qF7.BLS Q?- 6.688

12

H2 VO

{}8 1_- 'qr8 BLS Q8 - 4.398
2
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QTOT t- Ql + Q2 + 93 + Q4 + 95 + 46 + 97 + QS 

QTOT - 16.689 kJ/(BLS MISS) 
c-w- 

BIGlEtR NEATIYO MUSE OF iUS 

mv s* 15.3 u/g 

QJmv - 15.3 kJ/(BLS MASS) 
nrrrr 

Q-PYR := QJiHV - Q-TO!E 

Q-PYR = -1.389 kJ/(BLs MASS) 
-mlS1L 
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Investigation of _rbulence Models and
Prediction of Swirling Flows for Kraft

Recovery Furnaces

Daniel Tse
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This report presents an examination of three eddy viscosity based two-equation

turbulence models for the prediction of flows in a kraft recovery furnace. The models

chosen are the standard k - e model by Jones and Launder (1972) and Hanjalid and

Launder (1972), the renormalization group k- e model by Yakhot and Smith (1992)

and Yakhot et al. (1992), and the k- co model by Wilcox (1988). These models are

selected because of their computational efficiency and robustness characters, which are

especially important for the prediction of industrial turbulent flows. The accuracy of

the models is assessed through comparison with experimental results for flow conditions

ranging from a simple two-dimensional flow with separation and reattachment to a

complex three-dimensional swirling flow in a furnace model. A recommendation is

given concerning the suitable choice of a turbulence model for predicting furnace flows.
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I Introduction

The flow in a recovery furnace is highly turbulent due to the interaction of high speed

jets. The prediction of such a flow requires the use of a turbulence model. The ability

of a turbulence model to predict three-dimensional flows characterized by extensive

recirculation and swirls is an important consideration for its suitability for use in the

numerical modeling of furnace flows. Other important requirements for the turbulence

model are its ease of implementation and computational efficiency. It is the purpose

of this report to examine the suitability of several popular turbulence models for the

simulation of flows in a furnace.

1.1 Prediction of Turbulent Flows

A common practice for the prediction of turbulent flows is to perform time-averaging

operation on the Navier-Stokes equations to isolate the quantities that characterize

the mean flow and those that characterize the effect of turbulent fluctuations. The

time-averaged conservation equations for mass, momentum and a scalar tracer for an

incompressible flow are
ou_

:0 (_)
Oxi

OU_ 0
(UU_ + u,_;) _ OP O (2_S,j) (2)P_-_ + P_ o_, +

+ pb_ (_u_+ _'_) - x

In the above system of equations,

&J- _ ko_j + o_, (4)

is the time-averaged strain-rate tensor, while - ' 'puiuj, and -pqbu'j are known respec-

tively as Reynolds stresses and turbulent scalar fluxes. They consist of mean products

of fluctuating components and arise from the averaging of nonlinear convective terms.

Physically, these terms represent diffusion of momentum and scalar quantities due to



turbulent motion. The correlation Of fluctuating velocity components is commonly

represented by the Reynolds stress tensor rij:

- -puuj (5)

The aim of turbulence modeling is to establish a reasonable representation of rij and

-pqbu} in terms of mean flow quantities.

The evolution of various techniques for modeling turbulent flows during the past

two decades has been described in a number of review papers and monograph (Hanjalid

(1989,1994), Wilcox (1993), Launder (1991), Leschziner (1989)). Turbulence models

exhibit a wide range of complexity: from the conventional two-equation eddy viscosity

models and differential second-moment Reynolds stress models to spectral approach

and partial field models such as subgrid modeling. In present engineering calcula-

tions, eddy viscosity models and Reynolds stress models are the only types that are

computationally feasible.

In differential Reynolds stress models, each component of the Reynolds stress tensor

rij is obtained from the solution of a full transport equation derived from the Navier-

Stokes equation with modeling assumptions. In addition to the solution of equations

for each Reynolds stress component, solution to a turbulence time-or length-scale

supplying equation is needed to complete the modeling process. Thus, a total of ten

differential equations need to be solved in addition to the hydrodynamical equation

system and other scalar transport equations.

In basic eddy viscosity models, Boussinesq assumption is invoked to represent the

Reynolds stress tensor as the product of an eddy viscosity/_t and the mean strain-rate

tensor Sij as follows:
2

nj - - §pk4j (6)

The above definition for rij mimics the linear stress and rate-of-strain relationship

that describes the molecular momentum transfer in a Newtonian fluid. The quantity

k - -_rii has the physical interpretation of the kinetic energy per unit mass of the

turbulent fluctuations. Thus, each component of rij is determined once/_t and k are



known. For the modeling of turbulent scalar flux, a standard approach within the eddy

viscosity modeling framework is to apply the linear gradient transport hypothesis. In

analogy to molecular transport processes, it is assumed that

- pu'j = TM (7)

The quantity ct4 is called the turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number and is used to

relate the heat/mass transfer process to the momentum transfer process. It is usually

assigned a value close to unity throughout the entire flow field.

For eddy viscosity models, two differential equations are usually solved to deter-

mine the distributions of pt and k and consequently rij. This is a substantial reduction

in computational effort compared to that for Reynolds stress models. Regarding suit-

ability for recovery furnace simulations, a model with a smaller number of equations is

advantageous because in addition to hydrodynamic equations and turbulence modeling

equations, equations governing the transport of heat and chemical species need to be

solved in conjunction. Aside from the concerns of having to solve a large number of

equations, another issue that needs attention is the level of accuracy in the modeling of

various physical and chemical processes in a recovery furnace. At present, understand-

ing of the detailed combustion properties of black liquor droplets is still incomplete,

and modeling of radiative heat transfer in a furnace involves many simplifying assump-

tions (see De Michele et al. (1989)). Thus, the use of turbulence models that are

computationally more demanding than basic two-equation eddy viscosity type models

is not justified in most cases, both in view of the computational requirement and the

approximate nature in the modeling of other physical and chemical processes. The

focus of the following study will be on three variants of two-equation eddy viscosity

models to examine their suitability for use in recovery furnace modeling.

1.2 Eddy Viscosity Models

By assuming the redistribution of momentum due to turbulent transport is similar to

that by molecular transport, and by virtue of dimensional reasoning, the eddy viscosity



is written as

/_t -- constant-pkl/21 (8)

where I is a length scale of turbulence. This formulation suggests that the prediction

of a turbulent flow depends on a knowledge of k and I in the flow field, and the

two quantities together provide a means for specifying characteristic turbulence time-,

length- and velocity scales for describing various turbulence interactions. The kinetic

energy of turbulent fluctuations k has been employed almost universally as one of the

two variables since it has proved to be the best defined and most readily obtainable

turbulence parameter. The other scale-supplying variableis usually defined based on

the power-law form k_l b for some rational numbers a and b.

Of the many possible choices for a and b, two choices have received continual pop-

a and b - -1 gives the dependent variable e, the rate ofularity. The choice a -

1 and b- -1 gives the dependentturbulent energy dissipation, while the choice a-

variable w, which has the physical interpretation of, being the characteristic frequency

of the large eddy structure or as the specific dissipation rate per unit of kinetic energy

since co _ e/k.

The transport equations for k, _ and w are derived based on the Navier-Stokes

equations with modeling approximations. The above k- _ and k- w models are two of

the most popular examples of two-equation eddy viscosity models and are used often

in present day engineering calculations.

1.3 Advantages and Limitations of Eddy Viscosity Models

Two-equation eddy viscosity models offer advantages in reducing the computational re-

quirement in turbulent flow simulations. The simplicity with which Reynolds stresses

'rid are computed is remarkable. In addition, these models offer satisfactory computa-

tional stability since the molecular viscosity is augmented by the turbulent viscosity

and consequently the overall ellipticity measure of the equation system is increased

(Brandt and Dinar (1979)). Such is an important consideration when the system of

equations is to be solved by iterative numerical means.



Limitations of the eddy viscosity models for the pre(tictions of isothermal flows are

well known. The following list is taken from Hanjali_ (1994):

· linear stress-strain relationship

· scalar isotropic character of eddy viscosity (insensitivity to the orientation of the

turbulence structure and its transporting and mixing mechanisms)

, inability to reproduce stress anisotropy and its consequence (e.g., prediction of

stress-induced secondary motion);

· scalar character of turbulence scales - insensitivity to eddy anisotropy;

· limitations to define only one time- or length scale of turbulence for characterizing

all turbulence interactions;

· inadequate incorporation of viscosity damping effects on turbulence structure

(low Reynolds number models);

· frequent inadequate treatment of boundary conditions, in particular at the solid

wall.

The standard k- e model is also not adequate for hot flows where it fails to predict ac-

curately the effects of thermal expansion and those due to variation in density. Hanjali6

remarked that although Reynolds stress models overcome the first three deficiencies,

all the others remain to a greater or lesser extent. In addition, this class of models

involves further uncertainties in the modeling of various terms in tt'itt}-differential equa-

tions. This gives further reasons for Reynolds stress models not being considered in

the present discussion.

Regarding suitability for simulating flow phenomena in a recovery furnace, the

above weaknesses have the following major implication: eddy viscosity models are

inherently unable to accurately predict flows that experience extra rates of strain caused

by rapid dilation, out of plane straining, or significant streamline curvature, all of



which give rise to unequal normal Reynolds stresses. Thus, for flows that experience

strong swirls and exhibit significant three-dimensionality, predictions by Boussinesq

approximation become suspect. Nevertheless, the use of turbulence models to predict

complex industrial flows has important merits, as the uncertainties in modeling other

phenomena involved may be much higher than those implied in the model of flow

hydrodynamics.

1.4 Renormalization Group (RNG) Models

New methods for better efficiency and accuracy in the modeling of turbulence are con-

tinuously being pursued. The Renormalization Group (RNG) theory of Yakhot and

Orszag (1986), Yakhot and Smith (1992) and Yakhot et al. (1992) offers a promising

methodology for deriving accurate and efficient turbulence models. The RNG proce-

dure was originally applied in the study of critical phenomena such as phase transi-

tion. In such an approach, dynamical equations for the large-scale field are obtained

by averaging over an infinitesimal band of small scales in order to remove them from

consideration. The removal procedure is iterated Until the corrections add up to finite

changes. When applied to fluid dynamical problems, this systematic removal of the

smallest scales of turbulence is continued to a point where the remaining scales are

resolvable with available computer capacities. The removal of only the smallest scales

gives rise to subgrid scale models for large-eddy simulations whereas in the limit as

successively large scales are removed, Reynolds stress models are recovered.

The application of renormalization group theory to turbulence is described briefly

as follows. First, the assumption is made that the small-scale velocity fluctuations

are generated by hydrodynamic instability which strongly depends on large-scale flow

features. Hence, the average effect of the large-scale features of the flow is represented

by a universal random force that drives the small-scale velocity fluctuations. Then an

elimination procedure is carried out for small scale structures by transforming the flow

equations in frequency domain and evaluating all quantities in the large-scale limit by

allowing the wave-number to approach zero. In this procedure, equations are derived



for large-scale flow properties while the effects of small-scale fluctuations are described

by an effective or renormalized coupling constant and viscosity.

This RNG principle offers a theoretically sound basis for the derivation of two-

equation eddy viscosity type models. In particular, a form of k - e model is obtained

from the theory. This RNG k - e model, together with the standard k - e model and

the Wilcox's k- w models, are presented in the following sections for assessing their

suitability for use in recovery furnace modeling.

2 Standard k-e Model

In this model, the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate e are used for

the specification of the eddy viscosity /_t. The derivation of the equation for k is

obtained by taking moments of the Navier-Stokes equation - multiplying the Navier-

Stokes equation by a fluctuating property and time average the product. The resulting

transport equation for the turbulence kinetic energy has the following form:

Ok Ok OUi 0 [ Ok 1 ,_]pg_ + puja_j = _'jo_j P_+ _ l,o_j 2P'_"_'"_"J-p''_ (9)

where e - v °-_°?'_ actually represents the homogeneous part of the rate of energyOzk Ozk

dissipation. The application of gradient-diffusion hypothesis to represent the dual

effect of turbulent transport of scalar quantities and pressure diffusion leads to the

expression:
1 I_tOk
_ _ _ t pu d
2 PUi_iUJ ut- t t -- _kOxd (lO)

where crk is a closure coefficient, and the hope is that the model is realistic enough

that crkcan be chosen to be constant. Combining Eqs.(9) and (i0) yields the following

transport equation for k'

ok ak au, p_+ (_+ _,_/_k) (ii)PgT+ pujo_j = _j o_j

The terms in the above transport equation model the following physical processes

commonly observed in the motion of a fluid' the first two terms on the left model



the unsteadiness and convection of k following a fluid particle, the terms on the right

model respectively the production of k, the dissipation of k, and diffusion of k within

the fluid. The production of k represents the rate at which kinetic energy is transferred

from the mean flow to the turbulence, while the dissipation of k represents the rate at

which turbulent kinetic energy is converted into thermal internal energy. The diffusion

consists of two parts, one due to molecular transport process and the other due to the

combined effect of turbulent fluctuations and pressure diffusion.

The transport equation for the turbulent energy dissipation rate e may similarly be

obtained by taking appropriate moment of the Navier-Stokes equations and modeling of

various physical processes. Unfortunately, due to a lack of data available, the transport

process for E is not well understood. Thus, the derivation of the e equation is more

empirical and the modeling equation attempts to account for various physical processes

that include unsteadiness and convection, molecular diffusion, turbulent transport,

production and dissipation.

2.1 Modeling Equations

The standard k- _ model has the following form:

Eddy Viscosity:

_- pc_k_l_ (12)

Turbulent Kinetic Energy:

Ok Ok OUt O[ Ok]p_/+ puja_j = _'ja_j P_+ _ (_+_/_)_ (ia)
Specific Dissipation Rate:

_2 0 [ Oc]
a_ a_ _ au, c_.p+ (_+_,/_) (_4)

Closure Coefficients:

0_,-0.09 0'_-1.44 0_2-1.92 crk-l.O rr_-l.3 (15)

The closure coefficients listed above are valid at high Reynolds numbers and are

obtained from benchmark experiments for equilibrium turbulent boundary layers and



isoiropic turbulence (Hanjali_ and Launder (1972))' C, is fixed bY the requirement

that in a constant stress layer rw/pk - C_/2; C,i is chosen so that the yon Karman

constant equals 0.42, C_2 is determined by reference to the decay of grid turbulence,

and the diffusion coefficients ak and cr_are fixed by computer optimization.

2.2 Versatility of the Model

The standard k- e model enjoys wide usage for the following reasons: first, e itself ap-

pears in the k-equation and is amendable to physical interpretation; second, compared

to other two-equation models that use kl or k/l 2 as the scale-supplying variables, the

k - e model predicts a more accurate level of energy dissipation for boundary layer

type flows, and third, the model exhibits robust numerical stability characteristics and

can be solved conveniently with other conservation equations by iterative methods.

For boundary conditions at a wall surface, perturbation analysis shows that, in

close proximity to the surface, the k - e modeling equations do not reproduce the

law-of-the-wall velocity profile

in a boundary layer under zero pressure gradient. In the above equation, U is the

tangential velocity component at a position y above the wall surface, _ = 0.4 is the

Karman coefficient, u_ - v/'r,,,/p is the friction velocity with _ being the wallvon

shear stress, and B = 5.0 is obtained experimentally for smooth wails. An implication

is that simple no-slip boundary condition cannot be applied for the tangential velocity

components. Instead, either viscous damping functions need to be introduced or the

wall function method be applied for which the solution is required to match the above

log-layer law-of-the-wall solution at the grid node adjacent to the wall. In this wall

function method, Eq.(16) is solved as a transcendental equation for u_. Once u_ is

determined, corresponding values for k and e are obtained through

2 3

k- (i7)

10



To summarize past research experience, the standard k- e model gives satisfactory

predictions for two-dimensional shear flows with mild streamline curvature and body

force effects. For more complex flows, the model provides qualitatively reasonable

information but fails in matching detailed phenomena.

3 Wilcox's k - co Model

In addition to the standard k - _ model, other two-equations models have been devel-

oped with the hope that some of the deficiency of the standard k- _ model would be

overcome. The k- co model as developed by Wilcox (1988) is one such results. The

model is developed with specific attention to applications in aerodynamics where flow

separation under an adverse pressure gradient needs to be predicted accurately.

The standard k-_ model has a deficiency that for flows approaching separation, the

E-equation significantly underpredicts the near-wall levels of _. A consequence is the

significant overprediction of the shear-stress levels and thereby a delay of separation.

Specific ad hoc corrections have been proposed such as including a secondary source

term to the e-equation but the modification is usually valid °nly for simple flat-plate

type geometries.

Another deficiency of the k- c model in the prediction of aerodynamic flows is that

when a low Reynolds number k- _ model is used for integration through the turbulent

and viscous sublayers, numerical stiffness problems may be encountered. This problem

is caused by the use of highly nonlinear functions of dependent variables like k2/_ in

the damping functions in most low Reynolds number k - _ models.

Wilcox's k- w model employs co _ _/k as the scale-supplying variable. As noted

in Hanjalid (1994), the resulting system of differential equations is similar to the k- E

model as the two models can be mathematically transformed-from one to the other.

The only difference is how the diffusion term is modeled in the equation for the scale-

supplying variable.

11



3.1 Modeling Equations

The k -co model derived by Wilcox (1988) has the following form:

Eddy Viscosity:

_,- pk/_ (i8)

Turbulent Kinetic Energy:

Ok Ok OUi O[ Ok]p-_-+pujoxj= _''joxj /_*pa,,+ _ (_,+ ,,*_,,)_ (i9)

Specific Dissipation Rate:

Ow Ow w OUi O[ Ow]Pg7+ puj - - .- _pJ + (_+_,) (20)

Closure Coefficients:

a-- 5/9, /_- 3/40, /3*-9/100, ct- 1/2, ct* -- 1/2 (21)

3.2 Versatility of the Model

The model was demonstrated by Menter (1992b) to be superior to the standard k -

model for boundary layer flows under adverse pressure gradient conditions. The reason

for its better performance is that the k- w model predicts a more accurate level

of turbulence length scales t - ki/2/w near a wall and consequently more accurate

prediction for the shear stress levels within the boundary layer.

An asymptotic analysis carried out by Wilcox (1988) shows that the k- w model

equations gives the value of B - 5.1 in Eq.(16) in the near wall region. This value agrees

closely with the experimental observed value of B = 5.0 and compares significantly

better than the values obtained from other two-equation models (Wilcox (1993), p.123).

An important implication is that, unlike other two-equation models, the k-w model can

be used with no additional viscous modifications in the near wall region. Hence, simple

no-slip boundary condition can be imposed and integrating through the turbulent and

viscous sublayers can yield satisfactory results.

12



The fact that the k -co model can be integrated directly to a wall surface is an

important advantage over the k- _ model since Dirichlet-type boundary conditions

can be used at a wall leading to better numerical stability (Menter (1992b)). At a

wall surface, specification of the no-slip boundary condition leads to V - 0 and k - 0.

As for the value of w at the wall surface, denoted as co_, the following asymptotic

expression holds'
6u

w --. _y2 as y --. 0 (22)

For ease of implementation, Menter (1992b) suggested the following boundary condition

for smooth walls'
6v

- y - 0 (2a)
where Ay is the distance to the grid point adjacent to the wall, and f,, - 10 was

recommended for use by Menter who claimedthat the results would not be sensitive to

the factor used, as long as the value of w_ was made large enough. Wilcox (1988) gave

suggestions as to the meaning of assigning different Values of co as boundary condition

at a wall surface. He showed that large values of w_ gives best agreement to the law-of-

the-wall prediction for smooth walls, while small values of w_ simulates the situation

where there is substantial surface roughness.

The most significant noted drawback of the k- co model is its dependence on

the free stream value of co, designated as wi, in the prediction for free shear flows

(Menter(1992a)). As a result, the spreading rates for many types of free shear flows

such as mixing layer, plane jet and round jet are predicted incorrectly. The problem

was identified to be caused by the diffusion of the free stream value of w across the shear

layer as the value of k decreases approaching the shear layer edge (Wilcox (1993)).

To circumvent this problem of coy dependency, Menter (1992b) modified the co-

equation by adding a cross-diffusion term as follows:

w Ox.iOx:i

The form of Eq.(24) is obtained by formally transforming the _-equation using the

relationship w _ c/k. The effect of adding the cross-diffusion term 0k o_ is to preventOzj Ozj .

13



the value of wi from diffusing from the non-turbulent region into the turbulent region.

For the value of (rd, Wilcox (1993, p.101) suggested the following:

O, aka,,, <0

8xd Ox.i --,7,,- oko., (25)
0', O=i Oxi _ 0

However, the above modification still yields shear layer spreading rate that is farther

from measurements than those predicted by the k - e model. Research effort is still

on-going to establish an optimum set of parameters for the k -w model.

4 Renormalization Group k- e Model

As mentioned earlier, the development of the RNG k- e model is an attempt to derive

rigorously a two-equation k- e model from the Navier-Stokes equations. Using the

concept of renormalization groups, the equations for turbulence parameters k and e

were obtained by averaging the basic 'microscopic' Navier-Stokes equations over the

fluctuating velocity field.

4.1 Form of the Model

When applied to derive a two-equation eddy viscosity model in the variables k and

e, the RNG theory gives a set of modeling equations that has the same characteristic

form as the standard k - e model (Eqs.(12-14)), with the exception that the modeling

parameters are different. In the standard k - e model, the modeling parameters are

derived based on empirical fitting to benchmark experimental results. In the R,NG

k - e model, the parameters are explicitly computed and assume the following values:

C_, - 0.085, C,_ - 1.42 - R, C_2 - 1.68, crk- 0.7179, er, - 0.7179 (26)

where

R _ _7(1- _7/%)
I +/377 3 (27)

In the above expression,

v- sk/_ (28)
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is interpreted as the ratio of turbulence to mean strain time scale, with S - (2$ij$ij) i/2

being the norm of the mean rate of strain tensor $ij given in Eq.(4). The values of 7/0

and/3 are taken to be 4.38 and 0.015, respectively.

For viscosity dominated flow regions near a wall, the standard renormalization

group theory cannot be applied directly. The reason is that the primarily viscous

scales of motion are removed by the ultraviolet cutoff of the RNG procedure. Orszag

et al. (1993) claimed to have developed low Reynolds number modifications based on

the RNG theory that allows direct integration of the equation system across the viscous

sublayer, but apparently such modifications have not been presented in the literature.

Speziale and Thangam (1992) applied a wall function to bridge the gap between the

fully turbulent region and the viscous sublayer.

4.2 Versatility of the Model

The form of the modeling equation for the turbulent energy dissipation rate e (Eq.(14))

has been the subject of suspicion due to its empirical origin that relies mainly on

dimensional reasoning. The renormalization group theory offers a theoretical support

to the basic form of the E-equation, and also perspectives to better account for the

effects of extra strain rates. The value of 7/ given in Eq.(28) reflects the degree of

isotropy in the flow field. When 7/is small, deviation from the isotropic condition is

small, and vice versa. The extra fractional term/t shown in Eq.(27) in the expression

for C_i has been found to be significant in regions of large strain rate. The improvement

of the RNG k - _ model for predicting flow phenomena that contain separation and

turbulence anisotropy has been attributed to the inclusion of such a term and deserves

attention.

Note that the sign of R depends on the difference 1-7//7/o where 7/0 - 4.38 represents

a typical value for the turbulence to mean strain time scale in homogeneous shear flows.

The difference changes sign depending on whether the time-scale ratio 7/is greater or

smaller than the homogeneous value %, distinguishing in such a way the small from the

large strain rates. This feature has probably contributed more than other modifications

15



to an apparent success of the model to predict the appropriate length of recirculating

zones of several separating flows, as compared with other two-equation models (Speziale

and Thangam (1992)).

Although the theory yields the same form of the dissipation rate equation for high

Reynolds numbers, and produces numerical values of the coefficients thai are consider-

ably different from the standard values, without employing any experimental results, ii

was pointed out by Hanjali6 (1994) that the coefficients had to be brought closer to the

conventional values to reproduce some simple flows. The RNG k - e model, although

substantiated by seemingly very convincing physical arguments, has not been able to

bring about expected improvements in a uniform manner for a variety of engineering

relevant flows. Hanjali6 (1994) noted that the model brought only marginal improve-

ment of the velocity field in a flowthrough a staggered tube bank, and no improvement

in the badly predicted shear stress field. As well, for impinging jets, the R.NG based

e-equation did not seem to give more accurate results.

5 Test Case 1: Flow over a Backward-Facing Step

The flow over a backward-facing step is examined to compare the performance of the

three turbulence models considered. Data for this flow field are widely used to test the

accuracy o{ turbulence models because the specification of flow conditions is straight-

forward and the flow field exhibits separation and reattachment features which test the

predictive performance of turbulence models.

5.1 Description of the Problem

The experimental results by Driver and Seegmiller (1985) are considered because of

available data for wall shear stress which can be used to infer .the location of the flow

reattachment point. The geometry and flow conditions are given in Figure 1.

For both the standard and RNG k- e models, the standard wall function treatment

(Eqs.(16,17)) is applied to simulate the viscous damping effect of the wall. Although

16



wall functions do not formally apply to separated flows, but for this specific flow, it

was postulated by Speziale and Thangam (1992) that a large portion of the turbulent

kinetic energy is not associated with the separated zone. Therefore, wall functions

should not give rise to major errors in this problem. The inlet values of k and e are set

- ga/2/0.05Yo respectively. A 120 x 120 grid is used forto be kf - 0.005 x Uo2 and eI _f

the simulation.

For the k- co model, attention is on the specification of boundary values for k and

co. The same value for kf is used as for the k - e models. At solid walls, the practice

by Menter (1992b) is followed here that the governing equations are integrated directly

across the viscous sub-layer and the wall value of k, denoted as k_, is set to zero as

with the velocity components. As for w, different choices for the free stream values wi

and wall values co_ are possible and several cases are studied.

Case 1 600 10_

Case 2 6000 _ 105
Case 3 600 106
Case4 600 107

·In case 1, wf is chosen based on its definition to be the specific dissipation rate

of turbulent energy. Then on dimensional grounds, w ,-., e/k, and simple equality is

assumed so that wi - ef/k f with values of kf and eI taken from those used in the k-

models calculation. The value of co,ois chosen according to Eq.(23) with f_ - 10. In

case 2, wi is calculated according to the formal relationship given by Wilcox (1993)'

_o - k/(C,c), which causes _of to increase by one order of magnitude. This case is

considered to examine how sensitive will the results be dependent on the free stream

value of w. In cases 3 and 4, the values of ww are increased by one and two orders of

magnitude respectively over that of case 1 to examine the claim made by Menter that

the results are not sensitive to the value of f_ in Eq.(23).
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5.2 Results and Discussion

The reattachment length is the most prominent feature of the flow field and this length

can be estimated by observing the location where the wall shear stress _-,0vanishes.

The law-of-the-wall is used to estimate the wall shear stress using values of k and U at

nodes closest to the wall. In an equilibrium layer where turbulence energy generation

·balances dissipation, the law-of-the-wall gives

T,_- pC_X/4kx/2tcUl(ln(Ey+)), y+ > 11.63 (29)

where y+ is given by

y+- (3o)

with y being the normal distance from the wall. The value of E is correlated to be 9.8

for smooth walls. The computed values of rw behind the step for the various cases are

shown in Figure 2, together with the experimental data.

A number of remarks can be drawn from the results. First, comparing the two

k- e models, the RNG model gives better prediction for the reattachment length than

the standard model. Both models give good predictions for the magnitude of the most

negative r,_ just after the step, but the location is predicted incorrectly. The prediction

for the overall wall shear stress distribution by the standard model is not good, and

the RNG model does not give much improvement. Second, comparing the results for

the four cases of the k- co model shows that there is sensitivity of the results on

the boundary data for w. Differences in the results between cases 1 and 2 show the

dependence on wf. The differences, though noticeable, are not very significant. The

dependence of the results on co_ is more noticeable. Comparing the results of cases 1, 3

and 4 shows that the reattachment length increases as co_ incraeases. This observation

contrasts the statements forwarded by Menter (1992b) that the simulated flow field is

not sensitive to the choice of co_ as long as its value is large.

The prediction of the overall wall shear stress distribution by the k-co model is not

good. Menter (1992b) reported very good agreement between the same experimental
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data and results from the unmodified k- co model by Wilcox (1988), however, such

good agreement cannot be repeated here. The difference is not likely caused by the

grid used since the grid here has approximately the same density as that used by

Menter. The observation that the k- w model gives results which depend strongly on

the prescription of co close to the wall surface is a concern since there is no obvious

means for choosing a suitable value for f_ in Eq.(23).

6 Test Case 2: Multiple Jets in a Crossflow

The problem of multiple jets injecting into a confined crossflow is of importance in

the study of air jet interactions in a recovery furnace since the upward flowing flue

gas channel acts like a crossflow to jets at secondary and tertiary levels. Accurate

prediction of this flow is thus vital to the prediction of flows in a recovery furnace.

6.1 Experimental and Numerical Investigation

An experiment was carried out at the University of British Columbia to investigate

jet penetration into a cross-flowing stream. The experiment was performed in a wind

tunnel facility where an array of square jet orifices was positioned laterally across the

base of the test section (see Figure 3). The jet air is mixed with a small amount

of propane for monitoring the distribution of jet fluid. Details of the experimental

conditions are given in Tse et al. (1996b).

The crossflow speed is U_f - 1.5 m/s and the jet speed is Vj_t - 19.3 m/s. The

concentration of propane, which is normalized by the concentration at the jet exit, is

measured in the jet symmetry plane at the two downstream positions x/D - 6 and 12

using a flame ionization detector. The experimental condition is to be simulated by

the standard k- e, RNG k- e and Wilcox's k- co models. A.uniform 120 x 60 x 12

grid is used in the simulations.

For the two k - e models, boundary conditions are specified as follows' symmetry

conditions at the two lateral planes bounding a jet so that only half of a jet is simulated;
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zero-gradient condition for all dependent variables at the exit plane of thedomain; wall

function model to simulate the presence of a solid wall; at the crossflow inlet, U - U_i,

V - W - (_ - 0, k - 0.005U_/ and e - k3/2/O.O6H, while at the jet exit, V - Vj_t,

U- W- 0, · - 1, k- 0.005V?_t and e- k3/2/O.5D. For the k-co model, same

values of k are prescribed at the crossflow inlet and the jet exit, while values of co are

set according to co - k/e. At the solid surface, k is set to be zero while co_ is chosen

according to Eq.(23). Three values of co_are considered by choosing f,, - 10, f_ - 100

and f_ - 1. These cases are studied to observe the dependence of the flow field on the

value of co,o.

6.2 Results and Discussion

The computed jet fluid distribution in the jet symmetry plane for various cases are

shown in Figure 4. The results for the two k - e models are similar, indicating that

the eddy viscosity are similarly predicted. The k- w model results, however, show

differences both from the predictions by the k - e models and among the three values

of f_,. It is seen that changing the value of cowaffects the flow field prediction in a

significant way. The jet penetrates significantly deeper across the crossflow channel for

larger values of f_ (co_) than for smaller values. The case f_ - 1 gives the unrealistic

result that the jet fluid lies close to the injection wall with very little mixing with the

crossfiow fluid.

Detailed numerical and experimental results for the jet fluid concentration at the

two downstream locations z/D - 6 and 12 in the jet symmetry plane are shown in

Figure 5. The predictions by the two k - e models are indeed very similar, with both

slightly underpredicting the jet penetration while slightly overpredicting the jet fluid

concentration. The k- co results with f_ - 10 do not match the experimental data

well at positions near the injection wall. It appears that the mixing of the jet fluid

with the crossflow fluid is incorrectly predicted by the k -co model for any choice of

f_. It is not clear whether a viscous correction for the k- co model near a wall will

lead to better prediction.
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7 Test Case 3: Swirling Flow Predictions for a
Recovery Furnace Water Model

In many recovery furnace operations, swirling flows are generated intentionally to pro-

mote mixing of air with combustibles. These swirling flows are usually created by a

specific air admission practice for which the windboxes at the secondary or tertiary

level are injecting air in specific directions so as to impart a rotation pattern for the

flow within the furnace cavity. In many operations, this practice has demonstrated to

achieve goo d mixing and high combustion efficiencies at moderate jet velocities and

low fan power requirements (see Lefebvre and Burelle (1988)). However, it may con-

tribute to unacceptable gas side temperature variations at the furnace outlet plane.

As a result, accurate predictions of such swirling flows in a recovery furnace can yield

information to optimize the air system.

Sloan et al. (1986) discussed the shortcomings regarding the prediction of swirls by

two-equation eddy viscosity based models. The standard k- c model has been accused

of failing to reproduce, even qualitatively, several important features of swirling flows

such as velocity component decay, jet spreading or diffusion rate, degree of entrainment,

and Reynolds stress levels. The deficiencies are associated with the limitations of eddy

viscosity models discussed earlier in Section 1.3. In particular, the source terms in

the dissipation rate equation (_ or w) control, to a significant degree, the magnitude

of the turbulent kinetic energy, the mean velocity decay, and the jet spreading rates.

However, the modeling of the source terms has not yet been satisfactorily extended to

rotating flows. Since the dissipation equation is common to both two-equation models

and higher-order closure schemes, the implication is that little predictive improvement

may be gained by resorting to a more refined stress closure model.

Attempts at improving the prediction of swirling flows by the standard k - _ model

through modifications to C_,and the source terms in the Eequation based on Richardson

number corrections have been discussed in Sloan et al. (1986). They also discussed the

possibility of using Reynolds stress models which were not sufficiently proven in applied
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studies for swirling flows. The following conclusion was reached:

· predictive accuracy was found to be a partial function of inlet boundary condi-

tions and numerical diffusion;

· corrections which serve to modify the turbulence intensity by altering the isotropic

eddy viscosity or the source terms in the dissipation rate equation are generally

inadequate;

· standard k- e model performs competitively with the other model modifications

and in some instances is judged to be superior than the modified treatments;

· higher closure models can only claim marginal superiority in the prediction of

swirling flows, but the substantial increase in computational complexity and cal-

culation time does not justify their use.

In view of these observations, Sloan et al. recommended that the present generation of

combustion code calculations retain the standard k- e model. Such a recommendation

is still followed in many CFD codes designed for furnace simulations (Nowak et al.

(1995), Hill and Smoot (1993), Wessel et al. (1993)). The purpose of the present study

is to test the prediction performance of the standard k- e, RNG k- e and k- co

models for a swirling flow generated within a recovery furnace water model. Details of

the experiment and numerical procedure are described next.

7.1 Experimental Modeling of Recovery Boiler Flows

An experiment was conducted at the University of British Columbia in an isothermal

scale water model shown in Figure 6 of a Combustion Engineering recovery boiler de-

sign. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is used as a quantitative flow visualization tech-

nique to provide two-dimensional velocity information on the liquid flow field through

optical recording and analysis of motion of small tracer particles added to the flow. A

laser light sheet is used to illuminate a two-dimensional region within the experimen-

tal apparatus, in which the motion of the particles is recorded using digital videotape
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for high resolution. The recordings are then analyzed using correlation techniques to

obtain a time series of two-dimensional velocity vectors. Details of the experimental

set-up and analysis techniques are given in Ketler et al. (t994).

There are four starting burners located just above the primary orifices in the front

and rear faces at elevation z - 0.05 m. The burners are angled in a horizontal plane

towards the center at 25° from the perpendicular. Jets from these burners cause a

swirling flow in the model. In the experiment, jets from the primary level, the starting

burners, the secondary level, and load burners are in operation. The resulting flow field

is examined by particle image velocimetry at three horizontal levels shown in Figure

6' level 1, z - 0.26 m; level 2, z - 0.55 m, and level 3, z - 0.70 m. The results are

compared to numerical predictions described next.

7.2 Numerical Predictions and Analysis

Numerical predictions of the furnace flow field are carried out using the standard k- e,

RNG k - e and Wilcox's k -w models. For the two k - e models, the wall function

is used to simulate the viscous damping effect due to the presence of solid walls. Zero

gradient condition is imposed for all flow variables at the furnace exit plane. At jet

inlets, velocity values Va',t are prescribed according to the experimentally measured

flow rate data, while turbulence quantities are specified according to the formulae:

- (32)ejet r_je t

where I denotes the turbulence intensity and La is a characteristic turbulence dissipa-

tion length scale at the jet exit. Jets at the secondary level are modeled individually,

with I and Ld for the jet turbulence parameters chosen to be. 0.01 and 0.5 times the

orifice width, respectively. The rows of primary jets are modeled as slot jets because

of close orifice spacings. Following the study done by Tse et al. (1996a), the values

for both I and La need to increase for the slot jets to compensate for the neglect of
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interaction between neighboring jets. The values chosen for I and La for the primary

slot jets are 0.1 and (10a/2 x 0.5 x original primary orifice width), respectively.

For the k-w model, values of cospecified at the jet exits are obtained through wj_t -

kil21r
j_t/_,a- When values of w_ are chosen according to Eq.(23) with f_, - 10, preliminary

viewing of the prediction suggested that the results were not realistic when compared

to experimental data and to results given by the two k - e models. Satisfactory results

were obtained only after fo, was increased to 1000.

Figure 7 shows the interaction of the four jets from the starting burners that causes

the swirling flow. The predictions given by the standard and RNG k - E models are

compared to the k- w model results with fo, - 100 and 1000. The results from the

standard and RNG k- e models are very similar, whereas the results generated by

using f_ - 100 appear to underpredict the swirl intensity. The results with fo, - 1000

are similar to those obtained by either k - c model.

Figures 8 through 10 show a comparison of numerical and experimental results

at the three elevations where the P IV data are taken. Portion of the experimentally

obtained velocity field in each plane is blanked out due to either obstruction by the

bullnose or high noise level in the data. The predictions by the RNG k - e model

are visually almost indistinguishable from those by the standard k- e model. The

predictions by the k-w model with f_ - 1000 are also very similar to the standardk-

results for both the magnitude of the velocity vectors around the swirl core and the

position of the core. The numerical results appear to predict the position of the swirling

core at each elevation quite well. It is significant to note that the magnitudes of the

velocity vectors around the swirl core predicted by any of the three models are generally

higher than the experimental values at the lowest elevation level 1, while the opposite

is true at the two higher levels. This observation confirms the suspicion that two-

equation eddy viscosity type models predict too rapid a swirl decay rate (Sloan et al.

(1986)) and are unable to produce quantitatively accurate results for swirling flows.
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8 Summary and Conclusion

The main attractiveness of eddy viscosity based two-equation turbulence models is

their efScient and robust numerical performance. These models have only demonstrated

satisfactory predictions for two-dimensional shear flows with mild streamline curvatures

and body force effects. For more complicated flows that involve rotation, buoyancy,

and three-dimensional effects, the models yield results that can only be judged to

be qualitatively reasonable, and much care is needed to apply the results to solve

engineering problems.

The standard k- e model continues to enjoy wide usage in the solution of applied

problems. An important reason is that no other two-equation models has yet proven

to be significantly better for general engineering fluid dynamical problems in terms

of either accuracy or efficiency. Modifications to the basic k- e model may be made

through suitable adjustment to the modeling coefficients or to the source terms in the

e-equation to give better predictions for flows with strong curvature or other specific

effects. However, such modifications are ad hoc in nature and none has yet gained

universal acceptance.

The RNG k - e model appears to rest on a firmer theoretical basis. However,

as noted by Hanjali6 (1994), the modeling parameters need to be adjusted to more

conventional values before good comparison with experimental data can be achieved.

Although the model promises to give better prediction for flows with separation and

anisotropy, our numerical results for flow over a backward-facing step and a row of jets

in a crossfiow show that the improvement over the standard k - e model is not very

significant. For the more complex swirling flow found in a recovery furnace model, the

RNG/c- e model does not yield any noticeable improvement over the standard model.

For certain classes of shear flows in adverse pressure gradient conditions, Wilcox's

k- co model performs better than many other two-equation models (Wilcox (1993),

Menter (1992b)). However, the model has not yet gained wide acceptance and its

superior performance over variances of the k- e model was not established by the
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numerical experiments performed in this study. Instead, itwas found thatthe solution

to the k- w model exhibits dependence not only on the free stream value of w but

also on the value of a., specified near a wall. The guidance given by Menter (1992b) for

determining co= as given in Eq.(23) is of little use since our calculation for simple shear

flows shows that the results change significantly for different choices of f_. Resolution

to this problem may lie in the use of some viscous damping functions in conjunction

with the model near a wall.

The present study reveals that the standard k-e model yields the same performance

as two other state-of-the-art two-equation models, the RNG k- e and Wilcox's k- w

models, for the prediction of complex flows that are found in recovery furnaces. In

view of the uncertainty in the modeling of the many other physical and chemical

processes in a kraft recovery furnace, the standard k - e model is recommended for

use for general simulation purposes. Despite its noted weaknesses, the model yields

qualitatively accurate results as shown in our study of furnace swirling flows. The

results are therefore useful in guiding design development. Hence, the immediate focus

should be to develop more efficient and robust methods to solve the k- e modeling

equations. Such numerical methods will remain useful while waiting for further progress

in turbulence modeling and computing speed.
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Figure 2: Wall shear stress distribution for backward-facing step flow. 
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Figure 9' Velocity distribution at level 2, numerical and experimental results.
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